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ABSTRACT

Direct synthesis of dimethyl ether (DME) via CO2 hydrogenation has received
great attention, owing to the global warming caused by CO2 emission and increasing
energy demand worldwide. In this works, three major aspects of bifunctional catalysts
development were studied: (1) investigation of the roles of interaction in the CuO-ZnOZrO2-Al2O3/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts, (2) deactivation and regeneration of CuOZnO-ZrO2-Al2O3 with different zeolitic catalysts for one-step CO2 hydrogenation to
dimethyl ether, and (3) study on the enhancement of activity and stability of
CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts via the introduction of promoters using different
synthesis methods (i.e., Fe via co-precipitation, Pd via impregnation, and ZrO2 via atomic
layer deposition).
The interaction between CZZA and HZSM-5 played an important role in
maintaining good activity and stability of the bifunctional catalysts. A low-temperature
regeneration (250 °C) under the air atmosphere is a more effective method than higher
temperature (> 300 °C) for the recovery of catalytic activity of deactivated
CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts. Introduction of Fe into CZZA via co-precipitation
method could greatly improve the stability of the catalyst. Zirconium oxide (ZrO2) on
CuO-ZnO-Al2O3 (CZA) catalysts by atomic layer deposition (ALD) was proved to
enhance the catalytic performance of CZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts for dimethyl
ether synthesis. The modification of Pd on aged CZA precursor composed of a mixture of
zincian-malachite and hydrotalcite-like phases, showed higher methanol yield under mild
reaction conditions than CZA catalyst, benefited from hydrogen spillover effect.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. CARBON DIOXIDE RECYCLING TO VALUABLE FUEL
The current sources of global energy are mainly based on fossil fuels. Although
the use of renewable energy sources has increased, it is still necessary to find alternatives
to meet the increasing demand of energy. According to BP Statistical Review of World
Energy [1], published in 2019 (Figure. 1.1), global energy consumption increased by
2.9% in 2018. The demand for all fuels significantly increased, especially in the case of
natural gas (168 Mtoe, accounting for 43% of the global increase) and renewables (71
Mtoe, 18% of the global increase), which was driven by a robust global economy and
higher heating and cooling needs in some parts of the world [2-6].

Figure 1.1 Global energy consumption in 2018, Million tonnes oil equivalent (mtoe). BP
Statistical Review of World Energy 2019 (68th edition) [1].
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Driven by a higher energy demand in 2018 [2], global energy-related CO2
emissions rose 2.0% to a historic high of 33.1 Gt (gigatonnes) CO2 (Figure. 1.2). It was
the highest rate of growth since 2013, and 70% higher than the average increase since
2010. The dynamics changed in 2017 and 2018, because of higher economic growth was
not met by higher energy productivity, lower-carbon options did not scale fast enough to
meet the rise in demand [7-10]. The natural carbon cycle has been outpaced by the
anthropogenic emissions of CO2 by burning carbon-rich fossil fuels, and the
concentrations of atmospheric CO2 have increased from 280 ppm (before the industrial
revolution) to 390 ppm in 2010 and by the end of this century, are expected to be 570
ppm [6, 9-11].

Figure 1.2 Global energy-related carbon dioxide emissions by source, 1990-2018. Global
Energy and CO2 Status Report 2018 released by International Energy Agency (IEA) [2].

Therefore, it seems quite necessary to reduce the production of CO2 and convert
this greenhouse gas into useful chemicals for environmental protection. The conversion
of main greenhouse gas, CO2 into high value chemical products (i.e., formic acid,
ethanol, methanol, and methane) can be helpful for solving the interlinked and
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challenging problems of the modern age [12-16]. In this concern, the catalytic
transformation of CO2 to methanol (MeOH) and dehydration to DME has received
renewed attention since DME can be used as an intermediate to produce several valueadded products (e.g., gasoline, aromatics, and olefin) or as an alternative fuel (Figure.
1.3) [4, 8, 17-23].

Figure 1.3 Chemical recycling of CO2 to methanol and DME [4].

1.1.1. Methanol. Nowadays, methanol is a primary liquid petro-chemical, which
is of considerable importance in the chemical and energy industries. It has been recognized
as one of the top five commodity chemicals transported and utilized around the world each
year [24-28]. Methanol is commonly used as a feedstock for the production of a variety of
chemicals including formaldehyde, acetic acid, methyl methacrylate, dimethyl
terephthalate, methyl tertiary butyl ether (MTBE), and DME [5, 6, 29-31]. Most of these
chemicals are the basic building blocks of many commodity products in our daily life
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including paints, plastics, resins, adhesives, and antifreezes. Furthermore, methanol is a
liquid phase energy-carrier suitable for transportation applications. It is also an excellent
alternative fuel blend for internal combustion engines; moreover, it can be directly
employed in fuel cells [32-35]. A concept called “methanol economy” was proposed in
2005 by Olah et al., which suggested methanol could replace fossil fuels as a means of
energy storage, ground transportation fuel, and raw material for synthetic hydrocarbons
and their products, due to its chemical versatility and possibility for transportation with
distribution [1, 36-38].
1.1.2. DME. DME is the simplest ether, without a C-C bond, which ranks on the
top among different alternative fuels for several vehicle technologies, according to the
well-to-tank (WTT) and a tank-to wheels (TTW) analysis [8, 9, 39-41]. DME can take the
place of liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) due to its similar physicochemical properties, also
the WTW efficiency of DME is comparable with LPG and compressed natural gas (CNG)fueled vehicles, which allows ocean transport using conventional LPG tankers without any
additional effort. Besides, DME can also be used as clean diesel fuel due to its high cetane
number, especially with very low soot emission in the exhaust gas from a diesel engine
[42-45]. It can be readily decomposed even if being leaked into air and is very safe and
benign to the environment. It also serves as a hydrogen source for fuel cells. Acting as a
hydrogen carrier, DME is also considered a reliable candidate for steam reforming again
to syngas (CO+H2) or hydrogen if necessary, due to being not toxic as methanol and with
a high hydrogen concentration [46-49].

5
1.2. TRADATIONAL MEHTODS OF METHANOL AND DME SYNTHESIS
Typically, catalytic synthesis of DME can be simply realized from methanol
dehydration over an acid support or from syngas (synthesis gas) conversion via a twostep reaction with methanol as an intermediate. Many investigations on the mechanisms
of DME synthesis by dehydration of methanol on solid-acid catalysts have been reported
[50-53], and the majority of them believe this reaction is favored at low temperatures
because it is an exothermic reaction. The formation of by-products, such as ethylene,
carbon monoxide, hydrogen, and coke, is significant at high temperatures.
The very first commercialized methanol synthesis process from CO2-containing
syngas, developed by BASF in 1923, using ZnO-Cr2O3-based catalysts [54-56]. Syngas, a
mixture of hydrogen and carbon monoxide, is conventionally produced from natural gas,
coal, coal-bed methane, biomass, and other waste resources. The production of syngas
through gasification of coal was mainly completed in a high-temperature fluidized bed
gasifier, which was patented in 1920s by Fritz Winkler, but there were typically nonreacting species, such as methane or nitrogen, which were introduced through the
reaction loop. After that in the 1960s, the generation of syngas was innovated from coal
to naphtha/natural gas reforming, with fewer non-reacting species in the syngas.
Currently it has been manufactured industrially from natural gas by steam reforming [5759]. Therefore, the syngas-to-DME route has attracted lots of attention, due to its
dramatically economic value and sustainable significance. Generally, the indirect syngasto-DME process involves the following two consecutive reactions, which are methanol
synthesis and methanol dehydration, in parallel with the water gas shift process as a side
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reaction. With the increasing of energy prices, more energy efficient and environmentally
friendly solutions for methanol and DME synthesis are desired in this regard.

1.3. CATALYTIC PROCESS FOR METHANOL AND DME PRODCUTION
FROM CO2 HYDROGENATION
Recently, considerable attention has been given for the utilization of CO2 as a raw
material in the synthesis of methanol and DME, to mitigate the accumulation of CO2 in
the atmosphere. Among them, DME synthesis from CO2 hydrogenation could be realized
by either a two-step process (indirect synthesis) or a single-step process (direct
synthesis). In the indirect synthesis, methanol is first synthesized over a metallic-based
catalyst through CO2 hydrogenation, then methanol is dehydrated into DME over solid
acid catalysts (e.g., γ-alumina and zeolite) [60-63]. On the other hand, direct conversion
of CO2 to DME involves a bifunctional catalyst capable of performing two sequential
reactions, methanol synthesis and methanol dehydration in one reactor [64-67]. This is an
attractive and effective alternative to the two-step process, which is beneficial for
obtaining higher CO2 conversion and DME selectivity, due to the fact that this scavenger
effect on methanol can lower the catalyst surface concentration of the intermediate
methanol and break the thermodynamic limitation on the overall CO2 conversion [68-71].
Moreover, from an industrial point of view, the application of direct synthesis of DME
via CO2 in a single fix-bed reactor should reduce the capital investment for the DME
production. All the participated reactions are as follows [72-76]:
Methanol synthesis reaction:
𝐶𝑂2 + 3𝐻2 ↔ 𝐶𝐻3 𝑂𝐻 + 𝐻2 𝑂
Methanol dehydration reaction:

∆𝐻298𝐾 = −49.4 𝐾𝐽 𝑚𝑜𝑙 −1

(1)
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2𝐶𝐻3 𝑂𝐻 ↔ 𝐶𝐻3 𝑂𝐶𝐻3 + 𝐻2 𝑂

∆𝐻298𝐾 = −23.4 𝐾𝐽 𝑚𝑜𝑙 −1

(2)

∆𝐻298𝐾 = +41.2 𝐾𝐽 𝑚𝑜𝑙 −1

(3)

Reverse water gas shift reaction:
𝐶𝑂2 + 𝐻2 ↔ 𝐶𝑂 + 𝐻2 𝑂

Overall DME synthesis reaction from CO2:
2𝐶𝑂2 + 6𝐻2 ↔ 𝐶𝐻3 𝑂𝐶𝐻3 + 3𝐻2 𝑂

∆𝐻298𝐾 = −123.0 𝐾𝐽 𝑚𝑜𝑙 −1

(4)

1.3.1. Catalysts for CO2 Hydrogenation to Methanol. Generally, heterogeneous
methanol catalysts can be mainly classified into two main categories: (1) Metal-based
catalysts, which are composed of Cu metal as the main active component and noble metals
(e.g., Au, Ag, Pd and Pt) as active components; (2) Oxygen deficient materials, which
means their oxygen vacancy sites are considered as active sites for methanol formation,
such as In2O3 and ZnO based catalysts. Although many kinds of methanol synthesis
catalysts have been investigated [77-85], copper-based catalysts remain the main catalytic
system until now. In addition, previous studies also identified the following order of
catalytic activity [5, 7, 10, 41, 86, 87]:
Cu >> Co = Pd = Re > Ni > Fe >> Ru = Pt > Os > Ir = Ag = Rh >Au
Typically, a commercial methanol synthesis (Cu-ZnO-Al2O3) catalyst is prepared
by a co-precipitation method and mostly composed of around 50-70 mol % of CuO, 2050% ZnO, and 5-20% of Al2O3 [88-92]. The good activity and high stability of this
catalyst are due to the unique microstructure, which zinc oxide acts as a geometrical
spacer between Cu nanoparticles and keeps the active Cu metal in optimal dispersion in
the Cu/ZnO catalyst, consequently providing a high number of active sites exposed to
gaseous reactants [93-95]. Introduction of Al3+ ion into the Cu/ZnO was proved to
improve thermal and chemical stability [96-98].
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Despite the good performance of Cu-ZnO-Al2O3 catalysts, unsatisfactory CO2
hydrogenation performance has been attributed to catalyst deactivation, which is caused
by the presence of water, as it has competitive adsorption with reactant gases on the
active sites. Also, produced water could accelerate the crystallizations of Cu and ZnO in
the catalyst. Therefore, there is always a high demand for applying other metal oxides
into the catalyst composition (multi-metallic systems) for enhanced catalytic activity and
stability in the formation of MeOH. In the literature, the unique features of various metals
added as promoters in the of Cu-Zn based catalysts for the CO2-to-MeOH hydrogenation
have been reported, such as Al, Mn, Zr, Pd, La, Ce, Ga, and V [9, 10, 26, 28, 39, 49, 81,
83, 85, 90, 99-101].
1.3.2. Catalysts for MeOH Dehydration to DME. As shown above, methanol
dehydration reaction is exothermic (∆H = -23.4 kJ/mol) and proceeds without change of
mole number [102-104]. For this reason, reaction pressure is not considered as a parameter
affecting reaction equilibrium. However, a lower reaction temperature has a
thermodynamic benefit toward the formation of DME. Methanol dehydration is normally
conducted over acid sites on the catalyst and several studies attempted to develop an active,
selective, and stable catalyst at relatively low temperature for the above-mentioned
thermodynamic advantages. Currently, research is mostly focused on utilization of zeolites
as catalysts for the methanol dehydration step. For example, γ-Al2O3 is a widelyinvestigated solid acid catalyst, due to its low cost, high surface area, and good thermal and
mechanical stability. However, it has high tendency to adsorb water produced during the
reaction, causing fast deactivation [10, 73, 78]. SAPO-34 with small channel openings is
also a good candidate catalyst for methanol dehydration, because it can provide high
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selectivity towards DME, but the rapid deactivation promoted by coke deposition into the
large 3-dimensional channel intersections will prevent reactant gas diffusion inside the
crystal. Heteropolyacids (HPAs) can also be applied to catalyze the methanol dehydration
reaction, since its high Brønsted acidity offers better catalytic performance than other solid
catalysts [9, 58]. Ion exchange resins (IERs) have also been considered as attractive
catalysts for methanol dehydration reaction, because of the high activity exhibited at
relatively low temperature [11, 66].
Among zeolites, ZSM-5 has attracted much more attention as an acid catalyst for
the one-pot CO2-to-DME process [105-108]. Several investigations have reported more
advantages of ZSM-5 catalyst for methanol dehydration reaction than other catalysts. For
example, stronger acid sites (Lewis and/or Brønsted type) in the structure of ZSM-5 offer
high activity in terms of methanol conversion at a relatively low reaction temperature,
and high resistance toward water adsorption [11, 65, 109, 110]. Unfortunately, these
strong acid sites of zeolites also catalyze the formation of by-products, such as olefins
and coke, still causing a significant loss of catalytic activity.
1.3.3. Catalysts for Direct Conversion of CO2 into DME. During the last
decades, the MeOH-to-DME process is recognized as the most mature and widely-used
route in chemical industries world-wide. However, methanol is an expensive chemical
feedstock with low cetane number, which makes the production of DME much more costly
and impractical using methanol as feedstock in industry. In contrast, the one-step CO2-toDME process is more promising and receiving increasing attention from researchers and
industries worldwide in recent years. Since the vigorous growth of CO2 emission into the
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atmosphere can be mainly considered as a potential carbon source, therefore, the CO2-toDME route is of dramatically economic value and sustainable significance [111-114].
Generally, the CO2 hydrogenation to DME reaction is kinetically controlled by
the Cu-catalyzed methanol synthesis reaction due to a higher rate of methanol
dehydration between two primary reactions (1) and (2). The tandem reactions from CO2
and H2 to DME can be realized by in one reactor using a bifunctional catalyst, composed
of a Cu-based catalyst for CO2 hydrogenation and a solid-acid catalyst for methanol
dehydration in a fixed-bed, slurry-bed, or fluidized-bed reactor. Thus, the bifunctional
catalyst for the direct CO2-to-DME conversion should be able to efficiently catalyze both
methanol synthesis and methanol dehydration reactions towards the positive direction,
while minimizing the formation of CO produced by the RWGS side reaction (3) and
hydrocarbons (carbonaceous species) from methanol conversion [115-118]. However,
deposition of carbonaceous materials on the bifunctional catalysts and sintering of the
material are inevitably leading to severe catalyst deactivation. Also, huge amount of
water formed through the whole reactions thermodynamically limits both formation and
dehydration of methanol, and causes a significant loss of copper surface area [1, 70, 119].
Typically, a bifunctional catalyst is composed of a methanol synthesis catalyst
and a solid catalyst for the dehydration of MeOH into DME. For instance, the
combinations of Cu-ZnO-Al2O3, Cu-TiO2-ZrO2, Cu-Fe2O3-ZrO2, or Cu-ZnO-Ga2O3 as
methanol synthesis catalyst with HZSM-5, FER, H-Ga-silicate, or SAPO-34 as methanol
dehydration catalyst were studied extensively by several researchers [19, 25, 35, 39, 42,
66, 68, 81, 95, 117]. Among them, CZA catalyst in conjunction with HZSM-5 is the most
widely-studied bifunctional catalyst, due to its superior catalytic performance. However,
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such bifunctional catalysts still face the challenge of severe deactivation by either coke
formation or metal sintering/oxidation leading to the blockage of active sites [65, 103,
105, 115, 117, 120]. In this concern, it is important to optimize the composition and
reaction conditions of two catalyst components, as well as balance the acidity of zeolite.
Moreover, a deep and thorough understanding of interactions between two different
active components in bifunctional catalysts is indispensable for direction CO2
hydrogenation to DME.
1.3.4. DME Reactors. Currently, various types of reactors have been reported for
the production of DME. Fixed-bed reactors, slurry phase reactors, and membrane reactors
are the most common reactors for laboratory or industrial scale applications. For examples,
fixed bed reactors are used at laboratory scale due to the simplicity and low costs [23, 60,
99, 100]. An optimum longitudinal profile of temperature can be obtained along the reactor,
which means a reduction of temperature is present from the inlet to the outlet of the reactor.
This would lead to a high reaction rate near the inlet of the reactor, while conversions are
high at the outlet. Due to lower investment cost and better heat transfer, slurry phase
reactors are typically applied for large-scale DME production. However, several
limitations have been reported in mass transfer between phases, such as high pressure and
solid concentration have complicated influences on the mass and heat transfer behaviors,
which would significantly decrease the reaction rate [5, 40, 121]. What’s more, the loss of
catalyst particles limits the use of the slurry phase reactors for DME production. Recently,
membrane reactors have attracted much attention, due to the efficient removal of water
during methanol dehydration and thus enhance DME productivity. In addition, a membrane
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reactor could be helpful for shifting equilibrium limited reaction toward desirable products
[10, 121, 122].

1.4. MOTIVATIONS
For a normal operation of direct synthesis of DME via CO2 hydrogenation, it is
thermodynamically favored due to the synergetic effect between the reactions involved,
by rapidly consuming in situ the formed methanol. This brings in a more efficient process
than the two-step route, with higher CO2 conversion obtained at mild reaction conditions.
However, it has been reported that there are several factors that can influence the
catalytic performance of the direct DME synthesis [1, 8, 11, 51, 65, 115, 121], such as
interaction between metallic and acidic catalysts, copper sintering, coke deposition, water
formation. A good synergy between two catalyst components could be helpful for
obtaining better CO2 conversion and DME selectivity, but too strong interaction due to
closer positions between the two kinds of active sites would also lead to detrimental
interactions and deactivation. Copper sintering leads to a decrease in the number of active
sites, which is detected as a decrease in activity. The coke species could be formed by
degradation of the methoxy ions (intermediates for the formation of MeOH/DME, as well
as for coke precursors), on both methanol synthesis catalyst and methanol dehydration
catalyst. The presence of water is a factor with complex effects over the catalyst and
reaction. High water content enhances the deactivation of the acid dehydration catalyst by
blockage of acid sites through adsorption of water molecules, also accelerates copper
sintering of copper catalyst. Meanwhile, water is known to attenuate coke deposition over
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both catalyst functions, due to the competition for adsorption on the active sites between
water and coke precursors.
Bearing these in mind, we plan to study the interaction effects in a deeper way to
obtain a better understanding of its roles between methanol synthesis and methanol
dehydration catalysts. Besides, different promoters (i.e., Fe, Pd or ZrO2) can be
introduced to the bifunctional catalysts through different synthesis methods, for achieving
higher catalytic activity and better stability. Lastly, the relationship between regeneration
conditions and recovery of catalytic activity of bifunctional catalysts will be also
investigated.

1.5. DISSERTATION SUMMARY
In Paper I, the roles of interaction in the CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts
between two catalyst components on the catalytic activity and deactivation behavior for
DME synthesis via CO2 hydrogenation were systematically investigated. We found a
rapid loss of activity in the separated CZZA and HZSM-5 catalysts, which most likely
caused by the absence of close interaction between two catalyst components. However,
too close contact between these two catalysts also affected the stability of the catalysts.
Therefore, it is important to optimize the level of contact intimacy between two
components in the development of bifunctional catalyst for DME synthesis, in order to
realize high activity and good stability.
In Paper II, the catalytic behavior of CuO-ZnO-ZrO2-Al2O3 (CZZA) with
different zeolitic catalysts (i.e., ZSM-5, zeolite-FER, zeolite-FAU, SAPO-11 and SAPO34) was evaluated in the direct production of dimethyl ether (DME) by CO2
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hydrogenation. A significant drop of DME yield around 3-5% for different bifunctional
catalysts during the stability tests introduces the importance of restoring the activity of
the catalyst efficiently. By various physico-chemical characterizations (e.g., XRD, N2Ochemisorption, TGA, NH3-TPD) of bifunctional catalysts with different post treatment, it
was revealed that low-temperature regeneration (250 °C) under the air atmosphere with
multiple cycles is a more effective and reliable method than high regeneration
temperature (≥ 300 °C) with less cycles, for the recovery of catalytic activity of
deactivated CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts, through oxidative coke combustion
treatment.
In Paper III, the effects of Fe incorporation on the stability of CuO-ZnO-ZrO2Al2O3 (CZZA) and HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts for DME synthesis from CO2
hydrogenation were studied. Long-term stability tests conducted under certain conditions
(i.e, 240 °C, 2.8 MPa, and space velocity at 720 h-1) showed that modification with Fe
was an effective way for improving catalyst stability in CO2 hydrogenation to DME over
Fe-CZZA/HZSM-5 catalyst. Specifically, the activity loss was significantly reduced from
4.2% to 1.4% in 100 h run of reaction, when Fe/Cu-Zn-Al-Zr molar ratio was 0.5.
However, the loss of Cu surface area and dispersion was also observed, due to blocking
of surface of Cu active sites. The good stability of Fe-modified CZZA catalysts in the
DME formation was most likely attributed to oxygen spillover introduced by addition of
Fe, which could enhance the thermal stability of copper and inhibit the oxidation of Cu
surface for long time reaction.
In Paper IV, an ultra-thin overcoating of zirconium oxide (ZrO2) film on CuOZnO-Al2O3 (CZA) catalysts by atomic layer deposition (ALD) was proved to enhance the
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catalytic performance of CZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts for hydrogenation of CO2
to dimethyl ether (DME). All the catalysts modified by ZrO2 ALD displayed significantly
improved catalytic stability of hydrogenation of CO2 to DME reaction, compared to that
of CZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts. This could be mainly attributed to the facts that
ZrO2 overcoating can prevent the sintering of Cu nanoparticles and hydrophilic ZrO2 can
act as a protective layer on Cu active sites against the poisoning effect of water.
Characterizations including H2-TPR, XRD and XPS revealed that there was strong
interaction between Cu active centers and ZrO2. The present work demonstrates the
potential of ALD thin film coating to stabilize the Cu-based metal catalysts for CO2
hydrogenation to DME.
In Paper V, a series of palladium (Pd) modified CuO-ZnO-Al2O3 (CZA) catalysts
with various Pd loadings (0.3 wt. % to 2.4 wt. %) were prepared using the impregnation
method, over two CuZnAl supports respectively with different structures (i.e., Cu-Zn-Al
aged precursor composed of a mixture of zincian-malachite and hydrotalcite-like phases
(CZA-zH), and CuO/ZnO/Al2O3 metal oxide nanoparticles (CZA-MO)). Pd/CZA-zH
catalysts exhibited a more efficient and stable production of methanol at a relatively low
reaction temperature 180 ºC. The better improvement of activity is mainly ascribed to the
higher surface area, and abundant oxygen-containing functional groups (e.g., -OH) of
CZA-zH catalyst support, which is beneficial for better adsorption and distribution of Pd
promoter. TEM images further confirmed the better dispersion of Pd on CZA-zH support
than CZA-MO. The difference in the effective utilization of hydrogen spillover effect of
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Pd promoter over two CZA catalyst supports resulted in the distinctive production of
methanol under mild reaction conditions.
In Section 2, the findings of this dissertation are summarized, and future work
directions are discussed.
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ABSTRACT

The roles of interaction between two catalyst components in CuO-ZnO-ZrO2Al2O3 (CZZA)/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalyst for dimethyl ether (DME) synthesis via
carbon dioxide hydrogenation were investigated. It was found that CZZA catalyst showed
excellent stability during methanol (MeOH) synthesis for 100 hrs, while there was a
severe loss of catalytic activity in the bifunctional catalyst for DME synthesis. Hence, the
effects of different degrees of intimacy of two catalyst components were studied for
DME synthesis, including mixed and separated modes. For the mixed mode, the particle
size of catalysts and the amount of reaction intermediates were proven to influence the
catalyst deactivation. For the separated mode, the catalysts showed rapid deactivation
within a short time. Various characterizations indicated that the remarkable deactivation
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of separated mode was mainly caused by the decrease of copper active centers (e.g.,
sintering and oxidation), and blockage of acid sites via increased coke deposition on
HZSM-5.
Keywords: Dimethyl ether (DME); Roles of interaction; Synergistic effect; CO2
hydrogenation; Bifunctional catalyst

1. INTRODUCTION

Catalytic hydrogenation of carbon dioxide (CO2) to dimethyl ether (DME) has
received lots of interests, since DME can be used not only as a promising intermediate for
gasoline, olefins, and other high value-added chemicals or as an efficient H2 carrier for
fuel cells, but also as an alternative fuel owing to its high cetane number (55-60), low
auto-ignition temperature, and considerable reduction of CO and NOx in the exhaust
gases1,2. Recently, a lot of research focused on bifunctional catalyst for one-step DME
synthesis via CO2 hydrogenation3-5. There are three reactions involved in this one-step
DME synthesis process from CO2/H2 mixtures over bifunctional catalysts, as described
by the following equations2:
Methanol synthesis reaction:
𝐶𝑂2 + 3𝐻2 ↔ 𝐶𝐻3 𝑂𝐻 + 𝐻2 𝑂

∆𝐻298𝐾 = −49.4 𝑘𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙

(1)

∆𝐻298𝐾 = −23.4 𝑘𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙

(2)

∆𝐻298𝐾 = +41.2 𝑘𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙

(3)

Methanol dehydration reaction:
2𝐶𝐻3 𝑂𝐻 ↔ 𝐶𝐻3 𝑂𝐶𝐻3 + 𝐻2 𝑂
Reverse water gas shift reaction:
𝐶𝑂2 + 𝐻2 ↔ 𝐶𝑂 + 𝐻2 𝑂
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For this one-step process, methanol (MeOH) synthesis and MeOH dehydration
are performed in the same process unit, without separation of intermediate MeOH. CuOZnO-Al2O3 (CZA) catalyst with promoters, such as ZrO2, has attracted a lot of interest,
since the promoters can enhance copper dispersion and catalytic activity6,7. Despite γAl2O3 offers high selectivity towards DME, it tends to strongly adsorb water produced
during the reaction, causing the deactivation of catalyst. In contrast, another common
MeOH dehydration catalyst is HZSM-5, which shows high resistance toward water
adsorption and has strong acid sites (Lewis and BrØnsted type), offering high activity in
terms of MeOH conversion at a relatively low reaction temperature. Via simultaneously
MeOH synthesis (reaction 1) using Cu-based catalyst and in situ MeOH dehydration to
DME (reaction 2) using zeolite catalyst, the equilibrium of the reaction system using
bifunctional catalyst (e.g., CZA and HZSM-5) would shift to the formation of DME and,
thus, higher CO2 conversion, compared with the individual reactions, therefore creating a
“synergistic effect” for better catalytic performance8-10.
Generally, a good synergy between the active sites of two catalysts enhances the
catalytic performance of bifunctional catalyst, which can shift the chemical equilibrium
to DME synthesis and reduce the yield of CO, which is formed by Reverse Water Gas
Shift (RWGS) reaction11,12. The most extended methodology for preparing bifunctional
catalysts is simple physical mixing of individual components13,14. Currently, in the
presence of appropriate bifunctional catalysts composed of a Cu-based catalyst (usually,
CuO-ZnO-Al2O3 or CuO-ZnO-ZrO2) and a solid acid catalyst (e.g., HZSM-5), CO2
hydrogenation to DME under high pressure (≥ 3 MPa) and temperature (220-260 °C) has
CO2 conversion values below 30% and DME selectivity less than 50%15,16. Progressive
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decay of bifunctional catalyst is inevitable during a long-term (≥ 100 hrs) reaction17,18, as
the result of significant loss of active sites in the bifunctional catalysts. Specifically, it has
been reported that the main cause of coke formation is the degradation of reaction
intermediates, such as methoxy species (O-CH3) during MeOH synthesis reaction, which
would gradually develop into high-molecular-weight structures, and ultimately induce
pore blocking and active-site suppression on metallic and acidic sites19,20. Thermal
sintering and oxidation of copper catalysts at elevated temperatures can result in a
decrease in the number of active sites21,22. Also, water, formed through MeOH synthesis
and dehydration, accelerates the deactivation of the metallic component by assisting Cu
sintering and oxidation and hydrothermal leaching of Zn and Al, as well as competitive
adsorption with CO2 on the active sites23,24. Besides, too intimate contact of two catalyst
components would also cause some adverse interactions25,26, such as the blockage of
zeolite micropores by CZA particles and the partial exchange of zeolite protons by Cu2+
cations.
Despite the above literature highlighted the efforts on the investigation of catalyst
deactivation in bifunctional catalyst for DME synthesis, the complicated interaction in
bifunctional catalyst system is still unclear and needs a better understanding. In the
present work, we provided experimental evidence and characteristic analysis to illustrate
how catalytic performance (activity and stability) of CZZA and HZSM-5 catalysts were
influenced, depending on the interaction between two catalysts by studying two catalyst
packing modes (i.e., mixed and separated). In particular, the relationship of different
levels of catalyst intimacy and performance obtained in a fixed bed reactor under
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deactivation conditions served to clarify how MeOH and water affect the DME
production as well as the properties of bifunctional catalysts.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1. MATERIALS
All reagent chemicals including copper nitrate (Cu(NO3)2·3H2O, 99%), zinc
nitrate (Zn(NO3)2·6H2O, 98%), aluminum nitrate (Al(NO3)3·9H2O, 98%), zirconium
dinitrate oxide hydrate (ZrO(NO3)2·xH2O, 99%), and sodium carbonate (Na2CO3, 99%)
were purchased from Alfa Aesar (USA). Ammonia-ZSM-5 (SiO2/Al2O3=23:1 molar
ratio, surface area of 425 m2/g) was purchased from Alfa Aesar. A high purity admixed
H2 and CO2 gas (v/v at 3:1) was purchased from Airgas Inc. (USA).

2.2. CATALYST PREPARATION
CZZA catalyst with an atomic ratio of Cu:Zn:Zr:Al = 4:2:1:0.5 was prepared by a
co-precipitation method. This atomic ratio is an optimized value based on our previous
study2. Typically, aqueous nitrate solutions of Cu(NO3)2, Zn(NO3)2, Al(NO3)3, and
ZrO(NO3)2 were mixed together and added dropwise into 400 mL of preheated deionized
(DI) water (65 ºC-70 ºC), with addition of an aqueous solution of sodium carbonate
simultaneously under vigorously stirring. At the end of co-precipitation, the pH value was
adjusted to 7.0 by an aqueous solution of sodium carbonate, followed by an aging process
at 70 ºC for 30 min. The precipitates were filtered and rinsed several times with warm
deionized water, followed by drying in an oven at 110 ºC for 12 hrs, and subsequently
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calcined at 400 ºC for 5 hrs. The HZSM-5 catalyst was obtained by calcining ammoniaZSM-5 at 500 ºC in air for 5 hrs.

2.3. CATALYST CHARACTERIZATIONS
X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were performed by a Philips X’Pert PRO
PW3050 X-ray diffractometer, equipped with a Cu Kα radiation and a graphite generator,
in a 2θ range of 5-90º at a scanning rate of 0.5 º/min to obtain crystal structure of
catalysts. N2 adsorption and desorption isotherms of all samples were collected by a
Quantachrome Autosorb-1. The specific surface area was obtained by the BrunauerEmmett-Teller (BET) method at a relative pressure range of 0.05-0.25 in the N2
adsorption and desorption isotherms. To determine the possible changes of specific
surface area due to coking, the used HZSM-5 catalysts were calcined at 500 ºC in air for
5 hrs to remove coke on the surface and inside of zeolite pores by combustion.
Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA/DTG) of fresh and used catalysts was carried
out using a TA Instruments Q50 thermogravimetric analyzer to determine coke content
by measuring the sample weight loss as a function of temperature. A sample was first
heated in an air stream at a heating rate of 10 ºC/min to 100 ºC, and swept for 60 min in
100 sccm of N2 to remove any moisture and adsorbed CO2. Then, the sample was heated
to 1,000 ºC using the same heating rate in 100 sccm air. After the oxidation of carbon
species, the catalyst was cooled down to room temperature. The weight percentage of
carbonaceous material in the catalyst was obtained by subtracting the weight loss of fresh
catalyst from the weight loss of used catalyst.
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The acidic properties of fresh and spent catalysts were determined by
temperature-programmed desorption of ammonia (NH3-TPD) using a Micromeritics
Autochem II 2920. The samples were saturated in a flow of a gas mixture containing 5
vol.% of NH3 in helium (He) at 150 ºC. The measurements were performed in a
temperature range of 25-700 ºC for NH3 desorption, at a constant rate of 10 ºC/min using
helium as a carrier gas.
Cu surface area, Cu dispersion, and Cu crystallite size were obtained by N2Ochemisorption measurements using Micromeritics Autochem II 2920. Before
measurements, the samples were degassed at 250 ºC in a pure He flow and further
reduced at the same temperature in a 10 vol.% of H2 in He flow for 2 hrs, then cooled
down to 50 ºC with a He flow. After that, a mixture of 1 vol.% N2O in He gas was used
to conduct chemisorption process. The Cu surface area and Cu dispersion values were
calculated assuming a Cu: N2O = 2:1 stoichiometry.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis was carried out using a Kratos
Axis 165 X-ray photoelectron spectrometer. A monochromatic Al Kα radiation (hν =
1486.6 eV) was used as the radiation source, and the takeoff angle was 0°. The obtained
binding energies were calibrated by using the C1s peak at 284.5 eV.
Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (FTIR) spectra of used catalysts were
obtained to characterize the types of deposited coke species on used HZSM-5 catalysts,
using a Nicolet iS50 FT-IR in a range from 400 to 4,000 cm-1 with a resolution of 4 cm-1.
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2.4. CATALYTIC TEST
For MeOH synthesis reaction, various amounts (i.e., 0.1 g, 0.3 g, or 0.5 g) of
pelletized CZZA (40-60 mesh) and equal amount of quartz sand (0.1 g, 0.3 g, or 0.5 g,
60-120 mesh) were mixed. The catalysts were loaded into a continuous flow, fixed bed
stainless steel reactor (left diagram of Figure 1) with an on-line SRI 8610C gas
chromatograph equipped with a 6-foot HAYESEP D column, a 6-foot molecular sieve
13X column, a thermal conductivity detector (TCD), and a flame ionization detector
(FID). The catalyst was reduced at 250 ºC with 20 sccm of pure H2 and then tested using
H2 and CO2 admixed gas with a H2/CO2 molar ratio of 3:1 (18 sccm H2 and 6 sccm CO2)
at a space velocity of 823 h-1 to 1,440 h-1 for 100 hrs. The reaction temperature was 220
ºC and the pressure was 2.8 MPa. The samples were named as “xC/S-A” (x varied from
0.1 g to 0.5 g), in which x represents the weight loading of pelletized CZZA (40-60
mesh) catalysts.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of different packing modes of CZZA and HZSM-5 catalysts
in a fixed bed reactor: (left two modes) mixed mode for MeOH and DME synthesis, and
(right) separated mode for DME synthesis.
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For one-step DME synthesis, in general, CZZA and HZSM-5 catalysts were first
physically mixed to form a bifunctional catalyst, then loaded into the reactor, as shown in
the left diagram of Figure 1. The bifunctional catalyst was reduced at 250 ºC with 20
sccm of pure H2 and then tested using H2 and CO2 admixed gas with H2/CO2 molar ratio
of 3:1 (18 sccm H2 and 6 sccm CO2, space velocity at 960 h-1). After the temperature
(240 °C) and pressure (2.8 MPa) of the reactor were stabilized for about 2 hrs, the process
for analysis of the reaction products was initiated. Catalysts with different pellet sizes and
mixing methods were tested. Specifically, bifunctional catalysts with different pellet sizes
were prepared, including CZZA (20-40 mesh, 40-60 mesh, 80-120 mesh, and as-prepared
powders) mixed with HZSM-5 (20-40 mesh, 40-60 mesh, and as-prepared powders).
Different mixing methods of CZZA and HZSM-5 were also tested, including (1) CZZA
powders physically mixed with HZSM-5 powders, then pelletized to 40-60 mesh (named
as “0.5C/H-PA”), and (2) each catalyst was pelletized to certain particle size first and
then physically mixed. To be simple, we named mixed “CZZA and HZSM-5 (both 40-60
mesh)” as “0.5C/H-A”, “CZZA (80-120 mesh) and HZSM-5 (40-60 mesh)” as “0.5C/HB”, “CZZA and HZSM-5 (both as-prepared powders, ≥120 mesh)” as “0.5C/H-C”,
“CZZA and HZSM-5 (both 20-40 mesh)” as “0.5C/H-D” and “CZZA (as-prepared
powder, ≥120 mesh) and HZSM-5 (40-60 mesh)” as “0.5C/H-E”. “A”, “B”, “C”, “D” and
“E” represents various particle sizes (from large to small) for bifunctional catalysts. All
bifunctional catalysts composed of 0.5 g CZZA and 0.5 g HZSM-5 were tested for DME
synthesis for 100 hrs at 240 °C and 2.8 MPa, space velocity varied from 720 h-1 to 960 h-1
due to the variance of volume of bifunctional catalysts in the catalyst bed using different
mixing methods.
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Besides, to evaluate the effects of the amount of MeOH produced and space
velocities on the catalytic performance of mixed CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalyst,
especially on the performance of HZSM-5 catalyst, various amounts (0.1 g, 0.3 g, or 0.5
g) of 40-60 mesh CZZA catalyst were physically mixed with a fixed amount of 40-60
mesh HZSM-5 (0.5 g) and tested for DME synthesis for 100 hrs at 240 °C and 2.8 MPa,
with a space velocity varied from 960 h-1 to 1,241 h-1. Also, 0.3 g or 0.5 g 40-60 mesh
CZZA catalyst were physically mixed with 0.5 g 40-60 mesh HZSM-5 (0.5 g),
respectively, and tested for DME synthesis for 100 hrs at 240 °C and 2.8 MPa using
different gas flow rates (18 sccm to 36 sccm), in a range of various space velocities from
831 h-1 to 1,661 h-1. The samples were named as “xC/H-A” (x varied from 0.1 g to 0.5 g),
in which x represents the weight loading of pelletized CZZA (40-60 mesh) catalysts.
We tested two extreme cases of separating the pelletized CZZA (40-60 mesh) and
HZSM-5 (40-60 mesh) catalysts by using one layer of quartz wool between the two
catalysts, as shown in the right diagram of Figure 1. Separated catalysts with different
amounts of CZZA (0.1 g, 0.3 g, or 0.5 g) on the top layer and different weights of quartz
wool (0.05 g or 0.2 g for different separating distances) in the middle, with a fixed
amount of HZSM-5 (0.5 g) at the bottom layer, were tested under the same reaction
conditions for DME synthesis. Afterwards, used 0.5 g CZZA and 0.5 g HZSM-5 catalysts
separated by 0.05 g quartz wool were treated with two cycles of reduction reaction using
H2, to further understand the main reason of catalyst deactivation in the separated mode.
The samples were named as “xC-0.05-H-A” (x varied from 0.1 g to 0.5 g) with 0.05 g
quartz wool in the middle of two catalysts, in which x represents the weight loading of
pelletized CZZA (40-60 mesh) catalysts, and “0.5C-0.2-H-A” for the case with 0.2 g
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quartz wool in the middle of two catalysts. The nomenclatures of all investigated
catalysts with different packing modes (i.e., xC/H in mixed mode, and xC-y-H in
separated mode) and involved reactions (xC/S for MeOH synthesis, xC/H and xC-y-H for
DME synthesis) are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Nomenclature of catalysts used in this work.
Component
Catalyst

Packing mode

Product

-

-

-

-

40-60 mesh

-

-

40-60 mesh

-

Mixed with quartz sand

MeOH

xC/H-A a, b, c

40-60 mesh

40-60 mesh

Mixed

MeOH+DME

0.5C/H-B b, c

80-120 mesh

40-60 mesh

Mixed

MeOH+DME

0.5C/H-C b, c

≥120 mesh

≥120 mesh

Mixed

MeOH+DME

b, c

20-40 mesh

20-40 mesh

Mixed

MeOH+DME

0.5C/H-E b, c

≥120 mesh

40-60 mesh

Mixed

MeOH+DME

0.5C/H-PA b, c

40-60 mesh

40-60 mesh

Mixed

MeOH+DME

xC-y-H-A a, b, c, d

40-60 mesh

40-60 mesh

Separated by quartz wool

MeOH+DME

C
H
xC/S-A

a, b

0.5C/H-D

CZZA

HZSM-5

40-60 mesh

“x” represents the weight of CZZA catalyst, varying from 0.1 g to 0.5 g.
“A, B, C, D, or E” represents the mean particle size of CZZA catalyst, varying from 20-40 mesh
to powder (≥ 120 mesh). PA represents “powder mixed first then pelletized”.
c
The weight of HZSM-5 catalyst was fixed at 0.5 g for all DME synthesis reactions.
d
“y” represents the weight of quartz wool between CZZA and HZSM-5, varying from 0.05 g to
0.2 g.
a

b

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. DIFFERENT DEACTIVATION BEHAVIORS OF CATALYST IN MeOH
SYNTHESIS AND DME SYNTHESIS
Methanol synthesis reaction over CZZA catalyst and DME synthesis over
CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts were studied individually. Our CZZA catalyst has
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high catalytic activity, compared to other reported Cu-based catalysts with different acid
catalysts for DME synthesis (see Table S1 in supporting information), due to its high
BET surface area and high Cu dispersion27. Figure S1 (supporting information) illustrates
the difference of catalytic performance of both reactions in long-term (100 hrs) stability
tests. A continuous decrease of catalytic activity was observed over CZZA/HZSM-5
bifunctional catalyst for DME synthesis, especially in the first 20-30 hrs of reaction, then
the deactivation rate slowed down, similar to what we have reported previously for
CZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalyst2. After 100 hrs of DME synthesis reaction, CO2
conversion reduced from 26.8% to 24.0%, and DME yield reduced from 17.5% to 14.3%
(relatively 18.3% loss of DME yield in 100 hrs, compared to the initial value). In
contrast, the CZZA catalyst has excellent stability in MeOH synthesis via CO2
hydrogenation. After 100 hrs of MeOH synthesis reaction, CO2 conversion only
decreased from 20.9% to 20.4%, and MeOH yield decreased from 13.0% to 12.2%
(relatively only 6.2% loss of MeOH yield in 100 hrs, compared to the initial value).
Thus, our results demonstrated that there was less loss of activity in MeOH
synthesis over the CZZA catalyst than that of DME synthesis over the CZZA/HZSM-5
bifunctional catalyst. The main reasons for the higher activity loss of the CZZA/HZSM-5
bifunctional catalyst could be ascribed to the deactivation of HZSM-5 (caused by coke
deposition on the acid sites) and loss of copper active sites of CZZA (caused by the
detrimental effect of more water formation in bifunctional catalyst, such as Cu sintering
and oxidation)28,29. Therefore, the interactions between two components of the
bifunctional catalyst could be the main reason for distinctive performance of these two
reactions from CO2 hydrogenation. This phenomenon motivated us to explore what kind
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of roles of interaction between two components of the bifunctional catalysts were
playing, and how important the interaction affecting the overall catalytic performance and
deactivation behaviors of the CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalyst.

3.2. DEACTIVATION OF MIXED CZZA/HZSM-5 BIFUNCTIONAL CATALYSTS
3.2.1 Effects of Different Particle Sizes and Mixing Methods. To investigate the
effects of interaction between CZZA and HZSM-5 systematically, the roles of interaction
in mixed CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalyst were studied first. Different particle sizes
of CZZA and HZSM-5 catalysts and different mixing methods should lead to different
levels of contact intimacy between two components in the bifunctional catalyst.
CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts composed of different particle sizes of
CZZA and HZSM-5 were prepared by different mixing methods (including physical
mixing of two catalyst powders (C/H-C), pelletizing to various particle sizes first then
mixing (C/H-A, B, D, and E), and mixing first then pelletizing (C/H-PA)). As shown in
Figure 2, although there was no significant difference of catalytic activity in the first
several hours of reaction among all tested samples (0.5C/H-A, 0.5C/H-B, 0.5C/H-C,
0.5C/H-D, 0.5C/H-E, and 0.5C/H-PA; nomenclature of catalysts is shown in Table 1), the
average catalytic activity of 0.5C/H-A (both CZZA and HZSM-5 were 40-60 mesh) was
a little higher than that of other samples during 100 hrs of DME synthesis reaction, as
well as better stability. This indicates that the difference of contact intimacy between two
mixed catalyst components would influence the catalytic performance (especially catalyst
stability) of CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalyst, which was most likely caused by
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different distances between particles of CZZA and HZSM-5 catalysts, and different
numbers of available active sites between catalyst particles and reactant gases.
When the catalysts were mixing first then pelletizing to 40-60 mesh pellet size,
representing the closest contact between CZZA and HZSM-5 for the mixed bifunctional
catalysts in this work, this batch of CZZA/HZSM-5 catalysts (0.5C/H-PA) demonstrated
the lowest catalytic activity. This means that too intimate contact between two catalyst
components did not bring beneficial effects to the catalytic performance, but detrimental
to the catalytic activity, especially for long-term stability of the bifunctional catalyst.
Such detrimental interactions could be mainly due to the presence of gas phase H2O
(Table S2), and possible partial exchange of zeolite protons with Cu2+ cations. Also, too
close contact means that the catalytic activity of catalyst in one reaction can be more
easily affected by the products from another reaction. This agrees with other reports11,30
and our recent study of CZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts24. In this case, byproduct
water could have a significant influence on the catalytic performance, especially for the
CZZA catalyst. In order to keep experimental results consistent and minimize the
possibility of adverse interactions caused by too close contact in the bifunctional
catalysts, 40-60 mesh particle size for both CZZA and HZSM-5 catalysts (C/H-A) were
applied in the rest of this study.
3.2.2. Effects of Amount of Intermediates. The effects of formed intermediates
(i.e., MeOH and H2O) on the deactivation behavior of mixed CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional
catalyst, especially HZSM-5, were investigated. The amount of intermediates was
controlled by tunning the loading amount of CZZA catalyst; the effects on HZSM-5 were
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reflected on the deactivation behavior of CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts in the DME
synthesis reaction.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 2. Effects of different particle sizes and mixing methods in the mixed
CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts (0.5 g CZZA: 0.5 g HZSM-5) on the catalytic
performance of DME synthesis: (a) CO2 conversion, (b) DME yield, (c) MeOH yield, and
(d) CO yield. DME synthesis conditions: T = 240 ºC, P = 2.8 MPa, and space velocity
varied from 720 h-1 to 960 h-1.

Different amounts of CZZA (40-60 mesh) catalyst (i.e., 0.1 g, 0.3 g, and 0.5 g)
were mixed with 0.5 g HZSM-5 (40-60 mesh) catalyst to form CZZA/HZSM-5
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bifunctional catalyst (xC/H-A) for DME synthesis. The experimental results are shown in
Figure 3. When the mass of CZZA was 0.3 g or 0.5 g, the bifunctional catalysts (0.3C/HA and 0.5C/H-A) showed similar catalytic performance and deactivation rate (around
4.5% loss of DME yield, absolute value) in 100 hrs reaction of DME synthesis.
Interestingly, the catalytic activity and stability for both 0.3 g and 0.5 g CZZA were close
to each other over 0.5 g HZSM-5; while during MeOH synthesis reaction, more MeOH
was produced using 0.5 g CZZA than that using 0.3 g CZZA (see Figure S2). This
indicates that the existence of HZSM-5 in bifunctional catalyst for DME synthesis helped
shift the whole reaction to higher CO2 conversion for the case with 0.3 g CZZA,
compared to the case with 0.3 g CZZA catalyst for MeOH synthesis only. The similar
performance of 0.3 g CZZA catalyst to that of 0.5 g CZZA for DME synthesis indicated
that a thermodynamic equilibrium could reach under this reaction condition. Therefore,
MeOH generated from 0.3 g CZZA had similar effects on the stability of HZSM-5 as the
case with 0.5 g CZZA. To support our hypothesis of reaching thermodynamic
equilibrium, a series of experiments were carried out with 0.3C/H-A or 0.5C/H-A
bifunctional catalysts for DME synthesis by applying various flow rates (18 sccm to 36
sccm) of H2/CO2 admixed gas (see Figure S3).
When the CZZA mass was further reduced to 0.1 g, the average catalytic activity
of 0.1C/H-A decreased significantly. This was mainly due to the fact that small amount
of MeOH was produced due to small amount of CZZA catalyst (as supported by the
results in Figure S2), and eventually less DME and H2O were produced from MeOH
dehydration over 0.5 g HZSM-5. Although the deactivation behavior of CZZA/HZSM-5
bifunctional catalyst could still be observed, the loss of DME yield in 100 hrs reaction
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was remarkably reduced from 4.5% to 2.6%, when CZZA loading reduced from 0.5 g to
0.1 g. This is due to the fact that much less MeOH was involved in the second reaction,
and the stability of HZSM-5 could be enhanced via reduced formation of H2O and coke.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3. Effects of amount of intermediates (CZZA catalyst from 0.5 g to 0.1 g, and 0.5 g
HZSM-5) on the deactivation of CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts (both catalysts
were 40-60 mesh) for DME synthesis: (a) CO2 conversion, (b) DME yield, (c) MeOH yield,
and (d) CO yield. DME synthesis conditions: T = 240 ºC, P = 2.8 MPa, and space velocity
varied from 960 h-1 to 1,241 h-1 due to the change of catalyst mass.

3.3. DEACTIVATION OF SEPARATED CZZA AND HZSM-5 CATALYSTS
To demonstrate the importance of interaction between mixed CZZA/HZSM-5
bifunctional catalysts, two extreme cases of separated CZZA and HZSM-5 catalysts in
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one reactor with different distances (two catalysts separated by different amounts of
quartz wool, i.e., 0.05 g or 0.2 g) were tested (see separated mode in Figure 1, the top
layer is CZZA catalyst and the bottom layer is HZSM-5 catalyst). Figure 4 shows the
results of DME synthesis via CO2 hydrogenation over various loadings of CZZA with
fixed loading of HZSM-5 (xC-0.05-H-A, x varied from 0.1 g to 0.5 g), while separated by
a fixed amount of quartz wool (0.05 g) in the reactor, compared to the deactivation
behavior of the bifunctional catalyst prepared by physically mixing mode (i.e., 0.5C/HA). The separated catalysts (0.5C-0.05-H-A) showed rapid deactivation within only 4-8
hrs. A significant decrease of DME yield (Figure 4b) and MeOH yield (Figure 4c) were
observed for the separated catalysts. In contrast, the mixed CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional
catalyst was active after 24 hrs of reaction; CO2 conversion decreased from 28.0% to
25.5% and DME yield decreased from 18.1% to 16.0%. These results indicate that the
observed rapid deactivation of separated catalysts was most likely owing to the absence
of close interaction (synergistic effect) between CZZA and HZSM-5 that existed in the
mixed mode.
To better understand this, we varied the mass of CZZA catalyst from 0.5 g to 0.1
g and tested it in the separated mode with a fixed amount of 0.5 g HZSM-5 for DME
synthesis under the same reaction conditions. The stability of separated catalysts (0.3C0.05-H-A and 0.1C-0.05-H-A) were slightly enhanced as shown in Figure 4, compared to
the case with 0.5 g CZZA loading. This can be explained by the fact that less CZZA
would produce less MeOH as an intermediate in the reaction. In this separated mode, the
second reaction of MeOH dehydration will have less effect of pushing the equilibrium of
the first MeOH synthesis reaction to higher CO2 conversion, as normally shown in the
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mixed mode of two catalysts. Our studies in Section 3.2 (xC/H-A) showed that the
amount of MeOH produced in the first reaction affected the stability of HZSM-5, though
it did not significantly influence the deactivation of bifunctional catalyst during a short
time. This observation was highly suggestive that the amount of water produced in the
MeOH dehydration reaction may have a significant effect on the performance of CZZA
catalyst in the separated mode. This hypothesis can help explain the catalytic
performance of the separated catalysts. For example, for the case with 0.3 g CZZA, less
MeOH was produced and, thus, less water from the second reaction would affect the first
reaction, leading to a better stability than the case of 0.5 g CZZA, since more MeOH and
water were produced with 0.5 g CZZA. As for the case with 0.1 g CZZA, although less
H2O was produced in CO2 hydrogenation and MeOH dehydration than the case with 0.5
g or 0.3 g CZZA did, the amount of CZZA catalyst (0.1 g) was too less compared to the
other two cases. This resulted in a lower CO2 conversion and a lower DME yield, but it
lasted a longer reaction time.
We further increased the distance between two catalyst layers by putting more
quartz wool (from 0.05 g to 0.2 g). As we know, the reaction rate of MeOH dehydration
is much faster than that of MeOH synthesis. In the separated mode, the sudden flooding
of MeOH to the layer of HZSM-5 catalyst will produce a large amount of water on
HZSM-5 catalyst surface and thus, the local partial pressure of water will be higher in the
HZSM-5 layer than that in the CZZA layer. In this case, the backflow of some water
vapor is possible in this special case and, thus, the CZZA catalyst will be affected by
water from the second reaction in downstream. The catalytic results are shown in Figure
S4. The catalysts (0.5C-0.2-H-A) were proved to have a longer lifetime than 0.5C-0.05-
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H-A in the separated mode. The postponed deactivation was due to the longer distance
between two separated catalysts (CZZA and HZSM-5) and, thus, the CZZA catalyst in
the upper layer was less affected by water from the second reaction.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 4. Catalytic performance of CZZA (0.1 g to 0.5 g, 40-60 mesh) and fixed amount
of HZSM-5 (0.5 g, 40-60 mesh) catalyst separated by 0.05 g quartz wool for DME
synthesis: (a) CO2 conversion, (b) DME yield, (c) MeOH yield, and (d) CO yield. DME
synthesis conditions: T = 240 ºC, P = 2.8 MPa, and space velocity varied from 960 h -1 to
1,241 h-1.
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To support this observation, we calculated the total amount of equivalent MeOH
produced during the CO2 hydrogenation process, which was estimated by the sum of
unreacted MeOH and the reacted MeOH (one mole DME produced needs two moles of
MeOH), as shown in Figure S5. Interestingly, the case of separated CZZA/HZSM-5
(0.5C-0.05-H-A) had the same amount of initial equivalent MeOH produced as the case
of MeOH synthesis using CZZA only (0.5C/S-A), whereas the mixed CZZA/HZSM-5
(0.5C/H-A) case had higher CO2 conversion and higher amount of initial equivalent
MeOH produced. This was due to the “synergistic effect” in the bifunctional catalyst, that
is, the well-mixed CZZA and HZSM-5 can achieve quick consumption of MeOH, break
the equilibrium, and eventually shift the reaction towards higher CO2 conversion,
whereas the separated CZZA-y-HZSM-5 lacks the “synergistic effect” due to the long
distance between two catalysts.
The partial pressure of water at different layers in two packing modes were
calculated (as shown in Figure S6 and Table S3). The sole CZZA case (0.5C/S-A)
produced the least H2O amount in MeOH synthesis. As for the mixed mode (0.5C/H-A),
more H2O will be produced via the MeOH synthesis, MeOH dehydration, and RWGS, as
compared to the case of sole MeOH synthesis. In the separated mode, when HZSM-5 is
placed at the downstream of the CZZA (0.5C-0.05-H-A), the HZSM-5 layer can generate
H2O quickly because the reaction rate of MeOH dehydration to DME is much faster than
that of MeOH synthesis31-33. In this case, part of the generated H2O vapor can reflux from
the HZSM-5 layer to the CZZA layer, which can cause significant oxidation of copper
active sites.
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The above conclusion was further verified by another reduction-reaction
experiment (see Figure S7). In this experiment, H2 was used to reduce used catalysts (i.e.,
0.5 g CZZA and 0.5 g HZSM-5, separated by 0.05 g quartz wool) for DME synthesis.
The percentage of recovered catalytic activity was 70% (after the 1st time of reduction)
and 64% (after the 2nd time of reduction), respectively. These results demonstrated that
the major catalyst deactivation in the separated mode was the significant deactivation of
CZZA catalyst caused by H2O. In the separated mode, the existence of HZSM-5 cannot
help promoting the overall performance of the catalytic system, if HZSM-5 was far away
from CZZA and, thus lower CO2 conversion and lower amount of water production;
what’s more, the sudden flood of MeOH to the HZSM-5 bed can deactivate HZSM-5
very quickly, and the sudden production of large amount of water can reflux to the CZZA
catalyst bed. Another factor is that only the upper part of the HZSM-5 in the separated
mode might participate in the MeOH dehydration from up-stream and suffered from the
deactivation, whereas most of HZSM-5 in the mixed mode can deal with the generated
MeOH, indicating less MeOH to deal with per HZSM-5 particle and slower deactivation
for HZSM-5 in mixed mode.

3.4. CATALYST CHARACTERIZATIONS
Used 0.5C/H-A catalysts in the mixed mode under different lengths of reaction
time (24 hrs or 100 hrs) and 0.5C-0.05-H-A catalysts in the separated mode were
characterized. Before characterization, the mixed CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts
were separated to used-CZZA and used-HZSM-5 catalysts.
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Measurement of copper surface area with N2O-chemisorption is necessary to
demonstrate the relationship of changes in catalytic activity and surface area of copper
nanoparticles. As shown in Table S4, for used CZZA catalysts (0.5C/H-A) in the mixed
mode with different reaction times, the copper surface area decreased significantly (from
44.3 m2/g for fresh CZZA, to 24.5 m2/g after 24 hrs of reaction, then to 14.1 m2/g after
100 hrs of reaction). Specifically, nearly 55% loss of Cu surface area was observed after
24 hrs of reaction, which was close to the value of 60% loss reported by Sun et al34, then
about 68% loss of Cu surface area after 100 hrs of reaction. Obviously, there was more
percentage loss of surface area of copper in the first 20-30 hrs of reaction in the mixed
CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts. For CZZA catalyst used in the separated mode
(0.5C-0.05-H-A), the Cu surface area was remarkably reduced from 44.3 to 19.4 m2/g in
only 4 hrs of reaction, which showed nearly the same loss of DME yield (56% loss,
relative value) as CZZA catalyst used in the mixed mode (24 hrs reaction). Significant
loss of copper active sites can be recognized as one of the main reasons for catalyst
deactivation. According to Mittal’s study35, copper sintering occurred in a temperature as
low as 170 °C. However, a good stability was observed in 100 hrs of MeOH synthesis at
temperature of 220 °C over CZZA catalyst (0.5C/S-A, Figure S1), which means the
studied reaction temperature is not a major impact on catalyst deactivation.
Water from the rapid MeOH dehydration reaction could be responsible for
significant CZZA deactivation. The catalyst stability showed the following order: 0.5C/SA> 0.5C/H-A> 0.5C-0.05-H-A, which should be closely related to the partial pressure of
H2O around CZZA catalyst in the reactor (as we discussed in Figure S6 and Table S3).
Notably, H2O can be adsorbed on the metallic Cu sites and desorbed slowly by
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equilibrium, whereas the adsorbed CO2 could be eliminated by hydrogenation reaction. In
addition, H2O can oxidize metallic Cu36. Therefore, the existence of H2O will
competitively lower CO2 adsorption over CZZA catalyst, cause the oxidation of Cu and,
thus, decrease the catalytic performance. Though more water will be generated in the
mixed bifunctional catalyst reaction system due to higher CO2 conversion resulting from
the synergistic effect in the mixed mode, the formation of H2O was gradual and HZSM-5
could adsorb some water from both reactions and serve as a water sink. What’s more, the
presence of appropriate amount of water in the reaction limits the presence of methoxy
ions, which are responsible for the formation of coke. Therefore, higher activity and
stability could be achieved, compared to the separated mode. However, the problem of
H2O remains as a major factor leading to the significant deactivation of bifunctional
catalyst. To solve this issue, in situ water removal by a membrane reactor could be a
solution37.
The crystallinity of CZZA and HZSM-5 catalysts were investigated by measuring
XRD patterns of the fresh and used CZZA and HZSM-5 catalysts in an angle region of 2θ
= 5-90°. As shown in Figure 5a, all CZZA samples exhibited one peak at 58.3º,
corresponding to a CuO phase with tenorite structure (JCPDS 481548)27. The diffraction
peaks at 43.3º, 50.5º, and 74.1º corresponded to the (111), (200), and (220) planes of
copper. It is noticeable that the intensity and position of peaks corresponding to tenorite
and Cu of used CZZA catalyst in both mixed and separated modes were changed,
compared to those of the fresh CZZA catalyst, indicating that some transformation of the
crystal phase or variation on the crystallite size of copper occurred during the
reactions6,28. Especially for CZZA catalyst in the separated mode (0.5C-0.05-H-A), a
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significant shift of peak position and increase of peak intensity can be clearly observed in
the magnified XRD graph, which is in accordance with the changes of Cu crystallite size
(Table 1). TEM image of fresh CZZA catalyst is shown in Figure 5c. The CZZA sample
exhibits uniform particle size distribution in the nanometer scale.
The 2θ values of other diffraction peaks at 31.9°, 36.4°, and 56.5° were attributed
to the (100), (101), and (110) planes of ZnO, respectively, which were detected in all
CZZA samples. The intensity of ZnO peaks was slightly increased after reaction, the
same as those of Cu, which was consistent with reported study that Cu/ZnO interfacial
sites were the active centers during the reaction process15,38. There were no peaks
observed corresponding to ZrO2 and Al2O3 in all tested samples. Besides, our previous
study2,27 has proved that there was no alloyed CuZn by performing a XAS analysis of
reduced CZZA catalysts, which could be due to the fact that a low reduction temperature
(250 °C) would not result in the formation of bulk alloy.
To better understand the changes of Cu nanoparticles in both mixed and separated
modes, XPS analysis (Figure S8) was conducted for reduced CZZA, and used CZZA in
0.5C/H-A (24 hrs), 0.5C/H-A (100 hrs), and 0.5-C-0.05-H-A samples. Adventitious
carbon with a C=C sp2 structure was significantly noted and was used to calibrate the
samples at 284.5 eV39. All used CZZA samples exhibited principal peaks of Cu2+ for Cu
2p3/2 at around 933.5 eV, and Cu 2p1/2 at around 953.5 eV, respectively. Two strong
satellite peaks of Cu2+ were located at about 942.5 eV and 962.5 eV. The existence of
Cu2+ is consistent with the XRD results. Besides, the existence of metallic copper (Cu0)
can be detected in the reduced CZZA sample. Based on the peak position and width,
there should be Cu0 for the used CZZA. It was reported that the chemical states of Cu+
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and Cu0 are difficult to be distinguished on the basis of Cu 2p3/2, due to their similarity of
binding energy value and peak shape40. Thus, the peaks of the used CZZA catalysts might
consist of Cu2+ mainly and small amount of Cu0 (or possibly Cu+), because the copper
oxidation during reaction was one of the reasons for deactivation. Therefore, the Cu
LMM Auger electron spectroscopies were also performed to further investigate the
valence state of surface Cu (Figure S8c), because they can be distinguished by different
kinetic energies of the Auger Cu LMM peak positions. A very broad profile at the range
of 913-920 eV was found in all three used CZZA samples, in which a principal peak at
916.8 eV was assigned to Cu+, while the other two peaks attributed to Cu2+ (917.9 eV)
and Cu0 (918.7 eV). This result demonstrated that Cu+ was the main component in the
used CZZA (24 hrs) sample, while a part of Cu+ was oxidized to Cu2+ in the used CZZA
(100 hrs) sample due to the oxidization effect of H2O. For the separated CZZA sample,
the Cu2+ peak was the highest in all used samples, indicating that most Cu active sites
were fully oxidized to Cu2+, which is consistent with the rapid loss of activity in several
hours.
Figure 5b shows the XRD patterns of fresh and used HZSM-5 catalysts. Two
diffraction peaks at 7.8° and 8.7° in the range 2θ = 5-10°, and three diffraction peaks at
23.0°, 23.8°, and 24.2° in the range 2θ = 20-25° were the characteristic peaks of HZSM-5
catalyst, corresponding to the (101), (020), (501), (151), and (303) crystal faces,
respectively. Compared to the fresh HZSM-5 catalyst, the XRD pattern of the used
HZSM-5 catalysts in the mixed mode (0.5C/H-A for 24 hrs and 100 hrs) changed, in
terms of the shift in the peak positions and the decrease of peak intensity. This is most
likely due to coke deposition inside the pores of HZSM-541,42. However, for HZSM-5 in
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the separated mode (0.5C-0.05-H-A), the peaks were nearly the same as those of the fresh
HZSM-5 catalyst, as shown in the right part of XRD graph after magnification. These
results demonstrated that the interior of HZSM-5 catalyst used in the separated mode was
not affected, and the formed coke was mainly deposited on the surface/outer layer of
HZSM-5.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5. XRD patterns of (a) CZZA and (b) HZSM-5 catalysts (with magnification on
the right of each figure), and TEM image (c) of reduced CZZA catalyst.

The used HZSM-5 catalysts were also characterized by BET analysis. As shown
in Table S5, all used HZSM-5 catalysts had lower BET surface areas, in comparison to
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the surface area of the fresh HZSM-5 catalyst, which means that the coke cannot be
completely removed at the calcination temperature of 500 ºC. Importantly, used HZSM-5
(0.5C-0.05-H-A) in the separated mode showed a much lower surface area than that of
used HZSM-5 (0.5C/H-A) in the mixed mode after 24 hrs of reaction, but similar to that
of used HZSM-5 in the mixed mode after 100 hrs of reaction. These results indicated that
there was much heavier coke species produced (probably large molecules that are hard to
be oxidized) on HZSM-5 in the separated mode than that in the mixed mode.
Coke deposition on HZSM-5 catalyst is another main reason for catalyst
deactivation41,43. TGA/DTG characterization was performed for fresh and used HZSM-5
catalysts to measure the coke amount. As shown in Figure 6a, the first weight loss before
200 °C should be due to the removal of physically absorbed water on HZSM-5, therefore,
our attention primarily focused on the temperature range of 200-1,000 °C. At temperature
higher than 200 ºC, the weight loss was due to the combustion of carbonaceous species
(coke)44. The amount of coke on used HZSM-5 (0.5C/H-A) after 24 hrs of reaction in
DME synthesis was calculated in the temperature range of 200 ºC to 900 ºC, which was
about 0.03%. This is consistent with the results of our previous study2,24,27 that the
amount of coke on the same used CZZA catalyst after 300 hrs of MeOH synthesis was
only about 0.05%. For the used HZSM-5 catalyst after 100 hrs of reaction in DME
synthesis, it was about 1.59%. However, it is noteworthy that for used HZSM-5 catalyst
(0.5C-0.05-H-A) in the separated mode, the amount of accumulated coke was about
2.43% within only a few hours of DME synthesis reaction, which is 1.5 times than that of
used HZSM-5 (0.5C/H-A) after 100 hrs of reaction. We believe this large amount of coke
deposition during a short time was most likely because relatively high concentration of
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MeOH flooded to the surface of HZSM-5 catalyst in the separated mode, caused high
concentration of methoxy species on acid sites of HZSM-5, and increased the possibility
of C-C coupling, which could ultimately lead to the growth of long carbon chain, and
formation of heavier species39,43. This finding is consistent with the conclusion from
Table S5.
What’s more, a drastic weight change can be observed on used HZSM-5 catalyst
in the separated mode between 400 °C and 600 °C from the DTG file (Figure 6b),
typically associated with a more condensed coke (e.g., polyaromatic coke). This type of
coke was reported to be formed in a long-term reaction, promoted the oligomerization
and cyclization of hydrocarbon on HZSM-545. Figure S9 shows the FTIR spectra of
HZSM-5 catalysts at different reaction conditions. Several absorption bands can be found
between 900 and 3,100 cm-1. The strong absorption band around 1,095 cm-1 reflects T-OT (T = Al, Si) bending vibration from the zeolite catalyst. The bands from 1,300 to 1,700
cm-1 typically represent polycondensed aromatics, conjugated olefins, and some bending
modes of aliphatics. Meanwhile, the weak bands detected in the region of 2,800-3,000
cm-1 correspond to aliphatic (asymmetric and symmetric stretching) and single-ring
aromatics46. The intensities of the bands in the range of 2,800-3,000 cm-1 are lower than
those of 1,300-1,700 cm-1, indicating that the deposited coke species on HZSM-5 were
mainly composed of largely unsaturated hydrocarbons. The intensities of bands in the
range of 1,300-1,700 cm-1 demonstrated the following sequence: 0.5C/H-A for 100 hrs >
0.5C-0.05-H-A > 0.5C/H-A for 24 hrs, suggesting that the coke species on the used
HZSM-5 catalyst in the separated mode have a largely unsaturated nature.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6. (a) Thermogravimetric analysis and (b) derivative thermogravimetric analysis
of fresh and used HZSM-5 catalysts.

To evaluate the change of acid sites of different used HZSM-5 catalysts, ammonia
TPD was performed. The desorption profiles are shown in Figure S10. The corresponding
amount of acid sites is also calculated and listed in Table 2. From NH3-TPD results, there
are two main NH3 desorption peaks, reflecting the interaction of NH3 with weak and
strong acid sites, at low (100-300 ºC) and high (300-600 ºC) temperature ranges,
respectively. The amount and strength of acid sites of used HZSM-5 catalysts in
separated mode (0.5C-0.05-H-A), and mixed mode (0.5C/H-A for 24 hrs and 100 hrs of
reaction) were both decreased, compared to that of the fresh HZSM-5 catalyst. For the
used HZSM-5 catalyst in the separated mode, we can observe the least loss of total acid
sites (1.32 to 1.18 mmol/gcat) and the highest loss of weak acid sites (0.61 to 0.46
mmol/gcat) among all tested samples, as well as a peak shift to a lower desorption
temperature for strong acid sites, which is an indication for a significant change of the
acid sites23,47. It can be explained by the fact that flooding of higher concentration of
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MeOH could cause more coke formation on the catalyst surface and eventually lead to
pore blocking, which is consistent with the TGA results.

Table 2. Acid properties of fresh and used HZSM-5 based on NH3-TPD profiles.
NH3 desorbed
Sample
(mmol

T1 (ºC)

x1

T2 (ºC)

x2

gcat-1)

Fresh HZSM-5

1.32

210

0.61

435

0.71

HZSM-5 (0.5C-0.05-H-A)

1.18

204

0.46

385

0.72

HZSM-5 (0.5C/H-A for 24 hrs)

1.03

214

0.50

425

0.53

0.88

196

0.82

406

0.06

HZSM-5 (0.5C/H-A for 100
hrs)

4. CONCLUSIONS

The roles of interaction between CZZA and HZSM-5 in bifunctional catalysts for
direct synthesis of DME via CO2 hydrogenation were studied. In the mixed mode of
CZZA/HZSM-5 catalysts, we obtained a maximum CO2 conversion of 26.2% and DME
yield of 18.3 %, at reaction temperature of 240 °C and pressure of 2.8 MPa, exhibiting
good performance when compared to literature values. The particle size and mixing
method of catalysts affected the interaction of two components, and eventually affected
the deactivation of the bifunctional catalyst. In the separated mode of CZZA and HZSM5 catalysts, it showed significantly faster deactivation than the mixed CZZA/HZSM-5
bifunctional catalyst did. Characterizations of used catalysts illustrated that a remarkable
loss of copper active sites of CZZA (due to partial H2O backflow resulted from local high
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H2O partial pressure from quick dehydration of MeOH in HZSM-5 layer) and increased
quantity of coke deposition on HZSM-5 catalyst (due to high concentration of MeOH
from CZZA layer) were the main reasons for catalyst deactivation in the separated mode.
In contrast, the gradual MeOH synthesis on CZZA and quick MeOH dehydration on
HZSM-5 in the mixed mode will keep MeOH at a low concentration, shifting the
equilibrium towards a higher CO2 conversion. From this work, we can conclude that an
optimal distance between two catalyst components in the bifunctional catalyst with
positive interaction (minimizing H2O accumulation and coke deposition) is crucial and
essential for one-step CO2 hydrogenation to DME reaction.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION

1. CALCULATION OF CO2 CONVERSION AND PRODUCT SELECTIVITY
AND YIELD
The CO2 conversion (𝑋𝐶𝑂2 ), product selectivity (𝑆𝐶𝑂 , 𝑆𝑀𝐸𝑂𝐻 , and SDME) and yield
(𝑌𝐶𝑂 , 𝑌𝑀𝐸𝑂𝐻 , and 𝑌𝐷𝑀𝐸 ) were calculated as follows:
n𝐶𝑂2 ,out

𝑋𝐶𝑂2 = (1 −

n𝐶𝑂2 ,in

𝑛𝐶𝑂+𝑛𝑀𝑒𝑂𝐻+2𝑛𝐷𝑀𝐸

) × 100% = 𝑛𝐶𝑂

2 +𝑛𝐶𝑂+𝑛𝑀𝑒𝑂𝐻+2𝑛𝐷𝑀𝐸

𝑛𝐶𝑂

𝑆𝐶𝑂 = 𝑛𝐶𝑂+𝑛𝑀𝑒𝑂𝐻+2𝑛𝐷𝑀𝐸 × 100%
𝑛𝑀𝑒𝑂𝐻

2𝑛𝐷𝑀𝐸

𝑆𝐷𝑀𝐸 = 𝑛𝐶𝑂+𝑛𝑀𝑒𝑂𝐻+2𝑛𝐷𝑀𝐸 × 100%
𝑛𝐶𝑂

2 +𝑛𝐶𝑂+𝑛𝑀𝑒𝑂𝐻+2𝑛𝐷𝑀𝐸

𝑌𝑀𝑒𝑂𝐻 = 𝑛𝐶𝑂

× 100%

𝑛𝑀𝑒𝑂𝐻

2 +𝑛𝐶𝑂+𝑛𝑀𝑒𝑂𝐻+2𝑛𝐷𝑀𝐸

𝑌𝐷𝑀𝐸 = 𝑛𝐶𝑂

2𝑛𝐷𝑀𝐸

2 +𝑛𝐶𝑂+𝑛𝑀𝑒𝑂𝐻+2𝑛𝐷𝑀𝐸

(1)
(2)

𝑆𝑀𝐸𝑂𝐻 = 𝑛𝐶𝑂+𝑛𝑀𝑒𝑂𝐻+2𝑛𝐷𝑀𝐸 × 100%

𝑌𝐶𝑂 = 𝑛𝐶𝑂

× 100%

× 100%

× 100%

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

where nCO2, nCO, nMeOH, and nDME are molar fractions of components in the outlet
stream. A carbon balance of >95% was obtained in this work based on the molar amount
of carbon in the feed and the molar amount of carbon in the outlet of reaction system.
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(a)

(b)

Figure S1. Comparison of deactivation behavior between 0.5C/S-A (0.5 g CZZA, 40-60
mesh with 0.5 g quartz sand) in MeOH synthesis and 0.5C/H-A (0.5 g CZZA, 40-60 mesh
with 0.5 g HZSM-5, 40-60 mesh) in DME synthesis: (a) CO2 conversion, and (b)
DME/MeOH yield. MeOH synthesis conditions: T = 220 ºC, P = 2.8 MPa, and space
velocity at 823 h-1. DME synthesis conditions: T = 240 ºC, P = 2.8 MPa, and space velocity
of 960 h-1.

Figure S2. Comparison of MeOH production using various loadings of CZZA catalyst (0.1
g, 0.3 g, or 0.5 g, 40-60 mesh) mixed with quartz sand for 100 hrs of CO2 hydrogenation
reaction. Reaction conditions: T = 220 ºC, P = 2.8 MPa, and space velocity varied from
823 h-1 to 1,440 h-1 based on different loadings of CZZA catalyst. Note: 0.5C/S-A (0.5 g
CZZA, 40-60 mesh + quartz sand); 0.3C/S-A (0.3 g CZZA, 40-60 mesh + quartz sand);
0.1C/S-A (0.1 g CZZA, 40-60 mesh + quartz sand).
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(a)

(b)

Figure S3. Comparison of catalytic performance of DME synthesis under various total flow
rates of H2/CO2 (18 sccm to 36 sccm) over (a) 0.3C/H-A (0.3 g CZZA, 40-60 mesh + 0.5
g HZSM-5, 40-60 mesh), and (b) 0.5C/H-A (0.5 g CZZA, 40-60 mesh + 0.5 g HZSM-5,
40-60 mesh) bifunctional catalysts for 100 hrs of CO2 hydrogenation reaction, respectively.
Reaction conditions: T = 240 ºC, P = 2.8 MPa, and space velocity varied from 831 h -1 to
1,661 h-1 based on different gas flow rates.

To support our hypothesis of reaching thermodynamic equilibrium under our
reaction conditions, a series of experiments were carried out with 0.3 g or 0.5g CZZA
(40-60 mesh) admixed with 0.5 g HZSM-5 (40-60 mesh) bifunctional catalysts for DME
synthesis by applying various flow rates (18 sccm to 36 sccm) of H2/CO2 admixed gas.
As shown in Figure S4, after the decrease of gas flow rate from 24 sccm to 18 sccm and
increasing CZZA catalyst amount from 0.3 g to 0.5 g (meaning longer contact time
between catalysts and reactant gases), the catalytic performance did not show any further
enhancement during 100 hrs of reaction. This indicates the reaching of reaction
equilibrium under studied reaction conditions. With further increasing the flow rate to 36
sccm, there was significant loss of DME yield during the reaction, compared to that of
the case with 24 sccm of gas flow rate. This could be due to the reduction of effective
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contact time between active sites on catalyst and reactant gases. Also, at a high gas flow
rate, more CZZA catalyst resulted in higher DME yield.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure S4. Catalytic performance of CZZA (0.5 g, 40-60 mesh) and HZSM-5 (0.5 g, 4060 mesh) catalysts separated by different masses of quartz wool in the middle (i.e., 0.05 g
or 0.2 g) for DME synthesis: (a) CO2 conversion, (b) DME yield, (c) MeOH yield, and (d)
CO yield. DME synthesis conditions: T = 240 ºC, P = 2.8 MPa, and space velocity of 960
h-1.
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Figure S5. Equivalent total amount of produced MeOH over 0.5C/S-A (0.5 g CZZA, 4060 mesh + quartz sand) catalyst for MeOH synthesis, 0.5C/H-A catalyst (0.5 g CZZA, 4060 mesh + HZSM-5, 40-60 mesh, mixed mode) in 24 hrs for DME synthesis, and 0.5C0.05-H-A catalyst (0.5 g CZZA, 40-60 mesh + HZSM-5, 40-60 mesh, separated by 0.05 g
quartz wool) for DME synthesis. For DME synthesis, equivalent total amount of produced
MeOH = 2×(amount of DME produced) + (amount of MeOH produced).

Figure S6. Illustration of water partial pressure difference in the reactor: (a) 0.5C/S-A
catalyst (0.5 g CZZA, 40-60 mesh + quartz sand) for MeOH synthesis, (b) 0.5C/H-A
catalyst (0.5 g CZZA, 40-60 mesh + HZSM-5, 40-60 mesh, mixed mode) in 24 hrs for
DME synthesis, and (c) 0.5C-0.05-H-A catalyst (0.5 g CZZA, 40-60 mesh + HZSM-5, 4060 mesh, separated by 0.05 g quartz wool) for DME synthesis.
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Figure S7. Effects of two cycles of catalyst reduction reaction experiments on the recovery
of catalyst activity of used 0.5C-0.05-H-A catalyst (0.5 g CZZA, 40-60 mesh and HZSM5, 40-60 mesh, separated by 0.05 g quartz wool) for DME synthesis. Reaction conditions:
T = 240 ºC, P = 2.8 MPa, and space velocity of 960 h-1.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure S8. XPS spectra of (a) Cu, (b) C (calibrated at 284.5 eV) element, and (c) Cu LMM
Auger electron spectra for reduced CZZA before reaction, used CZZA in 0.5C/H-A (0.5 g
CZZA, 40-60 mesh+HZSM-5, 40-60 mesh, mixed mode for 24 hrs reaction), 0.5C/H-A
(0.5 g CZZA, 40-60 mesh+HZSM-5, 40-60 mesh, mixed mode for 100 hrs reaction) and
0.5-C-0.05-H-A (0.5 g CZZA, 40-60 mesh+HZSM-5, 40-60 mesh, separated mode)
samples.
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Figure S9. FTIR spectra of used HZSM-5 catalysts with coking after different reaction
conditions and packing modes. Note: 0.5C/H-A after 24 hrs of reaction, 0.5C/H-A after
100 hrs of reaction, and 0.5C-0.05-H-A.

Figure S10. NH3-TPD profiles of fresh and used HZSM-5 catalysts.
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Table S1. Comparison of catalytic performance of CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts
with literature results for DME synthesis via CO2 hydrogenation.

Catalysts

T (°C)

P (MPa)

CO2

DME

conversion

yield

(%)

(%)

Reference

Cu-Fe-Ce/HZSM-5

260

3.0

20.9

13.2

1

Cu-Zn-Zr/HZSM-5

250

3.0

22.2

15.0

2

Cu-Fe-Zr/HZSM-5

260

3.0

23.0

15.0

3

Cu-Zn-Zr/FER

260

3.0

21.3

7.8

4

Cu-Zn/γ-Al2O3

290

3.0

19.0

2.7

5

Cu-Zn-Zr-Al/HZSM-5

240

2.8

26.5

18.3

This work

Table S2. Vaporization temperature of water under different reaction pressures.
Pressure (MPa)

Vaporization Temperature (°C)

2.1

123.0

2.8

132.5

3.5

140.0

4.2

146.5

Based on the activity coefficient model (NRTL) through Aspen HYSYS
thermodynamics, water will be in the gas phase under the reaction conditions in our
work, as shown in Table S2.
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Table S3. Water partial pressure in mixed and separated modes of catalysts in a fixed bed
reactor.
Partial pressure (MPa)
Catalyst

Quartz wool (g)

Separated

Separated

Mixed

(top layer)

(bottom layer)

(average)

0.05

0.16

0.21

/

0.5C-0.2-H-A

0.2

0.17

0.21

/

0.5C/H-A

/

/

/

0.27

0.5C-0.05-HA

2. CALCULATION DETAILS

The partial pressures of H2O in the different locations of the fixed bed reactor
were estimated for two different packing modes. The partial pressure of H2O is equal to
the total pressure (2.8 MPa, in this work) multiplied by the mole fraction of H2O,
according to the Dalton’s Law of Partial Pressure. The molar ratio of each reactants and
products could be obtained from GC data.
In the separated mode, H2O partial pressure in the top layer can be calculated as
follows: since H2O (nH2O = nMeOH (total) + nCO; Note: nMeOH (total) = 2nDME+
nMeOH) is produced from both methanol synthesis reaction (CO2 + 3H2 ↔ CH3OH +
H2O) and RWGS reaction (CO2 + H2 ↔ CO + H2O): 𝑃𝐻2 𝑂_𝑇𝑂𝑃 =
2.8 𝑛

𝑛𝐻2 𝑂

𝐻2 +𝑛𝐶𝑂 +𝑛𝐶𝑂2 +𝑛𝑀𝑒𝑂𝐻 +𝑛𝐻2 𝑂

The H2O partial pressure in the bottom layer can be calculated as follows: since
H2O (nH2O = 3nDME + nMeOH + nCO) is produced from the direct synthesis of DME
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reaction (2CO2 + 6H2 ↔ CH3OCH3 + 3H2O): 𝑃𝐻2 𝑂_𝐵𝑂𝑇𝑇𝑂𝑀 =
2.8 𝑛

𝑛𝐻2 𝑂

𝐻2 +𝑛𝐶𝑂 +𝑛𝐶𝑂2 +𝑛𝑀𝑒𝑂𝐻 +𝑛𝐷𝑀𝐸 +𝑛𝐻2 𝑂

This equation also applies to the calculation of H2O partial pressure in the mixed
mode.

Table S4. N2O chemisorption of fresh and used CZZA catalysts.
Cu surface area

Cu dispersion

Cu crystallite

(N2O) (m2/g)

(%)

size (nm)

Fresh CZZA

44.3

18.9

4.6

Used CZZA (0.5C-0.05-H-A)

19.4

7.0

12.4

Used CZZA (0.5C/H-A for 24 hrs)

24.5

8.8

9.9

14.1

5.1

17.1

Sample

Used CZZA (0.5C/H-A for 100
hrs)

Table S5. BET surface area of fresh and used HZSM-5 catalysts (after coke oxidation).
Sample

BET surface area (m2/g)

Fresh HZSM-5

344

Used HZSM-5 (0.5C-0.05-H-A)

294

Used HZSM-5 (0.5C/H-A for 24 hrs)

316

Used HZSM-5 (0.5C/H-A for 100 hrs)

293

Before nitrogen adsorption/desorption, the samples were oxidized in air at 500 ºC
for 5 hrs (temperature increase rate of 10 ºC/min), with an attempt to remove coke
deposited on the surface/inside the pores of HZSM-5.
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ABSTRACT

The catalytic behavior of CuO-ZnO-ZrO2-Al2O3 (CZZA)/zeolite bifunctional
catalysts (composed of home-made CZZA catalyst physically mixed with different
zeolitic catalysts (i.e., ZSM-5, zeolite-FER, zeolite-FAU, SAPO-11 and SAPO-34)), was
evaluated in the direct production of dimethyl ether (DME) by CO2 hydrogenation. The
experiments were carried out under long-term stability tests in a fixed bed reactor,
operating at 2.8 MPa and 240 °C for 100 hrs. A significant drop of DME yield around 35% for different bifunctional catalysts during the stability tests introduces the importance
of restoring the activity of the catalyst efficiently, from the view of typical industrial
process. Thus, the effects of different regeneration temperatures and number of cycles
through air treatment on the recovery of catalytic activity of CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional
catalysts were investigated systematically. By various physico-chemical characterizations
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(e.g., XRD, N2O-chemisorption, TGA, NH3-TPD) of bifunctional catalysts with different
post treatment, it was revealed that low-temperature regeneration (250 °C) under the air
atmosphere with multiple cycles is a more effective and reliable method than high
regeneration temperature (≥ 300 °C) with less cycles, for the recovery of catalytic activity
of deactivated CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts, through oxidative coke combustion
treatment.
Keywords: Catalyst deactivation, Bifunctional catalysts, Regeneration, Coke
combustion, Dimethyl ether

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, direct synthesis of dimethyl ether (DME) from CO2 has gained
increasing interest in the industrial implementation. DME is the simplest ether, without a
C-C bond, which can take place of liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) due to its similar
physicochemical property. Moreover, DME is a good replacement for diesel fuel and an
environmentally friendly fuel, because of its high cetane number, sulfur-free, as well as
low particle and NOx emission [1, 2]. Furthermore, it is not only used as a final product
but also an intermediate raw material for the production of hydrocarbons (light olefins,
benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene and xylene (BTXE)), chemicals (dimethyl sulphate,
methyl acetate) and hydrogen source for fuel cells. In some cases, it can be oligomerized
to dimethoxymathane (CH3OCH2OCH3, DMM) or polyoxymethylene dimethyl ethers
(DMMn), which are liquid diesel fuels under room temperature and atmospheric pressure
[3-5].
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Currently, the direct synthesis of DME from catalytic CO2 hydrogenation on
bifunctional catalysts can be realized through a two-step process with methanol as an
intermediate (synthesis of methanol from CO2 is coupled in situ with dehydration
reaction to DME). This scavenger effect on methanol can remove the equilibrium
constraints of methanol synthesis, by reducing the concentration of intermediate
methanol and positively directing the whole reactions to DME synthesis. Consequently,
CO2 conversion in the direct DME synthesis can be achieved over 25% in a fixed bed
laboratory-scale reactor, significantly higher than that (around 20%) in a regular
methanol synthesis of commercial process [6, 7]. Typically, direct route of DME
synthesis over bifunctional catalysts is made up of two main reactions and one side
reaction, as described by the following equations [8]:
Methanol synthesis reaction (MS):
𝐶𝑂2 + 3𝐻2 ↔ 𝐶𝐻3 𝑂𝐻 + 𝐻2 𝑂

∆𝐻298𝐾 = −49.4 𝐾𝐽 𝑚𝑜𝑙 −1

(1)

∆𝐻298𝐾 = −23.4 𝐾𝐽 𝑚𝑜𝑙 −1

(2)

Methanol dehydration reaction (MD):
2𝐶𝐻3 𝑂𝐻 ↔ 𝐶𝐻3 𝑂𝐶𝐻3 + 𝐻2 𝑂

Reverse water gas shift reaction (RWGS):
𝐶𝑂2 + 𝐻2 ↔ 𝐶𝑂 + 𝐻2 𝑂

∆𝐻298𝐾 = +41.2 𝐾𝐽 𝑚𝑜𝑙 −1

(3)

Overall CO2 hydrogenation to DME reaction:
2𝐶𝑂2 + 6𝐻2 ↔ 𝐶𝐻3 𝑂𝐶𝐻3 + 3𝐻2 𝑂

∆𝐻298𝐾 = −122.2 𝐾𝐽 𝑚𝑜𝑙 −1

(4)

Developing an active and stable bifunctional catalyst is significantly economical
in the industrial processes. However, various deactivation behaviors of the catalyst were
always encountered in the practical application. Basically, the reasons have been widely
studied and summarized as follows [9-11]: (1) catalyst poisoning from the contaminants
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in feed gas; (2) copper sintering and oxidation, and (3) coke deposition, leading to the
blockage of active sites. It has been found that thermal sintering process of Cu-based
catalyst is kinetically slow and irreversible or difficult to be reversed, however, sintering
is more effectively prevented by minimizing and controlling the temperature of reaction.
Although HZSM-5 as a methanol dehydration catalyst is not sensitive to water, it
generally tends to suffer deactivation by coverage of acid sites or pore blockage due to
adsorption and deposition of carbonaceous compounds in cavities or channel
intersections [2, 12].
In a typical industrial reaction process, when activity of catalysts has declined to a
critical level, a choice must be made among four alternatives [13, 14]: (1) restore the
activity of the catalyst, (2) use it for another application, (3) reclaim and recycle the
important and/or expensive catalytic components, or (4) discard the catalyst. The first
alternative (regeneration and reuse) is always preferred economically in the industry;
catalyst disposal is usually the last resort, especially in view of environmental
considerations. As it was reported by STEAG SCR-Tech, Inc. [15], regenerating the
catalyst instead of purchasing a new one, a typical 500-MW coal-fired power plant can
save about $500,000 to $1,000,000 annually. Because a regenerated catalyst has a life
nearly equal or close to the original, which is considered to be an environmentally
friendly, cost effective and closed-loop solution. However, catalyst regeneration has been
scarcely studied in the literature, which is a key factor for the viability and sustainability
of the process.
Bearing the afore-mentioned aspects in mind, this paper approaches the
deactivation and regeneration of CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts for direct
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synthesis of DME through CO2 hydrogenation. The problem of severe deactivation of
bifunctional catalysts, composed of home-made CZZA methanol synthesis catalyst
physically mixed with various kinds of commercial and widely used dehydration catalyst
(HZSM-5, FAU, FER, SAPO-11 and SAPO-34), was revealed. Then we investigated the
effects of regeneration temperatures and reaction-regeneration cycles on the recovery of
catalytic activity, as well as the variation of crystal structure, metallic properties of Cu,
acid property and amount of coke deposited, based on CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional
catalysts. Eventually, a suitable regeneration condition was determined to recover the
deactivated bifunctional catalysts for direct synthesis of DME in the lab-scale application.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1. MATERIALS
All reagent chemicals including copper nitrate (Cu(NO3)2·3H2O, 99%), zinc
nitrate (Zn(NO3)2·6H2O, 98%), aluminum nitrate (Al(NO3)3·9H2O, 98%), zirconium
dinitrate oxide hydrate (ZrO(NO3)2·xH2O, 99%), and sodium carbonate (Na2CO3, 99%)
were purchased from Alfa Aesar (USA) for the preparation of CuO-ZnO-ZrO2-Al2O3
(CZZA) catalyst.
For zeolitic catalysts, ammonia-ZSM-5 (mole ratio SiO2/Al2O3=23:1, surface
area: 425 m2/g), zeolite Y (FAU, mole ratio SiO2/Al2O3=5.1:1, surface area: 730 m2/g),
zeolite Ferrierite (FER, mole ratio SiO2/Al2O3=20:1, surface area: 400 m2/g) were
purchased from Alfa Aesar. SAPO-11 (mole ratio SiO2/Al2O3=1:8, surface area: 180
m2/g) and SAPO-34 (SiO2/Al2O3=0.5:1, surface area: 550 m2/g) were purchased from
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ACS Material. High purity mixed H2 and CO2 (mole ratio H2:CO2 = 3:1), and air gas
(contains 21 vol% oxygen) were purchased from Airgas Inc. (USA). Deionized water was
used for catalyst preparation.

2.2 CATALYST PREPARATION
CZZA catalyst with total molar concentration of 0.2 mol/L was prepared by coprecipitation method in the following procedures, by using Na2CO3 as the precipitating
agent. The optimal Cu/Zn/Zr/Al molar ratio (4:2:1:0.5) was determined in our previous
reports [8, 16]. Typically, aqueous nitrate solutions of Cu(NO3)2, Zn(NO3)2, Al(NO3)3
and ZrO(NO3)2 were mixed together and added dropwise into 400 mL of pre-heated DI
water (65 ºC-70 ºC), followed by vigorous stirring until fully dissolved. Then, 0.2 mol/L
Na2CO3 solution was added to the solution with continuous stirring, until the pH value of
the mixed solution was adjusted to 6.5-7.0. The precipitate was continuously formed at
the same temperature range for about 1.5 h, followed by aging process carried out for 30
min at 70 ºC. The precipitates were filtered under vacuum and rinsed several times with
warm deionized water to remove sodium ions, followed by drying overnight, and
calcination at 400 ºC for 5 hrs. Besides, all commercial dehydration catalysts (ZSM-5,
FAU, FER, SAPO-11 and SAPO-34) were calcined at 500 ºC for 5 hrs with a heating rate
of 10 ºC/min, in order to obtain the catalyst in acid-form and eliminate the organic
template. The bifunctional catalysts were prepared by physically mixing the home-made
CZZA catalyst and various commercial zeolite catalyst, respectively.
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2.3 CATALYST CHARACTERIZATION
X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of catalysts were obtained by a Philips X’Pert
PRO PW3050 X-ray diffractometer operating at 45 kV and 40 mA, employing a Cu Kα
radiation and a graphite generator in the 2θ range 5-90º, to determine the crystal structure
of fresh and used bifunctional catalysts, and calculate the metal particle size according to
Scherrer equation.
Metallic copper surface area (MSA) and dispersion (DCu) were determined by
performing N2O-chemisorption measurements at 50 °C by a Micromeritics AutochemII
2920 instrument. Before measurements, the samples were degassed at 250 °C for 2 hrs in
pure He, then reduced in situ at 250 °C for 2 hrs in 10% H2/He and further cooled down
to 50 °C. The N2O-chemisorption process was initiated by feeding 1 vol.% N2O/He gas
and the calculation was based on the assumption of a Cu:N2O = 2:1 titration
stoichiometry.
The amount of deposited coke on used bifunctional catalysts was studied by
means of a TA Instruments Q50 thermogravimetric analyzer. Before the combustion, the
samples, catalysts were first heated to 100 °C, at a heating rate of 10 °C/min and kept at
the same temperature for 60 min under a continuous N2 flow rate of 100 mL/min, in order
to sweep moisture and absorbed CO2. Then, the catalyst was heated to 1000 °C at the
same heating rate under an air flow of 100 mL/min. Eventually, the coke amount
deposited on the deactivated catalysts and on the regenerated catalysts can be measured
by calculating the mass loss of catalyst after combustion.
The acidic properties of fresh and used HZSM-5 catalysts were determined by
temperature-programmed desorption of ammonia (NH3-TPD) using a Micromeritics
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Autochem II 2920. The samples were placed in a quartz micro-reactor and saturated in a
flow of a mixed 5 vol.% NH3/He gas at 150 ºC, at a total flow rate of 20 mL/min. The
measurements were performed in a temperature range of 25-700 ºC for NH3 desorption at
a heating rate of 10 ºC/min, using helium (20 mL/min) as a carrier gas.

2.4 CATALYTIC TEST
Before a series tests of CZZA admixed with various acid catalysts for CO2
hydrogenation to DME, the optimal mass ratios of CZZA and HZSM-5 in the
bifunctional catalyst (varies from 5:1 to 1:5) was determined, which provides the best
catalytic performance (Figure. S1). The optimization of reaction temperatures and
pressures of CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts for direct DME synthesis over CO2
hydrogenation has been reported in our previous study, which shows superior
performance than the results in the literature [8, 16].
For direct DME synthesis via CO2 hydrogenation, a bifunctional catalyst (a mass
ratio of 0.5:0.5) composed of 0.5g CZZA (40-60 mesh particle size) and 0.5g methanol
dehydration catalyst (40-60 mesh particle size, including HZSM-5, FAU, FER, SAPO-11
and SAPO-34, respectively) were first physically mixed, and then loaded into a
continuous-flow, fix-bed reactor (O.D.: 12.7 mm and I.D.: 9.5 mm). Prior to the reaction,
the bifunctional catalysts were undergoing an activation treatment in situ the reactor,
operating at 250 ºC for 10 hrs in H2 atmosphere, in order to reduce CuO to Cu0, which is
the active sites for the production of methanol. Subsequently, five batches of different
bifunctional catalysts were tested individually, by feeding a 24 sccm H2/CO2 mixture
with a molar ratio of 3:1 (18 sccm H2 and 6 sccm CO2, gas hourly space velocity (GHSV)
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= 1440 mL/(g·h)) for 100 hrs run of DME synthesis reaction. The reaction temperature
was elevated at 8 °C/min to the desired temperature of 240 ºC and the pressure was kept
at 2.8 MPa by a back-pressure regulator. The reactor effluent was maintained at 185 °C
using a heating tape, which prevented methanol and water from condensation.
For regeneration of deactivated bifunctional catalysts, two different routes for
recovering the catalytic activity under the atmosphere of air (contains 21 vol% oxygen)
have been carried out in this study. Specifically, the first route is to conduct three
successive cycles of reaction-regeneration under various regeneration temperatures of
250 ºC, 300 ºC, and 350 ºC, respectively, using the same batch of used bifunctional
catalyst for DME synthesis reaction. DME synthesis reaction (pressure at 2.8 MPa and
temperature at 240 ºC for 24 hrs, GHSV = 1440 mL/(g·h)) over the bifunctional catalysts
was taken as an interval between each regeneration cycle. The regeneration agent was 20
sccm of air gas and duration time was 10 hrs.
The second route is to test the same batch of used CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional
catalyst under the same regeneration temperature (250 ºC) for four continuous reactionregeneration cycles. Basically, all four cycles of regeneration process were completed at
the temperature of 250 ºC under the atmosphere of air for 10 hrs. As an interval, the
reaction for DME synthesis was conducted for 24 hrs between each cycle of regeneration
to form a reaction-regeneration cycle, using the same reaction conditions (T = 240 ºC, P
= 2.8 MPa, and GHSV = 1440 mL/(g·h)).
In the meanwhile, additional experiments of regeneration at 250 °C, 300 °C and
350 °C for only one cycle, were also implemented individually for used CZZA/HZSM-5
bifunctional catalysts after 24 hrs run of DME synthesis reaction, in order to
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systematically investigate the effects of regeneration temperature and number of cycles
on the recovery of catalytic activity.
The effluent products were sampled every hour by automated gas sampling valve
and analyzed using an online gas chromatography (SRI 8610C), equipped with a TCD
detector and a 6-foot HAYESEPD column, a 6-foot molecular sieve 13X column.
Conversion of CO2 and selectivity of all the products were calculated based on the
collected data of GC spectra throughout the reaction. Methanol, DME and carbon
monoxide (CO) were detected as the main products. The calculation of conversion of
CO2, selectivity and yield of the products (CO, methanol, and DME) can be found in our
previous study [17].

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. DEACTIVATION OF VARIOUS BIFUNCTIONAL CATALYSTS
In order to understand the interaction of methanol synthesis catalyst CZZA and
different methanol dehydration catalysts (i.e., HZSM-5, FAU, FER, SAPO-11 and
SAPO-34), and their effects on the deactivation behavior of bifunctional catalysts for
DME synthesis, five most widely investigated acid catalysts were adopted and tested for
DME synthesis under the same reaction conditions and their catalytic performance were
compared (as shown in Figure. 1). The catalytic reaction was performed under the
following conditions: CZZA:acid catalyst at 0.5 g:0.5 g (40-60 mesh), reaction
temperature at 240 ºC, pressure at 2.8 MPa, H2 at 18 sccm and CO2 at 6 sccm, GHSV =
1440 mL/(g·h).
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Figure. 1(a) and (b), we can observe that CZZA/SAPO-34 bifunctional catalysts
had the highest catalytic activity in terms of CO2 conversion and DME yield among all
tested bifunctional catalysts. Meanwhile, the most significant loss of DME yield was also
detected from the same bifunctional catalysts. For example, the CO2 conversion dropped
from 27.59% to 24.34%, and DME yield dropped from 18.74% to 14.81% (3.93% loss,
absolute value) in the 100 hrs operation. For comparison, these two zeolite catalysts
(HZSM-5 and FER) had similar catalytic performance in terms of catalytic activity and
stability. For example, the CO2 conversion of HZSM-5 dropped from 26.82% to 24.01%,
and its DME yield dropped from 17.49% to 14.56% (2.94% loss, absolute value) after
100 hrs reaction. The CO2 conversion of FER dropped from 26.44% to 24.18%, and its
DME yield dropped from 17.41% to 14.37% (3.04% loss, absolute value) after 100 hrs
reaction. Besides, CZZA/FAU catalysts had the lowest catalytic activity in the first 24 hrs
of reaction compared to other bifunctional catalysts, so the test was not continued to 100
hrs in this work.
The distinct catalytic performance of these five bifunctional catalysts can be
ascribed to the different acidic properties and catalyst structure (channel size and
configuration) of dehydration catalysts. In addition, the concentration, distribution, and
strength of acid sites in the acid catalysts are also factors affecting the overall catalytic
activity, product selectivity, and deactivation of the catalyst. For example, small channel
openings of SAPO-34 (about 3.8 Å) with 3-dimensional structure promotes the formation
of DME, however, it caused rapid deactivation due to the pore blocking. This is because
the large channel intersections (about 7.4 Å large) with narrow openings (about 3.8 Å)
would accommodate large and heavy molecules (considered as coke precursors) that
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cannot diffuse outwards [18, 19]. What’s more, the stronger acidity of SAPO-34 not only
contributed to higher and faster methanol conversion to DME, but also the formation of
aromatic compounds, which are considered as coke precursors, eventually causing a loss
of DME selectivity and rapid deactivation. On the contrary, HZSM-5 has a relatively
milder acidity compared to SAPO-34, as well as an effective three-dimensional channel
defined by 10-membered ring openings, when channel openings and intersections have
similar size (about 5 Å), exhibiting high resistance to coke formation and deposition with
a reliable DME selectivity [20, 21]. However, the side reactions catalyzed by strong acid
sites of HZSM-5 to form coke species are still significant. What’s more, modification of
acidity properties of zeolites by impregnation of ZSM-5 catalyst with sodium (Na) and
zirconium (Zr) were studied and tested for MeOH dehydration to DME and CO2
hydrogenation to DME reactions in this work (Figure. S2 and S3), it turned out that there
was no significant improvement of DME yield.
Thus, it can be concluded that among the acid catalysts investigated in this work,
both SAPO-34 and HZSM-5 catalysts seem to be a good option to be included in the
bifunctional catalysts to serve as an acidic component, due to the high catalytic activity
for DME synthesis. However, the stability of bifunctional catalysts was still a paramount
issue from the perspective of economy and sustainability in the industry. Although
HZSM-5 was not a perfect candidate as a methanol dehydration catalyst due to its
disadvantages in the reaction, the merits (such as high resistance toward water adsorption
and possession of medium and strong acid sites for obtaining high DME selectivity)
motivate us to select it as one component of bifunctional catalysts, with CZZA catalyst
for a series of regeneration experiments in this work.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure. 1. Comparison of catalytic activity and stability of bifunctional catalysts composed
of CZZA and different acid catalysts for DME synthesis: (a) CO2 conversion, (b) DME
yield and (c) CO yield. Reaction condition: T = 240 ºC, P = 2.8 MPa, feeding H2/CO2
mixture with a molar ratio of 3:1 (18 sccm H2 and 6 sccm CO2, GHSV = 1,440 mL/(g·h))
for 100 hrs operation.

3.2 REGENERATION OF CZZA/HZSM-5 BIFUNCTIONAL CATALYSTS
In the practical process of the industry, the regenerability or the ability to
reactivate a catalyst has significant values in terms of the feasibility and economy.
Particularly, it is crucial for acid-catalyzed reaction, such as methanol dehydration, in
which the catalyst deactivation occurs by coke deposition, but it could be reversed via
through gasification with hydrogen, water, or oxygen [22]. In this regard, different cycles
of reaction-regeneration were carried out with CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts
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under the same reaction conditions of reaction but distinct regeneration routes: (i)
sweeping with air gas at the same temperature 250 °C for four cycles or (ii) sweeping
with air gas at three different temperature 250 °C, 300 °C and 350 °C for three cycles.
As shown in Figure. 2, the result demonstrated that the 1st regeneration conducted
at the temperature of 250 ºC under air atmosphere was able to recover most of the initial
activity (1st reaction: 18.42% dropped to 16.22%, 2nd reaction: started at 17.15%,
recovery percentage = 93%) of CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts in term of DME
yield after the first cycle of reaction-regeneration. With further increasing the
regeneration temperature to 300 ºC and eventually to 350 ºC, the recovery percentage of
catalytic activity were about 88% (2nd reaction: 17.15% dropped to 16.03%, 3rd
reaction: started at 16.18%) and 83% (3rd reaction: 16.18% dropped to 14.78%, 4th
reaction: started at 15.26%), respectively, compared to the initial value of DME yield in
the first reaction. This result means that higher regeneration temperature resulted in a
decrease of catalytic activity during the coke combustion. This could be mostly due to the
thermal sintering of copper under high temperature environment, leading to an
irreversible loss of copper surface area [23-25]. Hence, for the regeneration over
CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts with gradually elevated regeneration temperatures
at 250 ºC, 300 ºC and 350 ºC, respectively, although the deposited coke can be efficiently
removed through combustion, there was still some irreversible decrease of activity that
could not be avoided using this regeneration route.
Next, four reaction-regeneration cycles with the same reaction conditions and
constant regeneration temperature (250 °C), were conducted over CZZA/HZSM-5
bifunctional catalysts. Compared to the fresh bifunctional catalysts in the first reaction
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(Figure. 3), the recovery percentage of catalytic activity (DME yield) was about 95%,
which can recover the majority of catalytic activity after being regenerated at 250 ºC (1st
reaction: 18.20% dropped to 16.08%, 2nd reaction: started at 17.28%). With more cycles
of reaction-regeneration were performed at the same regeneration temperature (250 ºC),

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure. 2. Catalytic activity of CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts regenerated at
different temperatures with three cycles of reaction-regeneration for DME synthesis: (a)
CO2 conversion, (b) DME yield and (c) CO yield. Reaction condition: T = 240 ºC, P = 2.8
MPa, feeding H2/CO2 mixture with a molar ratio of 3:1 (18 sccm H2 and 6 sccm CO2,
GHSV = 1,440 mL/(g·h)) for 24 hrs run of DME synthesis reaction. Regeneration
condition: Feeding 20 sccm air flow for 10 hrs at 250 °C, 300 °C and 350 °C for each cycle.
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the recovered activity of bifunctional catalysts compared to the initial value of DME
yield in the first reaction were calculated to be 89% (2nd reaction: 17.28% dropped to
15.96%, 3rd reaction: started at 16.13%), 88% (3rd reaction: 16.13% dropped to 14.85%,
4th reaction: started at 16.06%), and 86% (4th reaction: 16.06% dropped to 14.72%, 5th
reaction: started at 15.58%). We can observe that the loss of catalyst activity was very
little under mild regeneration conditions, which can guarantee that the starting activity of
3rd, 4th and 5th reactions was very close. Although after four cycles of reactionregeneration, the recovered activity of CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts could
eventually reach about 86%, which was higher than 83% (after three cycles of reactionregeneration with elevated regeneration temperature from 250 °C to 350 °C). This result
demonstrated that mild regeneration condition using relatively low temperature (250 ºC)
over CZZA/HZSM-5 catalysts was more effective to recover the activity, meanwhile,
reduce the possibility of irreversible thermal sintering under harsh regeneration
conditions (e.g. high temperature).
Besides the continuous cycles of reaction-regeneration over CZZA/HZSM-5
bifunctional catalysts, we further study the effects of different regeneration temperatures
(250 ºC, 300 ºC, or 350 ºC) on the recovery of catalytic activity, individually. For each
experiment, fresh CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts were applied for 24 hrs run of
DME synthesis under the same reaction conditions (T = 240 ºC, P = 2.8 MPa, feeding
H2/CO2 mixture with a molar ratio of 3:1, GHSV = 1440 mL/(g·h)) as described previously,
followed by the regeneration process under the atmosphere of 20 sccm of air for 10 hrs. At
last, the recovery of catalytic activity of regenerated bifunctional catalysts were
investigated via another 24 hrs DME synthesis with the same reaction conditions as that of
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the fresh catalysts. As it is illustrated in Figure. 4 (a) and (b), about 92% of catalytic activity
was recovered over used CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts after regeneration at 250
ºC with air gas for 10 hrs, compared to the initial activity of fresh bifunctional catalysts.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure. 3. Catalytic activity of CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts regenerated at the
same temperature with four cycles of reaction-regeneration for DME synthesis: (a) CO2
conversion, and (b) DME yield. Reaction condition: T = 240 ºC, P = 2.8 MPa, feeding
H2/CO2 mixture with a molar ratio of 3:1 (18 sccm H2 and 6 sccm CO2, GHSV = 1,440
mL/(g·h)) for 24 hrs run of DME synthesis reaction. Regeneration condition: Feeding 20
sccm air flow for 10 hrs at the same temperature of 250 ºC for each cycle.
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For the second test using a higher regeneration temperature at 300 ºC (Figure. 4 (c) and
(d)), about 90% recovery of the catalytic activity was obtained, which was lower than that
of applying a lower regeneration temperature of 250 ºC. With regeneration temperature
elevated to 350 ºC, more obvious and significant loss of activity can be observed in
Figure. 4(e) and (f), resulted in a further drop of recovery percentage to as low as 87%.
In short, it can be demonstrated that high regeneration temperature (≥ 300 ºC) is
not favorable to the recovery of catalytic activity for CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional
catalysts based on the experimental results. Because it would result in a great loss of
initial activity, probably caused by thermal sintering of copper active sites under high
temperatures. On the contrary, low regeneration temperature was turned out to be more
effective and stable in the role of getting the majority of activity back, even for more
cycles of reaction-regeneration.

3.3 CHARACTERIZATION OF CZZA/HZSM-5 BIFUNCTIONAL CATALYSTS
XRD technique was used to evaluate the changes of crystal structure of used
CZZA/HZSM-5 after 24 hrs of reaction, and regenerated CZZA/HZSM-5 catalysts via
two different routes (including i) 3 cycles of regeneration-reaction with various
temperatures at 250 ºC, 300 ºC and 350 ºC, and ii) 4 cycles of reaction-regeneration at
constant temperature of 250 ºC), compared to that of fresh CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional
catalysts.
The crystallinity of CZZA and HZSM-5 catalysts were both investigated by
measuring the XRD patterns of fresh and used CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts in
an angle region of 2θ = 5 – 80°. As shown in Figure. 5, we can observe that there are two
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure. 4. Catalytic activity of CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts regenerated at
different temperatures (250 ºC, 300 ºC, or 350 ºC) individually, for one cycle of reactionregeneration for DME synthesis: (a, c, e) CO2 conversion, and (b, d, f) DME yield. Reaction
condition: T = 240 ºC, P = 2.8 MPa, feeding H2/CO2 mixture with a molar ratio of 3:1 (18
sccm H2 and 6 sccm CO2, GHSV = 1,440 mL/(g·h)) for 24 hrs run of DME synthesis
reaction. Regeneration condition: Feeding 20 sccm air flow for 10 hrs at different
temperature of 250 ºC, 300 ºC, or 350 ºC for each individual cycle.
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strong diffraction peaks locating at 35.5° and 38.7°, which are corresponded to (002) and
(1 1 1) planes of tenorite for all the CZZA/HZSM-5 catalysts [26]. What’s more, the 2θ
values of other diffraction peaks at 31.8° and 34.4° were attributed to the (100) and (002)
planes of ZnO, respectively. There were no peaks observed corresponding to ZrO2 and
Al2O3 in all tested samples due to their low concentrations or they were well dispersed in
the catalyst. Besides the patterns of CZZA, two diffraction peaks at 7.8 and 8.7 in the
range 2θ = 5 – 10°, and three diffraction peaks at 23.0°, 23.8°, and 24.2° in the range 2θ =
20 – 25° were the characteristic peaks of HZSM-5 catalyst, corresponding to the (101),
(020), (501), (151), and (303) crystal faces, respectively [27].
Importantly, it can be noticed that the intensity and width of peaks corresponding
to tenorite (CuO) in the used and regenerated CZZA catalysts were both changed,
compared to that of fresh CZZA catalyst, indicating that the variation of the crystallite
size of copper occurred during the reactions or regeneration. What’s more, we can
observe that the CuO peak at 38.7° showed up again in the regenerated catalysts, which
mainly due to the oxidation of Cu in the air atmosphere (21 vol. % O2) under
regeneration. The crystallite size of CuO in all samples were calculated by Cu (111)
reflection of the XRD results based on Scherrer equation. The obtained values are 8.60
nm, 12.19 nm, 12.29 nm and 17.14 nm for fresh CZZA, used CZZA (24 hrs), regenerated
CZZA (4 x 250 °C) and regenerated CZZA (250, 300 and 350 °C), respectively.
Compared to the values of fresh and used CZZA catalyst, it is noticeable that a further
increase in the crystallite size of CZZA catalyst regenerated at higher temperature (≥ 300
°C) can be observed. On the contrary, there was only a slight increase (12.19 nm to 12.29
nm) for CZZA catalyst after four cycles of regeneration at 250 °C.
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Although there were significant changes of Cu species (in terms of peaks intensity
and crystallite size) in different bifunctional catalysts, the crystalline structure
(characteristic peaks) of HZSM-5 catalyst in the used and regenerated CZZA/HZSM-5
catalysts nearly remained the same as that of fresh HZSM-5 catalyst, indicating that the
deposited coke species didn’t have any significant impact on the structure of HZSM-5
catalyst after the treatment of two distinct regeneration routes (4 cycles at 250 °C or 3
cycles at 250 °C, 300 °C and 350 °C). On the contrary, they should be are effective to
keep HZSM-5 catalyst active for a longer time to continuously transform MeOH into
DME. The XRD results demonstrated that although the irreversible deactivation by
sintering of Cu nanoparticle still exists, combustion of coke at lower temperature through
feeding air gas is more preferable than higher temperature (even with less cycles) to
recover the activity of bifunctional catalysts, since it would be helpful to lower the
possibility of generating the hot spots to exacerbate the copper sintering during
regeneration process.

Figure. 5. XRD of fresh, used and regenerated CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts
under different treatment conditions.
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Measurement of copper surface area with N2O-chemisorption is essential to
investigate the influence of different regeneration methods (especially the temperature)
on the changes of Cu surface area of CZZA catalyst, and its relationship with the
recovery of catalytic activity. As shown in Table 1, for fresh CZZA catalyst after 24 hrs
DME synthesis reaction, the Cu surface area decreased significantly from 44.3 m2/g to
24.5 m2/g, showing nearly 55% loss relative to the original value of Cu surface area [25].
For used CZZA catalysts regenerated through two different treatment conditions, the final
values of Cu surface area, Cu dispersion and Cu particle size of CZZA catalysts were
obviously distinct. Importantly, the loss percentage of Cu surface area was 15% and 29%
for used and regenerated CZZA-1 and used and regenerated CZZA-2, respectively. This
result demonstrated that relatively low regeneration temperature (< 300 °C) was helpful
to alleviate the thermal sintering of Cu nanoparticles, even with more cycles of reactionregeneration.

Table 1. Metallic properties of fresh and used CZZA catalysts regenerated via different
treatment conditions.

Sample

Fresh CZZA
Used CZZA (after 24
hrs)
Used and regenerated
CZZA-1

Cu surface

Cu

area (N2O)

dispersion

(m2/g)

(%)

-

44.3

18.9

4.6

-

24.5

8.8

9.9

4 cycles at 250 °C

20.9

7.6

11.5

17.4

6.3

13.8

Regeneration
conditions

Used and regenerated

3 cyles at 250, 300

CZZA-2

and 350 °C

Cu particle
size (nm)
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TGA result is used to evaluate the coke amount of used CZZA/HZSM-5
bifunctional catalyst after 24 hrs run of reaction, CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalyst
after 3 cycles of regeneration at different temperatures (250 °C, 300 °C and 350 °C), and
CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalyst after 4 cycles of regeneration at constant
temperature (250 °C). As reported in our previous study and the literature, covering the
acid sites of HZSM-5 catalyst and pore blocking due to coke deposition is mainly
responsible for catalyst deactivation [17, 28, 29]. As shown in Figure 6, the weight loss
before 200 °C was not included in the calculation of actual coke amount (%) on used
HZSM-5 catalyst, because it should be due to the removal of physically absorbed water
on HZSM-5. Therefore, our investigation primarily focused on the weight loss in the
temperature range of 200-900 °C. This is because the weight loss was due to the
combustion of carbonaceous species (coke) when the temperature was higher than 200
ºC.
The amount of coke on used HZSM-5 after 24 hrs of reaction in DME synthesis
was calculated in the temperature range of 200 ºC to 900 ºC, which was about 0.03%
through subtracting the weight loss of fresh HZSM-5 catalyst from that of used HZSM-5
catalyst after 24 hrs reaction. Following the same method, the coke amount on
regenerated HZSM-5_1 (4 cycles at 250 °C) and regenerated HZSM-5_2 (3 cycles at 250,
300 and 350 °C) were 0.57% and 0.29%, respectively. Based on the results of TG
analysis, it could be deduced that relatively high temperature (≥ 300 °C) was more
effective to remove the deposited coke on used HZSM-5 catalyst.
With the aim to better elucidate the effects of two different regeneration routes on
the properties of bifunctional catalysts, ammonia (NH3)-TPD was performed to study the
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Figure. 6. TG analysis of fresh, used and regenerated HZSM-5 catalysts under different
treatment conditions.

change of acid sites of different used HZSM-5 catalysts. The desorption profiles of fresh
and different used HZSM-5 catalysts are shown in Figure 7, and the quantitative amount
of acid capacity (mmol/gcat) is also indicated in Table 2. As shown in the NH3-TPD
profiles, there are two main NH3 desorption peaks, basically reflecting the strength of
different acid sites, according to the range of desorption temperature, including weak acid
sites (100-300 ºC) and strong acid sites (300-600 ºC), respectively. For the used HZSM-5
catalyst after 24 hrs DME synthesis, we can observe that the acid capacity of HZSM-5
dropped from 1.32 to 1.03 mmol/gcat, which was due to the reason that coke is preferably
formed and deposited on the mouth of the channels, resulting in the limitation of the
access of the reactant gases to the active sites of a channel [30]. This is in accordance
with the loss of catalytic activity over the bifunctional catalysts for DME synthesis
reaction, because a large number of active sites are generally located inside these
channels of zeolite catalyst. As for the used bifunctional catalysts treated via two
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different regeneration routes, the acid capacity of both used HZSM-5 catalysts decreased
from 1.03 to 0.88 mmol/gcat and 0.75 mmol/gcat for regenerated HZSM-5 (3*250-350 °C)
and regenerated HZSM-5 (4*250 °C), respectively.
The difference in the acid capacity could be ascribed to the different posttreatment conditions (including total number of cycles and regeneration temperature). On
one hand, there was higher amount of coke deposition on HZSM-5 catalyst treated by
four cycles of reaction-regeneration than three cycles (from TG results in Figure. 6),
leading to a much lower total acidity. However, the difference of total acid capacity of
these two used HZSM-5 catalysts were not significant as that of between fresh and used
HZSM-5 catalyst after a 24 hrs DME synthesis reaction, demonstrating that there should
be the formation rate of coke on used HZSM-5 catalyst might not be fast than that on
fresh catalyst. On the other hand, higher temperatures (≥ 300 °C) were proven to be more
effective to reduce/remove the coke species deposited on the acid sites of used HZSM-5
catalyst. As it was reported in the literature [31, 32], coke was formed through the wellknown “hydrocarbon pool” mechanism, in which the aromatic species evolved into larger
molecules in the presence of acid sites and high temperature. These heavy compounds
(e.g., oligomers and aromatics), that were not completely removed during regeneration
process, would accumulate in the structure of catalyst and further agglomerate into a
much larger and heavier compounds during the reaction [33], that were more difficult to
be removed at relatively low temperatures (e.g., 250 °C).
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Figure. 7. NH3-TPD profiles of fresh, used and regenerated HZSM-5 catalysts under
different treatment conditions.

Table 2. Acid properties of the investigated HZSM-5 catalysts based on NH3-TPD
profiles.
NH3 desorbed
Sample

T1 (ºC)

x1

T2 (ºC)

x2

(mmol gcat-1)
Fresh HZSM-5

1.32

210

0.61

435

0.71

Used HZSM-5 (24 hrs)

1.03

214

0.50

425

0.53

Regenerated HZSM-5 (3*250-350)

0.88

233

0.48

437

0.40

Regenerated HZSM-5 (4*250)

0.75

236

0.43

447

0.32

At last, this graph (Figure. 8) is to illustrate how the deposited coke species on the
bifunctional catalysts were burnt or combusted through the regeneration process in an air
atmosphere. Typically, in the direct synthesis of DME over CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional
catalysts, formation of coke was initiated via the conversion of methanol into a wide
range of hydrocarbons (e.g., olefins or aromatics, considered as the coke precursors)
catalyzed by acid sites of HZSM-5 [34-36]. Then, with the presence of high temperature
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condition, these intermediates were prone to react further through a series of cyclization
and oligomerization reactions to higher molecular weight aromatics with polynuclear
structure, that would ultimately condense as coke. Those that were trapping in the
cavities or at channel intersections were responsible for the deactivation of catalysts.
After the coke on the catalyst (especially HZSM-5) was burned away through oxidative
treatment with air (21 vol. % O2), the reaction activity was restored, indicating that the
decrease of catalytic activity during the DME synthesis reaction was mainly due to the
covering/blocking of acid centers by coke formation and deposition.
In this regard, regeneration appears to be a cost-effective method for recovering
the catalytic activity of catalysts in the industrial processes. However, the conditions
(e.g., type of gas, number of cycles, and temperature) of regeneration process have to be
optimized systematically, otherwise, it may likely lead to undesirable side-effects, such as
dealumination, sintering of metal catalyst (due to hot spots), or destruction of zeolite (due
to overtemperatures) [37-39]. These factors can significantly shorten the catalyst lifetime
and eventually elevate the total cost of industrial production.

Figure. 8. Possible mechanism of regeneration of CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalyst
through oxidative coke combustion treatment.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

Deactivation and regeneration of CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts were
investigated in a fix-bed reactor for direct synthesis of DME via CO2 hydrogenation.
From an industrial perspective, being regenerated under the proposed conditions (route
1), CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts are suitable for being used in reactionregeneration cycles in the hydrogenation of CO2 to DME, given that it provides effective
regenerability of catalysts with high production of DME, while minimizing the sintering
of metal catalyst. Various characterizations results revealed that low-temperature
regeneration (250 °C) under the air atmosphere had less extent of negative effects on the
changes of particle size and active surface area of Cu active sites than high regeneration
temperature (≥ 300 °C). Although the combustion of coke species at 250 °C with air was
proven to be not as effective as that which was conducted under higher temperature range
(≥ 300 °C), the recovery of catalytic activity of the whole CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional
catalysts was much higher, on the contrary. Hence, the optimization of regeneration
conditions would be of high importance in the industrial production of DME, since it can
effectively inhibit the undesirable side-effects and significantly increase the lifetime of
catalysts.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Figure. S1. Effects of mass ratio between CZZA and HZSM-5 (from 5:1 to 1:5) on catalytic
activity of DME synthesis via CO2 hydrogenation. All of the experiments were conducted
under the same reaction conditions: T = 240 °C and P = 2.8 MPa, feeding H2/CO2 mixture
with a molar ratio of 3:1 (18 sccm H2 and 6 sccm CO2), gas hourly space velocity = 1440
mL/(g·h).

All experiments were performed at the atmospheric pressure, and temperature of
240 °C. Prior to catalytic testing, the samples were pressed, crushed, and then sieved to 4060 mesh particle size. For each experiment, 0.2 g acid catalyst (40-60 mesh) with 0.2 g
quartz sand was loaded to the reactor by packing quartz wool at both ends of catalyst bed.
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(a)

(b)

Figure. S2. Comparison of catalytic activity (a) MeOH conversion and (b) DME yield of
HZSM-5 and Na or Zr modified HZSM-5 catalysts for MeOH dehydration to DME
reaction at atmosphere pressure and temperature of 240 °C for 24 hrs.

The HZSM-5 catalyst was calcined before experiment, in air at 500 °C for 5 hrs, with a
heating rate of 10 °C/min. Na or Zr modified HZSM-5 samples were prepared by the
impregnation method with an aqueous solution containing sodium carbonate or zirconium
nitrate, respectively, followed by drying at 110 °C for 12 hrs and calcining at 500 °C for
5 hrs. Methanol was fed into the reactor for dehydration reaction to DME by blowing N2
(20 mL/min) as carrier gas in gas bubbler to generate a homogeneous gaseous methanol
flow.
As we can see in Figure. S2, the promotional effects of promoter Na or Zr on
HZSM-5 catalyst are reported [1-4] to be ascribed to the significant reduction in surface
density and nature (Lewis and Brønsted) of the strong acid-sites, making the catalyst
more resistant to the formation of side products. The conversion of MeOH was enhanced
for both Na or Zr-modified HZSM-5 compared to fresh HZSM-5, however, no significant
improvement of DME yield were observed for them.
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(b)

Figure. S3. Comparison of catalytic activity (a) CO2 conversion and (b) DME yield of
HZSM-5 and Na or Zr modified HZSM-5 catalysts for CO2 hydrogenation to DME reaction
at pressure of 2.8 MPa and temperature of 240 °C for 24 hrs.

For direct DME synthesis via CO2 hydrogenation, a bifunctional catalyst
composed of 0.5g CZZA (40-60 mesh particle size) and 0.5g methanol dehydration
catalyst (40-60 mesh particle size, including HZSM-5, Na-HZSM-5, and Zr-HZSM-5,
respectively) were first physically mixed, and then loaded into a fix-bed reactor.
Afterwards, the bifunctional catalysts were undergoing a reduction process in situ at 250
ºC for 10 hrs with 20 mL/min of pure H2 under atmospheric pressure. Subsequently, the
bifunctional catalyst was tested by feeding a 24 sccm H2/CO2 mixture with a molar ratio
of 3:1 (18 sccm H2 and 6 sccm CO2, space velocity at 960 h-1) for 24 hrs run of DME
synthesis reaction. The reaction temperature was elevated at 8 °C/min to the desired
temperature of 240 ºC and the pressure was kept at 2.8 MPa by a back pressure regulator.
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ABSTRACT

A series of iron (Fe) modified CuO-ZnO-ZrO2-Al2O3 (CZZA) catalysts, with
various Fe loadings, was prepared using a co-precipitation method. A bifunctional
catalyst, consisting of Fe-modified CZZA and HZSM-5, was studied for dimethyl ether
(DME) synthesis via CO2 hydrogenation. The effects of Fe loading, reaction temperature,
reaction pressure, space velocity, and concentrations of precursor for the synthesis of the
Fe-modified CZZA catalyst on the catalytic activity of DME synthesis were investigated.
Long-term stability tests showed that Fe modification of the CZZA catalyst improved the
catalyst stability for DME synthesis via CO2 hydrogenation. The activity loss, in terms of
DME yield, was significantly reduced from 4.2% to 1.4% in a 100 hrs run of reaction,
when the Fe loading amount was 0.5 (molar ratio of Fe to Cu). An analysis of hydrogen
temperature programmed reduction revealed that the introduction of Fe improved the
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reducibility of the catalysts, due to assisted adsorption of H2 on iron oxide. The good
stability of Fe-modified CZZA catalysts in the DME formation was most likely attributed
to oxygen spillover that was introduced by the addition of iron oxide. This could have
inhibited the oxidation of the Cu surface and enhanced the thermal stability of copper
during long-term reactions.
Keywords: CO2 hydrogenation; Cu-ZnO based catalyst; Iron (Fe);
Dimethyl ether (DME); Stability

1. INTRODUCTION

Dimethyl ether (DME) synthesis via CO2 hydrogenation has gained considerable
interest in recent years, since it is an important intermediate for synthesizing many
chemicals. Also, it is a promising potential replacement for diesel fuel, because of its
high cetane number, low NOx emission, and low soot production in the exhaust gas from
an engine, due to no C-C bond structure [1-3]. The synthesis of DME, through a direct
route via catalytic CO2 hydrogenation on a bifunctional catalyst, has several advantages
over the typical two-step process (i.e., synthesis of methanol and dehydration of methanol
to DME). These include breaking the equilibrium constraints of methanol synthesis and,
thus, obtaining a higher single-pass CO2 conversion [4, 5]. Typically, DME synthesis, via
CO2 hydrogenation over bifunctional catalysts, is comprised of three independent
reactions, as described by the following [6]:
Methanol synthesis reaction:
𝐶𝑂2 + 3𝐻2 ↔ 𝐶𝐻3 𝑂𝐻 + 𝐻2 𝑂

∆𝐻298𝐾 = −49.4 𝑘𝐽 𝑚𝑜𝑙 −1

(1)
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Methanol dehydration reaction:
2𝐶𝐻3 𝑂𝐻 ↔ 𝐶𝐻3 𝑂𝐶𝐻3 + 𝐻2 𝑂

∆𝐻298𝐾 = −23.4 𝑘𝐽 𝑚𝑜𝑙 −1

(2)

∆𝐻298𝐾 = +41.2 𝑘𝐽 𝑚𝑜𝑙 −1

(3)

Reverse water gas shift reaction:
𝐶𝑂2 + 𝐻2 ↔ 𝐶𝑂 + 𝐻2 𝑂

Currently, a variety of catalysts for the direct synthesis of DME, via CO2
hydrogenation, have been studied, including Cu-ZnO based catalysts, Cu-Mn, CuO-TiO2ZrO2, and Cu-Ni bimetallic catalysts [7-9]. These exhibited good catalytic performance,
with CO2 conversion and DME selectivity being approximately 15-29% and 40-50%,
respectively. Among these catalysts, CuO/ZnO/Al2O3 (CZA) catalyst is the most
investigated for methanol synthesis. Due to its high activity and easy preparation, the
CZA catalyst has been used as the CO2 hydrogenation catalyst, with solid acid catalysts
(e.g., HZSM-5 and γ-Al2O3) as the dehydration catalyst, to form bifunctional catalysts for
DME synthesis via one-step CO2 hydrogenation [5, 10, 11]. However, challenges remain
for direct DME synthesis over CZA based catalysts, due to catalyst deactivation and poor
stability. The major factors limiting the catalytic performance of the CZA catalysts are
the deposition of carbonaceous materials (coke) and sintering of copper [6, 12-14]. In
addition, water generated through the reactions could have detrimental effects (e.g.,
oxidation and sintering of Cu in the presence of water) on the activity of a hydrogenation
catalyst and the acidity of a dehydration catalyst. Consequently, the stability of both
catalysts could be significantly affected [15]. Therefore, it is imperative that the catalytic
performance of bifunctional catalysts be enhanced by improving their resistance to
copper oxidation and sintering, inhibiting coke deposition, extending the catalyst lifetime
and, eventually, accomplishing a more efficient utilization of carbon dioxide.
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Introduction of inexpensive Fe into the Cu-based catalysts for the catalytic
hydrogenation of CO2 has been investigated [16-18], but there are no studies of Fe
modified CZZA catalysts. The addition of Fe as a promoter in supported metal catalysts,
in the form of isolated ions or nanosized oxide crystallites, is helpful for preventing Cu
nanoparticles from sintering and inhibiting the oxidation of copper surfaces during a
reaction [16, 19, 20]. In this study, Fe-modified CuO/ZnO/ZrO2/Al2O3 (CZZA) catalysts
were prepared for DME synthesis. The CZZA catalyst was synthesized and investigated
in our previous report [21]. Fe-CZZA catalysts, with various Fe loadings (Fe/Cu molar
ratio in a range of 0.1-0.7), were physically mixed with HZSM-5 for one-step DME
synthesis, and were systematically characterized before and after reactions. The effects of
the Fe loading amount, reaction temperature, reaction pressure, space velocity, and
precursor concentration for Fe-CZZA synthesis on the catalytic activity of the developed
bifunctional catalysts were investigated.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1. MATERIALS
All reagent chemicals, including copper nitrate (Cu(NO3)2·3H2O, 99%),
zinc nitrate (Zn(NO3)2·6H2O, 98%), aluminum nitrate (Al(NO3)3·9H2O, 98%),
zirconium dinitrate oxide hydrate (ZrO(NO3)2·xH2O, 99%), iron nitrate
(Fe(NO3)3·9H2O, 99.95%), and sodium carbonate (Na2CO3, 99%), were
purchased from Alfa Aesar. Ammonia-ZSM-5 (SiO2/Al2O3=23:1 molar ratio,
surface area=425 m2·g-1) was purchased from Alfa Aesar. High purity H2 and CO2
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gases with admixed molar ratio of 3:1 were purchased from Airgas Inc. and used as feed
gas for DME synthesis.

2.2. CATALYST PREPARATION
To investigate Fe loading effects in this work, an optimal Cu/Zn/Zr/Al molar ratio
was fixed at 4:2:1:0.5, as determined in our previous work [10, 21]. Various loadings of
Fe-modified CZZA catalysts, with a Fe/Cu molar ratio in a range of 0.1-0.7, were
prepared by a co-precipitation method. First, aqueous nitrate solutions of Cu(NO3)2,
Zn(NO3)2, Al(NO3)3, ZrO(NO3)2, and Fe(NO3)3 were mixed together in a glass beaker.
The mixed solution and an aqueous solution of sodium carbonate were simultaneously
added dropwise by two peristaltic tubing pumps into 400 mL of preheated deionized (DI)
water (65 ºC-70 ºC), with vigorous stirring at a speed of 400 rpm. At the end of coprecipitation, the pH value was adjusted to 7.0 by an aqueous solution of sodium
carbonate, then, the solution was aged at 70 ºC for 30 min. Finally, the obtained
precipitates were filtered under vacuum and rinsed several times with warm DI water,
dried in an oven at 110 ºC overnight and, subsequently, calcined at 400 ºC for 5 hrs, with
a heating rate of 2 ºC/min. The prepared Fe-CZZA catalysts were denoted as xFe-CZZA,
in which x represents the molar loading of Fe (i.e., 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7). The
commercial ammonia-ZSM-5 was calcined in air at 500 °C for 5 hrs to obtain HZSM-5.

2.3. CATALYST CHARACTERIZATIONS
X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were made by a Philips X’Pert PRO
PW3050 X-ray diffractometer, equipped with a Cu Kα radiation and a graphite generator.
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To obtain the crystal structure of fresh and used catalysts, the scan rate was set at
0.5°·min-1 from 5º to 90º at a tube voltage of 45 kV and a current of 40 mA.
The metallic copper surface area (MSA) and Cu dispersion (DCu) were determined
by performing N2O-chemisorption measurements with a Micromeritics AutochemII 2920
instrument. Before analysis, the samples were degassed at 250 ºC for 2 hrs in pure helium
(He), then reduced in situ at 250 ºC for 2 hrs in 10% H2/He, and further cooled down to
50 ºC. The N2O-chemisorption process was started by flushing 1% N2O/He gas. The
calculation was based on the assumption of a Cu:N2O = 2:1 molar ratio titration
stoichiometry.
The reducibility of catalysts was analyzed by hydrogen temperature programmed
reduction (H2-TPR) under the following conditions: 25 mg sample, 10% H2 mixed with
Ar at a flow rate of 20 mL·min-1, heating rate of 10 °C·min-1, using a Micrometritics
Autochem II 2920 (Micrometritics instrument Corporation).

2.4. CATALYTIC TESTS
A bifunctional catalyst, composed of 0.5 g Fe-CZZA (powder, particle size ≥
120 mesh, with various Fe loadings of 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7) and 0.5 g HZSM-5 (powder,
particle size ≥ 120 mesh, SiO2/Al2O3=23:1 molar ratio), were physically mixed first,
then, loaded into a fixed-bed reactor (O.D. of 12.7 mm and I.D. of 9.525 mm) for DME
synthesis. A reduction process was carried out at 250 ºC for 10 hrs with 20 mL·min-1 of
pure H2 under atmospheric pressure. Subsequently, the bifunctional catalyst was tested
for DME synthesis by feeding a H2/CO2 mixture with a molar ratio of 3:1 (18 mL·min-1
H2 and 6 mL·min-1 CO2, space velocity of 720 h-1). The effects of reaction temperature
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were first studied in a range of 220-280 ºC while the pressure was kept at 2.8 MPa by a
back pressure regulator. Then, the effects of reaction pressure were investigated with a
pressure range of 2.1-4.2 MPa and a reaction temperature at 240 ºC. Various space
velocities were also tested in a range of 540-1080 h-1 with a reaction temperature of 240
ºC and pressure at 2.8 MPa, as well as the effects of precursor concentration (0.1 mol/L to
0.6 mol/L). The reaction products were analyzed by an online gas chromatography (SRI
8610C), equipped with a TCD detector, a 6-foot HAYESEPD column, and a 6-foot
molecular sieve 13X column. Long-term stability tests of CZZA and Fe-CZZA catalysts
were conducted at 240 °C, 2.8 MPa, 18 mL·min-1 H2 and 6 mL·min-1 CO2, with a space
velocity of 720 h-1 for 100 hrs. Methanol, DME, and CO were the main products
observed. Based on GC data, the carbon balance was higher than 95%.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF FRESH CATALYST
Typically, the active sites for methanol synthesis are recognized to be either CuZn
alloy [22, 23] or Cu-ZnO interfaces [24, 25] in a Cu/ZnO/Al2O3 catalyst. The ZnO
component plays an important role in methanol synthesis and cannot be neglected. In this
study, the Cu surface area was measured by N2O-chemisorption. As shown in Table 1,
the Cu surface area of a fresh CZZA catalyst was 44.3 m2·g-1. With the introduction of Fe
in the CZZA catalyst, there was an obvious decrease in the Cu surface area, compared to
that of the fresh CZZA catalyst. This trend became more remarkable with a further
increase of Fe loading. For example, with a Fe loading of 0.7, the Cu surface area showed
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a significant loss of from 44.3 m2·g-1 to 20.3 m2·g-1. This could be ascribed to the
introduction of Fe into the CZZA catalyst, resulting in the surfaces of Cu active sites
being partially covered or blocked [16, 18, 26]. This phenomenon of a decrease in Cu
MSA, with the introduction of Fe or other promoters (e.g., Pd, Ce), is in accordance with
earlier reports [27-30].

Table 1. N2O chemisorption results of fresh and used CZZA and Fe-modified CZZA
catalysts with different Fe loadings.
Cu surface area/m2·g-1

Sample
CZZA

44.3

0.1Fe-CZZA

38.6

0.3Fe-CZZA

27.5

0.5Fe-CZZA

23.5

0.7Fe-CZZA

20.3

CZZA

14.1

Used

0.1Fe-CZZA

18.5

(after 100 hrs DME

0.3Fe-CZZA

22.3

synthesis)

0.5Fe-CZZA

18.6

0.7Fe-CZZA

17.3

Fresh

The reduction behavior of the fresh CZZA and Fe-CZZA catalysts, with 0.1, 0.3,
0.5, and 0.7 Fe loadings, and the effects of the presence of Fe on the reduction of the CuO
species were analyzed by H2-TPR. The results are shown in Figure. 1. Despite the fact
that the CZZA catalyst was modified with different amounts of Fe, all of the Fe-modified
CZZA and the fresh CZZA catalysts displayed a similar reduction profile, with a main
reduction peak in a narrow range of 150-310 ºC, which was attributed to the reduction
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process of CuO (Cu2+ to Cu0) [4, 30, 31]. However, the reduction peaks of Fe2O3 and
ZrO2 were not detected because they would be typically reduced to a lower valence state
of metal at a much higher temperature. It is noteworthy that a lower reduction
temperature occurred for all of the Fe-modified CZZA catalysts, indicating that the
reducibility of CuO was promoted by the introduction of a Fe element, enhancing the
synergistic effects between CuO and Fe2O3 [18, 20, 32]. Besides, it was highly suggestive
that iron oxides played an important role in improving the reducibility of the catalysts
through adsorbing/activating H2 [19, 20, 27]. It is conceivable that a lower reduction
temperature would be beneficial by inhibiting the growth of metallic Cu crystallites,
yielded by H2-reduction, and favorable for keeping the adjacent Cu surface in a more
reduced state and, thus, counteracting the oxidizing effect of CO2 or H2O.
Although it is difficult for H2 to reduce Fe2O3 from trivalence (III) to a zero (0)
valence state at such low reduction temperatures [16, 17], the reduction of trivalent
Fe(III) to bivalent Fe(II) could occur at below 300 °C, with an initial temperature at about
230 °C [33]. The broad reduction peak at 350-750 °C was probably associated with the
consecutive reduction of Fe2O3 to Fe3O4 or FeO and, eventually, to Fe. Without an
observation of a peak at 300-400 °C, this peak of Fe(III) to Fe(II) could be overlapped by
the intense peak of Cu(II) to Cu(0). The slight reduction in Fe(III) would take place on
the surface of catalyst and drive the surface oxygen away from bulk Fe2O3, instead of
lattice oxygen, therefore forming an oxygen-deficient surface. With exposed defects, the
oxygen-deficient surface would probably be able to attract adatoms, due to the redox
property Fe3+/Fe2+ couple from the surrounding catalytic Cu sites, identified as oxygen
spillover of Cu [20, 27, 34, 35]. This will be discussed in a later section.
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Figure. 1. H2-TPR profiles of CZZA and xFe-CZZA catalysts prepared with different Fe
loadings. (x=0.1, 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7, molar ratio of Fe to Cu).

The admixed calcined (without reaction) CZZA/HZSM-5 and Fe-CZZA/HZSM-5
bifunctional catalysts were analyzed by XRD. As shown in Figure. 2, highly crystallized
monoclinic CuO was detected in all tested samples (CZZA/HZSM-5 and FeCZZA/HZSM-5), and Cu was detected in both used CZZA and Fe-CZZA catalysts.
Moreover, it was observed that the diffraction peaks at 43.3º corresponded to (111) plane
of copper, and the diffraction peaks at 31.8º and 56.6º corresponded to (100) and (110)
planes of zincite. These results are consistent with our previous report [21]. We have
reported that copper oxide species can be entirely reduced to metallic Cu, during H2
reduction, before reaction. In addition, no peaks corresponded to iron (III) oxides and
zirconium oxides, indicating that iron (III) oxides and zirconium oxides were either too
highly dispersed to form very small particles or existed as an amorphous phase in CZZA
or Fe-CZZA catalysts.
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Figure. 2. XRD patterns of calcined catalysts (a) 0.3Fe-CZZA/HZSM-5 and (c)
CZZA/HZSM-5 catalysts, and used (b) 0.3Fe-CZZA/HZSM-5 and (d) CZZA/HZSM-5
catalysts, after 100 hrs DME synthesis reaction.

3.2. CATALYTIC PERFORMANCE OF Fe-CZZA/HZSM-5 CATALYSTS FOR
DME SYNTHESIS

3.2.1. Effects of Fe Loading Amount and Reaction Temperature on Catalytic
Performance. The catalytic performance of Fe-modified CZZA catalysts, with different
Fe loadings (from 0.1 to 0.7), was evaluated in the hydrogenation of CO2 to DME at
different reaction temperatures from 220 to 280 °C, a pressure of 2.8 MPa, and a space
velocity of 720 h-1. Reaction temperature has significant effects on CO2 conversion, DME
selectivity, and DME yield thermodynamically and kinetically [31, 36]. As shown in
Figure. 3, the data collected to evaluate catalytic performance included the conversion of
CO2, and the yield of CO, MeOH, and DME. The formation of CO during the reaction is
considered as the exclusive carbonaceous byproduct via the reversed water gas shift
(RWGS) reaction. The CO2 conversion showed an increasing trend with the reaction
temperature for all Fe-CZZA catalysts, suggesting that high temperature would favor a
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reaction thermodynamically. However, the RWGS reaction is endothermic, with an
enthalpy change of +41.2 kJ·mol-1, while the reaction of CO2 hydrogenation to DME is
exothermic, with a total enthalpy change of -73.3 kJ·mol-1 (-49.9 kJ·mol-1 - 23.4 kJ·mol1

) [37-39]. This means that a higher reaction temperature would not be favorable for

obtaining a higher DME selectivity, but lead to enhanced formation of CO in the final
product (Figure. 3b). Moreover, as shown in Figure. 3d, all tested Fe-CZZA samples had
the highest DME yield at 240 °C, which was close to the data reported in our previous
study for a CZZA catalyst [21]. The optimum reaction temperature for DME synthesis,
via CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalyst, was at 240 ºC with the highest DME yield
(18.0%).
The 0.1Fe-CZZA/HZSM-5 catalyst showed the best performance, among all of
the Fe-CZZA/HZSM-5 catalysts. The optimal catalytic activities of 0.3Fe-CZZA, 0.5FeCZZA, and 0.7Fe-CZZA were close to each other, which were achieved at around 11%
of DME yield, with the reaction temperature at 240 °C. This demonstrated that the
activities of the Fe-CZZA catalysts were correlated with the copper surface area obtained
from N2O-chemisorption (Table 1). This could probably be due to the introduction of Fe,
with a low loading amount (0.1), that covered/blocked a small portion of Cu active sites
and, consequently, resulted in a smaller drop of catalytic activity. However, by increasing
the Fe loading from a low to a high amount (0.3, 0.5, or 0.7), more Cu active sites were
blocked and fewer of them were accessible to catalyze reaction. This was in accordance
with the change in the copper surface areas of the fresh Fe-modified CZZA catalysts. In
this work, the 0.3Fe-CZZA/HZSM-5 catalyst was chosen for investigation in the rest of
this study to determine the effects of reaction conditions (i.e., reaction pressure, space
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velocity, and precursor concentration) on catalytic performance. This is because the
0.3Fe-CZZA/HZSM-5 catalyst (DME loss in an absolute value of 1.5%) showed much
better stability than that of the 0.1Fe-CZZA/HZSM-5 catalyst (DME loss in an absolute
value of 3.7%) in 100 hrs DME synthesis reaction. This will be discussed in detail in the
later part.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure. 3. Effects of reaction temperature and Fe loading amount on (a) CO2 conversion,
(b) CO yield, (c) MeOH yield, and (d) DME yield for CZZA/HZSM-5 and xFeCZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalyst (x varied from 0.1 to 0.7). Reaction conditions:
temperature 220-280 °C, pressure at 2.8 MPa, H2/CO2 molar ratio at 3:1, and space velocity
at 720 h-1.
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3.2.2. Effects of Reaction Pressure on Catalytic Performance. To study the
effects of pressure on catalytic performance, a bifunctional catalyst composed of 0.3FeCZZA and HZSM-5 was used. From the results (shown in Figure. 4), a higher catalytic
activity was obtained at higher pressures (3.5 MPa and 4.2 MPa); however, their losses
(absolute value) of DME yield after 24 hrs were 1.10% and 2.05%, respectively.
Although the catalytic activity at lower pressures (2.1 MPa and 2.8 MPa) was lower than
that at higher pressures (3.5 and 4.2 MPa), their DME yield losses for them in a 24 hrs
run of reaction were much less (0.44% for 2.1 MPa, and 0.50% for 2.8 MPa).
Importantly, the aim of the introduction of Fe into a CZZA catalyst was to protect the
copper active sites and, thus, further enhance catalytic stability in a long-time reaction
[16, 40]. Due to the low conversion of CO2 obtained when the reaction pressure was 2.1
MPa and the high loss of activity at 3.5 MPa and 4.2 MPa, 2.8 MPa was used for the
following catalytic tests in this work. Specifically, with higher reactant concentrations
and favored equilibrium conversion under higher pressures, enhanced activity was
observed, thereby exhibiting a higher conversion of CO2. However, as shown in Figure.
4b, too high or too low reaction pressures would obtain a higher yield of CO than that at
2.8 MPa, which negatively affected the overall catalytic activities of bifunctional
catalysts. Besides, a high reaction pressure was typically needed for higher requirements
for material in the reaction system and for standards of safety [40]. Applications of low
reaction pressure will become a promising trend in the future production of DME in
industry, from the viewpoints of reaction safety, cost consumption, and sustainable
production. Based on these results, reaction conditions at a temperature of 240 ºC and a
pressure of 2.8 MPa were applied in the rest of all experiments.
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(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure. 4. Effects of reaction pressure on (a) CO2 conversion, (b) CO yield, (c) MeOH
yield, and (d) DME yield for 0.3Fe-CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts. Reaction
conditions: pressure 2.1-4.2 MPa, temperature at 240 °C, H2/CO2 molar ratio at 3:1, and
space velocity at 720 h-1.

3.2.3. Effects of Space Velocity on Catalytic Performance. Figure. 5 illustrates
the effects of space velocity of admixed feed gas (CO2+H2) on the catalytic performance
of a 0.3Fe-CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalyst for one-step synthesis of DME. Space
velocity is an important parameter that represents the efficiency of a reaction taking place
in the reactor [41-43]. Various space velocities, including 540, 720, 900, and 1080 h-1
were tested for direct DME synthesis reaction with a H2/CO2 molar ratio of 3, at a
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pressure of 2.8 MPa and temperature of 240 ºC. As shown in Figure. 5, CO2 conversion
and DME yield dropped continuously from 21.7% to 16.7% and from 12.4% to 7.4%,
respectively, with a certain augmentation of space velocity from 540 to 1080 h-1. This
might be ascribed to the fact that increased space velocity would shorten the residence
time between a reactant gas (CO2/H2) and a Fe-CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalyst,
leading to insufficient reaction time between the CO2/H2 mixing gases and the active
centers of the catalyst [31, 36, 39]. Compared with the effects of temperature and
pressure shown in Figure. 3 and Figure. 4, the effects of the space velocity of feed gas on
the catalytic activity of Fe-CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts were the least in a range
of 540 to 1,080 h-1. The highest DME yield was achieved at a space velocity of 540 h-1
with a reaction temperature of 240 ºC and a pressure of 2.8 MPa. The yield of CO was
constantly kept lower than 10%, which implied that the change of space velocity had
little effect on the formation of CO under the reaction conditions in this work. Low space
velocity would enhance the overall reaction conversion by increasing the contact time of
reactant gases with catalysts, as well as a longer contact time between the byproduct H2O
and the catalysts, which may deactivate the catalyst via Cu oxidation. Therefore, we
simply chose the space velocity of 720 h-1 for our experiments.
3.2.4. Effects of Precursor Concentration on Catalytic Performance. After
investigating the reaction parameters, including Fe loading amounts, reaction temperatures,
pressures, and space velocities, we further studied the effects of precursor concentration
(0.1 mol·L-1, 0.2 mol·L-1, 0.4 mol·L-1, and 0.6 mol·L-1) to prepare a 0.3Fe-CZZA catalyst
for catalytic performance of DME synthesis, via CO2 hydrogenation. Figure. 6 clearly
indicates that the precursor concentration (less than 0.4 mol·L-1) had very little effect on
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Figure. 5. Effects of space velocity on CO2 conversion, yield of CO, MeOH, and DME for
0.3Fe-CZZA catalyst/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts. Reaction conditions: pressure at 2.8
MPa, temperature at 240 °C, H2/CO2 molar ratio at 3:1, and space velocity 540 h-1 to 1080
h-1.

CO2 conversion and DME yield under the reaction conditions in this study. With an
increase in precursor concentration, from 0.1 mol·L-1 to 0.6 mol·L-1 in a 100 hrs run of
reaction, the CO2 conversion decreased by an absolute value of 8.5% (from 20.3% to
11.8%), and DME yield dropped by 7.6% (from 11.0% to 3.4%). The yields of CO were
very close to each other with different precursor concentrations. The changes in catalytic
activity might have been caused by a significant decrease in the Cu surface area, when
the concentration of precursor increased. The same phenomenon was observed and
reported in our previous study [21], which was attributed to the fact that higher precursor
concentrations could reduce the dispersion of copper particles and enhance precipitate
aggregation during the co-precipitation process. In the following stability test, a 0.1
mol·L-1 solution of precursor was applied in all Fe-modified CZZA catalysts with
various Fe loading amounts.
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(a)

(d)

(c)

Figure. 6. Effects of precursor concentration on (a) CO2 conversion, (b) CO yield, (c)
MeOH yield, and (d) DME yield for y mol·L-1 Fe-CZZA/HZSM-5 (y=0.1, 0.2, 0.4, and
0.6, for precursor concentration) bifunctional catalysts. Reaction conditions: pressure at
2.8 MPa, temperature at 240 °C, H2/CO2 molar ratio at 3:1, and space velocity at 720 h-1.

3.2.5. Catalyst Stability. The Development of catalysts, possessing a good
stability and long life, has a significant value for production of DME via CO2
hydrogenation in industrial application. In our previous studies [10, 21], the CZZA
catalyst showed good activity in a synthesis of MeOH, but the stability of the
CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalyst for direct synthesis of DME was still undesirable,
especially in the first 24 hrs of reaction.
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A long-term stability test (100 hrs) of direct DME synthesis reaction was
performed for 0.1M Fe-modified CZZA catalysts (with various Fe loadings) mixed with
HZSM-5. The CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalyst was also tested under the same
reaction conditions for comparison. Figure. 7 shows the experimental results of CO2
conversion, and yield of CO, MeOH, and DME at a reaction temperature of 240 °C,
pressure of 2.8 MPa, and space velocity at 720 h-1 for 100 hrs of reaction with various Fe
loading amounts (0.1 to 0.7 molar ratio of Fe/Cu) of Fe-CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional
catalysts. For a fresh CZZA/HZSM-5 catalyst, after 100 h of reaction, the CO2
conversion dropped from an initial 26.1% to 24.1%, and DME yield dropped from 18.5%
to 14.1% (loss in an absolute value of 4.4%). After the introduction of Fe into a CZZA
catalyst, the 0.1Fe-CZZA/HZSM-5 catalyst showed a less deactivation trend of catalytic
activity than that of a CZZA/HZSM-5 catalyst in 100 hrs. The CO2 conversion dropped
from an initial 22.8% to 19.9%, and DME yield dropped from 14.2% to 10.5% (loss in an
absolute value of 3.7%), which showed a slightly enhanced stability, as compared to that
of the CZZA/HZSM-5 catalyst. This could be ascribed to the effect of Fe modification at
a very low loading, which resulted in a relatively weak interaction between Cu and Fe.
With an increment of Fe loadings from 0.1 to 0.3 and from 0.5, and 0.7,
respectively, the catalytic activities of Fe-modified CZZA with HZSM-5 catalysts was
reduced by some extent. This is in accordance with the loss of Cu active sites and a
decrease in Cu dispersion of Fe-modified CZZA catalysts, mentioned in Table 1. Though
catalytic activity was a bit lower, the catalyst stability of the CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional
catalyst was dramatically improved by the introduction of Fe, with various Fe loading
amounts (i.e., 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7). Specifically, after a 100 hrs run of reaction, the CO2
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conversion of the 0.3Fe-CZZA/HZSM-5 catalyst decreased from 20.5% to 18.5%, DME
yield decreased from 11.0% to 9.5% (loss in an absolute value of 1.5%); the CO2
conversion of the 0.5Fe-CZZA/HZSM-5 catalyst decreased from 20.5% to 19.3%, DME
yield decreased from 11.0% to 9.7% (loss in an absolute value of 1.4%); the CO2
conversion of 0.7Fe-CZZA/HZSM-5 catalyst decreased from 20.7% to 19.5%, and DME
yield decreased from 11.5% to 9.8% (loss in an absolute value of 1.7%). Regardless of
the CO2 conversion, the production of CO for Fe-CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts
was mostly constant throughout the whole reactions, and slightly higher than that of the
CZZA/HZSM-5 catalyst. Hence, this series of results suggested that the addition of Fe
might enhance the RGWS reaction to form more CO, with a decrease in DME selectivity.
As a result, the loss of DME yield for the 0.5Fe-CZZA/HZSM-5 catalyst was only 1.4%,
with reference to the initial yield in 100 hrs, which possessed the best stability and the
lowest activity loss among Fe-CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts, with different Fe
loadings. Therefore, the results proved that the addition of Fe into the CZZA catalyst
system could be helpful for preventing active centers from sintering and inhibiting the
deactivation of Cu surfaces during long-term reaction, thus, significantly improve the
stability of CZZA catalysts. Although the CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalyst showed
better catalytic performance at the beginning of DME synthesis reaction, the rapid
deactivation rate was remarkable and demanded a prompt solution. From the perspective
of economic benefit and environmental protection, enhancing catalyst stability for a long
time in industrial production is worthy of considerably more importance, in spite of
sacrificing a portion of active sites after catalyst modification by promoters.
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The enhanced stability of Fe-CZZA/HZSM-5 could be ascribed to the migration
of oxygen adatoms on active Cu sites towards oxygen-deficient iron oxide. Our previous
study also indicated that the presence of water in the reaction system could assist Cu
sintering and oxidation. This was identified as the main cause of deactivation in this
work, especially for bifunctional catalysts with intimate surface contact [6, 21]. Oxygen
atoms (i.e., CO2 and H2O) participated in the whole reaction process for the Fe-CZZA
catalyst, which resulted in intensive oxidation of copper and has been considered as the
main contribution to the deactivation of the Cu/Zn/Al catalyst [12, 37, 38, 44]. With the
introduction of iron into the CZZA catalyst, the oxygen on copper surface would be more
inclined to migrate to the iron surface through an oxygen spillover process [20, 27, 34].
This phenomenon was typically observed on metal or metal oxides. It has been reported
that there is a correlation between oxygen mobility and intrinsic oxide properties,
particularly their surface basicity and metal-oxygen bond strengths. Oxygen mobility
increases with the increase of oxide basicity and a decrease in the strength of the metaloxygen bond [45, 46]. With higher oxygen mobility, the iron oxide can also enhance
basicity. For example, Chen et al. [27] studied the temperature programed desorption
analysis of CO2 on Cu/SiO2, Fe/SiO2, and Cu-Fe/SiO2 catalysts, and they found that Fe
showed a higher adsorption ability for CO2 than Cu did. Therefore, in the Fe-modified
CZZA catalyst, Fe2O3 could have provided a higher adsorption ability for CO2 than Cu
did.
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Figure. 7. Long-term stability test of CZZA/HZSM-5 and xFe-CZZA/HZSM-5 (x varied
from 0.1 to 0.7) bifunctional catalysts, with various Fe loadings, for 100 hrs of DME
synthesis: (a) CO2 conversion, (b) CO yield, (c) MeOH yield, and (d) DME yield. Reaction
conditions: temperature at 240 ºC, pressure at 2.8 MPa, H2/CO2 molar ratio at 3:1, and
space velocity at 720 h-1.

3.3. CHARACTERIZATION OF USED CATALYSTS
The Cu surface areas of all used Fe-CZZA catalysts, with various Fe loadings,
were evaluated by N2O-chemisorption in this work (Table 1). The percentage of Cu
surface area loss was calculated based on the Cu surface areas of Fe-CZZA catalysts,
with various Fe loading amounts, before and after 100 hrs run of DME synthesis reaction.
As shown in Table 2, the loss of the Cu surface area of the CZZA catalyst in a 100 hrs
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reaction was 68.2%. Though CZZA showed a much better catalyst stability than that of
the CZA catalyst (e.g., nearly 60% loss of Cu surface area after only 25 hrs run of
reaction, reported by Sun et al. [12]), it was not comparable to Fe modified CZZA
catalysts. With the introduction of Fe into a CZZA catalyst, the loss of Cu surface area in
a 100 hrs stability test for 0.1Fe-CZZA, 0.3Fe-CZZA, 0.5Fe-CZZA, and 0.7Fe-CZZA
was 52.1%, 18.9%, 20.9%, and 14.8%, respectively. These results indicated a significant
enhancement of catalyst stability, which made copper active sites energetic for a longer
time in the reaction. The prepared catalysts, in the current work, were also compared to
other Cu-based catalysts in the literature [12, 44, 47] and showed more superior stability
and much less loss of copper surface area than those of others. It eventually turns out that
adding Fe to a Cu-based methanol synthesis catalyst was beneficial for preventing copper
from thermal sintering and for keeping the copper in a reduced state for a long-term run
of reaction. The loss of catalytic activity of all Fe-CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts
was correlated with Cu surface area, in almost a linear relationship, when the Fe loadings
were less than 0.3. However, for Fe loadings higher than 0.3, there was only a slight
change for a copper surface area and catalytic activity. For example, a CZZA/HZSM-5
catalyst showed 68.2% loss of its copper surface area, corresponding to a 4.4% loss of
DME yield in an absolute value; 0.1Fe-CZZA/HZSM-5 catalyst showed a 52.1% loss of
its copper surface area, corresponding to a 3.7% loss of DME yield. Besides, 0.3FeCZZA/HZSM-5, 0.5Fe-CZZA/HZSM-5, and 0.7Fe-CZZA/HZSM-5 catalysts showed an
average loss of DME yields in an absolute value of 1.5%, corresponding to losses in
copper surface areas within a range of 14.8% to 20.9%. This result demonstrated the
importance of preventing the oxidation of Cu via promoter introduction for the long-term
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stability of catalyst in a practical industrial application. However, since the mechanism of
such bifunctional catalysts with multi-components is complicated and still unclear, more
work has to be done in the future, in order to determine the optimal conditions (e.g., pH
value, calcination temperature, and atomic ratio of different promoters) for preparation of
catalysts with multi-components, as well as how each promoter interacts with the Cu
active centers and affects each other in the reaction of CO2 hydrogenation to DME.

Table 2. Percentage of Cu surface area loss for various xFe-CZZA catalysts.
Sample

a
b

Loss of Cu surface areaa/%

Used CZZA

68.2

Used 0.1Fe-CZZA

52.1

Used 0.3Fe-CZZA

18.9

Used 0.5Fe-CZZA

20.9

Used 0.7Fe-CZZA

14.8

Calculations are based on the relative value after comparing to fresh catalyst.
Used catalysts were collected after 100 hrs stability tests of DME synthesis at 240 °C, 2.8 MPa, H 2/CO2
molar ratio at 3:1, and space velocity at 720 h -1.

4. CONCLUSIONS

A bifunctional catalyst, consisting of Fe-modified CZZA and HZSM-5, was
developed for DME synthesis via one-step CO2 hydrogenation. Our study indicated that
iron provided several advantages in the prevention of sintering and oxidation of copper.
The reducibility of CuO benefited from the introduction of a Fe element through
adsorbing/activating H2 and, subsequently, keeping the adjacent Cu surface in a more
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reduced state, thereby counteracting the oxidizing effect of CO2 or H2O. The catalytic
performance of all Fe-modified CZZA catalysts, with different Fe loadings, was slightly
lower due to the coverage of the Cu surface area, but the stability of Fe-CZZA catalysts
was greatly enhanced due to a much lower loss of Cu surface area, as compared to that of
the CZZA catalyst. Nearly a 1.4% (absolute value) loss of DME yield, with reference to
the initial yield for 0.5Fe-CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts in a 100 hrs run of
reaction, was obtained. This showed a much better stability than other Cu-based methanol
synthesis catalysts (e.g., CZA or CZZA). Via the oxygen spillover between deficient iron
oxide and Cu, the oxidation of Cu surface by CO2 or H2O and sintering of Cu active
centers during the long-term reaction could be effectively mitigated.
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ABSTRACT

An ultra-thin overcoating of zirconium oxide (ZrO2) film on CuO-ZnO-Al2O3
(CZA) catalysts by atomic layer deposition (ALD) was proved to enhance the catalytic
performance of CZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts for hydrogenation of CO2 to
dimethyl ether (DME). Under optimal reaction conditions (i.e., 240 °C and 2.8 MPa), the
yield of product DME increased from 17.22% for the bare CZA catalyst with HZSM-5, to
18.40% for the CZA catalyst after 5 cycles of ZrO2 ALD. All the catalysts modified by
ZrO2 ALD displayed significantly improved catalytic stability of hydrogenation of CO2
to DME reaction, compared to that of CZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts. The loss of
DME yield in 100 hrs of reaction was greatly mitigated from 6.20% (loss of absolute
value) to 3.01% for the CZA catalyst with 20 cycles of ZrO2 ALD overcoating, which
could be mainly attributed to the facts that ZrO2 overcoating can prevent the sintering of
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Cu nanoparticles and hydrophilic ZrO2 can act as a protective layer on Cu active sites
against the poisoning effect of water. Characterizations including H2-TPR, XRD and XPS
revealed that there was strong interaction between Cu active centers and ZrO2. The
present work demonstrates the potential of ALD thin film coating to stabilize the Cubased metal catalysts for CO2 hydrogenation to DME.
Keywords: CO2 hydrogenation; DME synthesis; Atomic layer deposition; ZrO2;
Cu-ZnO-Al2O3/HZSM-5

1. INTRODUCTION

The combustion of fossil fuels (including coal, oil, and natural gas) to fulfill
energy demand results in huge emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) to the atmosphere,
causing significant greenhouse effect and global warming. In this regard, a lot of
researchers have been dedicated to the strategy of CO2 catalytic conversion to
hydrocarbon-based energy carriers [1-3]. It would not only contribute to a mitigation of
environmental impact of the global CO2 in the atmosphere, but also reduce the
dependency on conventional fossil fuels with renewable fuel sources. Among recently
developed techniques, catalytic hydrogenation of CO2 to dimethyl ether (DME) is
especially favorable due to its various commercial applications. DME can be used as
aerosol, coolant, household and automotive fuel, and H2 source [4]. Besides, it can be
either directly used as diesel substitute or intermediate for the production of a wide range
of synthetic hydrocarbons (e.g., olefins or aromatics) [5, 6].
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DME synthesis from CO2 is technically feasible in a one-step process in one
reactor [7], using a bifunctional catalyst composed of a Cu/ZnO based catalyst (e.g.,
Cu/ZnO/Al2O3) for methanol (MeOH) formation (R1, shown below) and a solid-acid
catalyst (e.g., HZSM-5) for MeOH dehydration to DME (R2). In our previous report and
other researchers’ studies [8, 9], it has been shown that CZA/HZSM-5 catalyst systems
showed promising catalytic activity with CO2 conversion of 25.6% and DME yield of
17.8% at 240 °C and 2.8 MPa. However, challenge predominantly associated with loss of
catalyst activity remains so far, due to significant decrease of Cu active sites in CZA
based catalysts. A large amount of water is produced through the whole reactions (R1 to
R3). The presence of water can suppress methanol formation by competitive adsorption
on catalyst active sites and, thus, leading to catalyst deactivation by accelerating the
crystallizations of Cu in the CZA based catalyst [10, 11]. This challenge requires robust
and stable catalytic systems, particularly with higher water tolerance.
CO2 hydrogenation to methanol: CO2 + 3H2 ⇌ CH3 OH + H2 O

(R1)

Methanol dehydration to DME: 2CH3 OH ⇌ CH3 OCH3 + H2 O

(R2)

Reverse water gas shift reaction: CO2 + H2 ⇌ CO + H2 O

(R3)

Overall one-step reaction: 2CO2 + 6H2 ⇌ C𝐻3 OC𝐻3 + 3H2 O

(R4)

The addition of promoters has proven to be effective in improving the
performance of bifunctional catalysts for the direct conversion of CO2 to DME. Among
different oxides, ZrO2 shows unique properties as a support or promoter for CO2
hydrogenation to methanol over Cu-based catalysts [12-14], due to its weak hydrophilic
character that benefits the desorption of produced water and capability of inhibiting the
formation of byproducts (e.g., CO), ultimately enhancing both the methanol production
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rate and the selectivity. In our previous study [15], the addition of Zr to CZA catalyst via
co-precipitation method has proved to be effective in increasing Cu dispersion, eventually
improving the catalytic activity and stability for DME synthesis. Nevertheless, the
poisoning effects of water on the Cu active sites is still remarkable, because only a small
fraction of zirconia covered the surface of metallic copper and some are most likely
inside the bulk Cu particles and unexposed. Therefore, the synthesis method plays an
important role in the performance of the catalysts.
To inhibit the poisonous effects of water and increase the thermal stability of Cu
based catalysts, we proposed to deposit an ultra-thin ZrO2 overcoating on CZA catalyst
by atomic layer deposition (ALD), which is a powerful process for depositing conformal
thin films with precisely controlled thickness by alternately dosing reaction precursors
[16, 17]. In this work, various numbers of cycles of ZrO2 ALD were applied on CZA
catalyst particles in a fluidized bed reactor. The effects of ZrO2 modification on the
catalytic activity and stability of CZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalyst for DME synthesis
were systematically examined. Various characterization techniques (e.g., BET, N2Ochemisorption, XRD, TEM, H2-TPR and XPS) were performed to investigate the
properties of prepared catalysts and evaluated the interaction between ZrO2 and Cu active
sites. The results showed that the modification of CZA catalyst by ZrO2 ALD greatly
alleviated the sintering and oxidation of Cu and increased the thermal stability of the
catalyst during a long-term stability test of DME synthesis, which was superior to CZAZr catalyst made by co-precipitation method.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1 MATERIALS
All chemicals used for the preparation of CuO/ZnO/Al2O3 catalyst were in the
nitrate form and purchased from Alfa Aesar, including copper nitrate (Cu(NO3)2·3H2O,
99%), zinc nitrate (Zn(NO3)2·6H2O, 98%), and aluminum nitrate (Al(NO3)3·9H2O, 98%).
Sodium carbonate (Na2CO3, 99%) was chosen as the precipitating agent (Alfa Aesar).
Ammonia-ZSM-5 (molar ratio of SiO2/Al2O3 = 23:1, with a surface area of 425 m2/g)
was purchased from Alfa Aesar and used as the dehydration catalyst after calcination at
500 °C for 5 hrs to obtain HZSM-5. Admixed reactant gases H2 and CO2 (ultrahigh
purity) with molar ratio of 3:1 were purchased from Airgas Inc. and used as the feed gas
for DME synthesis.

2.2 CATALYST PREPARATION
CuO-ZnO-Al2O3 catalyst with an atomic ratio of Cu:Zn:Al = 6:3:1 was
synthesized based on our previous work [8], following a conventional co-precipitation
method. Briefly, the metal precursor solution (0.1 mol/L) containing Cu(NO3)2,
Zn(NO3)2, and Al(NO3)3, was co-precipitated at 65 ºC-70 ºC and a pH range of 6.5-7.0
for an aging time of 0.5 h by using an aqueous solution (0.1 mol/L) of Na2CO3 as the
precipitant. Afterwards, the precipitate was filtered and washed thoroughly with warm
deionized (DI) water for several times to minimize the residual sodium ions, followed by
drying at 110 ºC overnight in an oven. Subsequently, the dried precipitate was ground
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into fine powders using a mortar and calcined in air at 360 ºC for 4 hrs in a muffle
furnace to form final CuO/ZnO/Al2O3 catalyst, which was labeled as CZA for simplicity.
ZrO2 ALD on CZA particles was performed in a fluidized bed reactor by using
tetrakis (dimethylamido) zirconium(IV) (TDMAZ) (electronic grade, ≥99.99%, SigmaAldrich) and DI water as precursors at 200 °C. The details of the reactor are described
elsewhere [18]. The CZA-based catalysts coated with different numbers of cycles of ZrO2
ALD are labelled as xcZrO2-CZA, where x is the number of ZrO2 ALD cycles (i.e., 2, 5,
10, 15 and 20). The bare bifunctional catalysts were labeled as CZA/HZSM-5, and
bifunctional catalysts with ZrO2 deposited CZA catalysts were labeled as xcZrO2CZA/HZSM-5. To obtain a better characterization result, a CZA catalyst with 30 cycles
of ZrO2 ALD was synthesized and labeled as 30cZrO2-CZA.

2.3 CATALYST CHARACTERIZATIONS
X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were performed using a Philips X’Pert
PRO PW3050 X-ray diffractometer, equipped with a Cu Kα radiation source at a tube
voltage of 45 kV and current of 40 mA. The catalysts were scanned from 5º to 90º with a
scan rate of 0.5°/min.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were taken with a FEI Tecnai
F30 TEM at 300 kV. Elemental mappings were acquired in the scanning transmission
electron microscopy (STEM) mode with a 30 mm2 active area Bruker Silicon Drift
Detector with super light element window energy dispersive X-ray spectrometor (EDS).
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The Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) method was applied to calculate the specific
surface area of samples in a relative pressure range of 0.05-0.25 of nitrogen adsorption
and desorption isotherms using a Quantachrome Autosorb-1.
The metallic copper surface area of fresh and used CZA and xcZrO2-CZA
catalysts were determined by performing N2O-chemisorption using a Micromeritics
Autochem II 2920 instrument. Before the analysis, the sample was first reduced at 300 °C
for 1 hr in a stream of 10 vol% H2/He (20 mL/min), then flushed with helium gas at the
same temperature for 30 min and further cooled down to 90 °C. Then, the gas was
switched to 1 vol% N2O/He and the metallic surface area was calculated by counting the
amount of N2O converted to N2 through the reaction N2O + 2Cu → Cu2O + N2.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) spectra were collected using a Kratos
Axis 165 X-ray photoelectron spectrometer. A monochromatic Al Kα radiation (hν =
1486.6 eV) was used as the radiation source, and the takeoff angle was 0°. The obtained
binding energies were calibrated by using the C1s peak at 284.5 eV.
The reducibility of catalysts was analyzed by hydrogen temperature-programmed
reduction (H2-TPR) using a Micromeritics Autochem II 2920 instrument. 50 mg sample
was degassed in a quartz reactor and reduced up to 800 °C at a heating rate of 10 °C/min
in a stream of 10 vol% H2/Ar (20 mL/min).

2.4 CATALYTIC TESTS
Evaluation of catalytic performance of CZA/HZSM-5 and xcZrO2-CZA/HZSM-5
catalysts for CO2 hydrogenation to DME was conducted in a high-pressure fixed-bed
stainless steel reactor (O.D. of 12.7 mm and I.D. of 9.5 mm). The composition of
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bifunctional catalysts was 0.5 g CZA or xcZrO2-CZA powder catalyst (>120 mesh
particle size) and 0.5 g HZSM-5 catalyst (40-60 mesh particle size). Prior to the catalytic
reactions, the catalysts were reduced at 250 ºC for 10 hrs for CZA/HZSM-5, and at 450
ºC for 2 hrs for xcZrO2-CZA/HZSM-5 (higher reduction temperature applied to break up
the ZrO2 ALD films) in pure H2 at a flow rate of 20 mL/min under atmospheric pressure.
Subsequently, admixed reactant gases H2/CO2 having a molar ratio of 3:1 (18 mL/min H2
and 6 mL/min CO2, gas hourly space velocity (GHSV) = 1,440 mL/(g·h)) were fed into
the reactor at a flow rate of 24 mL/min. The catalytic activity was measured at four
different reaction temperatures continuously from 220 ºC to 280 ºC at a fixed pressure of
2.8 MPa, and the effluent reaction products were simultaneously analyzed by a gas
chromatography (SRI 8610C, equipped with a TCD detector, a 6-foot HAYESEP-D
column, and a 6-foot molecular sieve 13X column). Reaction temperature was monitored
by a thermocouple that was inserted inside the reactor tube and held for 2 hrs until the
reaction was stable. Besides, the stability of the catalysts was evaluated at 240 ºC and 2.8
MPa for 100 hrs, with the introduction of the same flow rate (24 mL/min) of reactant
gases H2/CO2. Only MeOH, DME, and CO were detected in the products, and the
calculations of CO2 conversion, selectivity and yield of products were summarized and
reported in our previous study [19].
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 CHARACTERIZATION OF FRESH CZA AND ZrO2 ALD MODIFIED CZA
CATALYSTS
XPS analysis was first performed to probe the chemical state of Cu, Zn, O and Zr,
as illustrated in Figure. 1. All of the XPS spectra were calibrated using the binding
energy of C 1s at 284.5 eV (adventitious carbon). In Figs. 1a and 1b, all samples
exhibited principal peaks of Cu2p3/2 at 932.0-932.5 eV, and Cu2p1/2 at 952.0-952.5 eV,
as well as two peaks at 1021 eV and 1044 eV, corresponding to Zn2p3/2 and Zn2p1/2,
respectively. In addition, two corresponding satellite peaks of Cu2+ were located at 942.5
eV and 962.5 eV, which is caused by electron shake-up processes. The emergence of the
satellite structure is induced by a charge transfer from the ligand electrons into the
unfilled (d9) valence orbital of Cu2+ ion [2]. This transition of ligand electrons can not
occur in case of Cu+ or Cu0 species because of their completely filled (d10) shells. Hence,
it indicates that Cu2+ is acting as a predominant Cu oxidation state (i.e., CuO) in all ZrO2CZA catalysts modified by ALD.
The two peaks observed in the O 1s region with binding energies at 531.5 eV and
529.7 eV are attributed to the oxidized metal ions in the lattice of nanoparticles, as
illustrated in Figure. 1c. It is interesting to observe that a small amount of ZrO2
deposition can significantly increase the amount of species of OII (lattice oxygen) and
slightly enhance the peak of OI (surface oxygen) in the O 1s peak for xcZrO2-CZA
catalysts, as compared to that of pure CZA catalyst [20]. Importantly, oxygen mobility of
a catalyst is highly influenced by the amount of lattice oxygen species [21], and higher
oxygen mobility could contribute to the increase in the production from CO2
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hydrogenation reaction. Because more reactant CO2 can adsorb on lattice oxygen site and
favor the formation of formate and methoxyl species (important intermediates for the
synthesis of MeOH and DME), which will eventually increase the production of DME.
Besides, it can be noticed that the principal peaks of Cu2p3/2, Cu2p1/2, Zn2p3/2,
and Zn2p1/2 shift to lower binding energies after the deposition of ZrO2 on CZA catalyst,
which demonstrates the changes in the electronic environment of catalysts, further
confirming the strong interaction of ZrO2 thin films and the CZA catalyst. Moreover,
comparing with the uncoated CZA catalyst, XPS analysis confirmed that ZrO2 film was
successfully deposited on the CZA catalyst with a very low loading amount (molar
percentage of ZrO2 was about 0.03% for 30cZrO2-CZA sample), and the surface
composition of ZrO2 was 4.4 wt. % for 30cZrO2-CZA based on the presence of Zr 3d
peaks at 183.8 and 181.7 eV, which corresponds to Zr3d3/2 and Zr3d5/2, as shown in
Figure. 1d. This implies that the Zr species most likely existed in the form of ZrOx (where
x lies between 0 and 2) and the chemical state of the majority should be Zr4+ in the
coating.
The physicochemical properties of the xcZrO2-CZA catalysts (x = 5, 10, 15, and
20) prepared by ALD and the CZA catalyst are listed in Table 1. The BET specific
surface areas of all the ZrO2-overcoated samples are lower than that of the CZA sample.
This could be mainly caused by the filling of some nanopores of CZA catalyst by ZrO2
thin films. The copper surface area (m2/g) of the CZA catalyst before and after ZrO2
deposition was measured by means of N2O chemisorption. The overall Cu surface area
shows a decreasing trend with the increasing cycle numbers of ZrO2 ALD due to the
blocking/covering of surface Cu sites by ZrO2 thin films. As for the 20cZrO2-CZA
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure. 1. XPS spectra of fresh CZA and xcZrO2-CZA (with 5, 10, 15, and 20 cycles of
ZrO2 ALD) samples: (a) Cu, (b) Zn, and (c) O. The symbol (⌂) stands for satellite peak of
Cu2+. (d) ZrO2-CZA with 30 cycles of ZrO2 ALD overcoating in the Zr 3d region.

catalyst with the highest ZrO2 loading, the Cu surface area dropped to 31.5 m2/g, which is
almost half of that of the uncoated CZA sample (59.3 m2/g). Such a decrease in Cu
surface area with high coverage of ZrO2 basically agrees with the phenomenon about
catalysts prepared by ALD technique as well [22-24].
The XRD patterns of CZA, 5cZrO2-CZA, 10cZrO2-CZA, 15cZrO2-CZA, and
20cZrO2-CZA are presented in Figure. 2. Four typical diffraction peaks at 35.5°, 38.7°,
48.7°, and 61.5°, which correspond to (0 0 2), (1 1 1), (2 0 2), and (1 1 3) planes of CuO,
were detected for all the samples. In addition, one peak at 31.8° (corresponding to the
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Table 1. Physicochemical properties of fresh CZA and xcZrO2-CZA catalysts.
Catalyst

SBETa (m2/g)

Cu surface area (N2O)b (m2/g)

CZA

148

59.3

5cZrO2-CZA

133

48.0

10cZrO2-CZA

102

44.7

15cZrO2-CZA

100

34.8

20cZrO2-CZA

89

31.5

a

Specific surface area determined by N2 adsorption using the BET model, p/p0 = 0.050.25.
b
Determined by N2O titration assuming a Cu/N2O = 2:1 stoichiometry.

(1 0 0) plane of ZnO) was also observed. No crystalline zirconia phases were observed in
any of the xcZrO2-CZA catalysts, indicating that the ALD prepared ZrO2 thin films
probably existed in an amorphous state or the loading of ZrO2 on CZA catalyst surface
was very low [25]. No peaks of Al2O3 were observed in the XRD patterns, which
indicates that Al2O3 existed in an amorphous state or was highly dispersed to form very
small particles.
Compared to CZA, the main diffraction peaks of CuO in both 5cZrO2-CZA and
10cZrO2-CZA samples were stronger and then became weaker with the increase of ZrO2
ALD beyond 15 cycles. This phenomenon was most likely ascribed to the fact that
addition of ZrO2 species would gradually cover the Cu nanoparticles during the ALD
process along with the variation of interaction between Cu-Zn interface and ZrO2 ALD
overcoating. The crystallite size of CuO in CZA and ZrO2-CZA samples was calculated
by the Cu (111) reflection of the XRD results based on the Scherrer equation. The
obtained values are 9.55 nm, 8.60 nm, 10.28 nm, 10.33 nm, and 8.62 nm for CZA,
5cZrO2-CZA, 10cZrO2-CZA, 15cZrO2-CZA, and 20cZrO2-CZA, respectively. Within
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experimental uncertainty, the results proved that applying ZrO2 overcoating on CZA
catalyst surface has little impact on the Cu crystal size.

Figure. 2. XRD patterns of fresh CZA and ZrO2-CZA (5, 10, 15 and 20) samples.

H2-TPR analysis was carried out to investigate the reduction behavior of xcZrO2CZA catalysts (5, 10, 15, and 20 cycles of ZrO2 ALD, as shown in Figure. 3). Fresh CZA
catalyst displayed a single and clear reduction peak at 245 °C, which was attributed to the
reduction of CuO (Cu2+ to Cu0). Compared to the CZA catalyst, ZrO2 overcoating
slightly decreased the reducibility of CuO. This phenomenon is different from the ZrO2modified CZA catalyst prepared by the co-precipitation method, in which ZrO2 acts as a
support and is known to enhance the Cu dispersion and the redox property of Cu species,
ultimately leading to an easier reduction for CuO [26, 27]. For the ZrO2-CZA catalyst
prepared by ALD (ZrO2 acts as an overcoating), the distinctive reducibility could be
ascribed to the conformal encapsulating of ZrO2 film on CZA particles and thus a strong
interaction between some Cu2+/Cu+ species and ZrO2 overcoating, which leads to a higher
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reduction temperature [28]. The higher reduction temperature might also be related to the
cracking of ZrO2 film.

Figure. 3. H2-TPR profiles of fresh CZA and xcZrO2-CZA (5, 10, 15, and 20) samples.

Figures 4a and 4b show the TEM images of CZA and 30cZrO2-CZA samples.
Compared to the CZA catalyst, ZrO2 film is hardly visible in the TEM images of
30cZrO2-CZA sample due to its low content, which is consistent with the XRD results.
The corresponding distribution of Cu and Zr elements obtained by EDS mapping for both
samples is also investigated and shown in Figs. 4c and 4d, confirming the presence of Zr
and uniform distribution on CZA nanoparticles.
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(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure. 4. TEM and EDS mapping images of (a, c) fresh CZA and (b, d) 30cZrO2-CZA.
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(d)

Figure. 4. TEM and EDS mapping images of (a, c) fresh CZA and (b, d) 30cZrO2-CZA.
(cont.)

3.2 CATALYTIC PERFORMANCE OF CZA/HZSM-5 AND xcZrO2-CZA/HZSM-5
CATALYSTS FOR DME SYNTHESIS
3.2.1 Catalytic Activity. The catalytic activity of CZA/HZSM-5 and xcZrO2CZA/HZSM-5 (x varied from 2 to 20) catalysts were investigated for CO2 hydrogenation
to DME at various reaction temperatures from 220 ºC to 280 ºC, as illustrated in Figure.
5. Before this series of experiments, the optimal reduction conditions for ZrO2-modified
CZA catalysts were first studied. From Figure. S1, the 5cZrO2-CZA/HZSM-5 catalyst
reduced at 450 ºC for 2 hrs with an increasing rate of 10 ºC/min showed the highest DME
yield from 220 ºC to 280 ºC. A possible reason could be the breaking up of ZrO2 film that
was covered on Cu active sites, led to the exposure of Cu active sites and an effective
interaction between ZrO2 and Cu. It is also noteworthy that the catalytic activity of
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5cZrO2-CZA sample was enhanced at higher temperatures (260 ºC and 280 ºC). This
result demonstrates that the deposited ZrO2 film could probably act as a protection layer
against the thermal sintering for Cu active sites. Therefore, all ZrO2-modified CZA
catalysts were reduced at 450 ºC for 2 hrs with an increasing rate of 10 ºC/min in this
work.
As shown in Figure. 5, CZA catalysts with 2, 5, and 10 cycles of ZrO2 ALD
showed enhanced catalytic activity for DME synthesis from 220 ºC to 280 ºC, compared
to that of CZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalyst. Also, the formation of byproduct CO was
reduced with the introduction of ZrO2 on CZA catalyst surface. Notably, the yield of
product DME increased from 17.22% for the CZA/HZSM-5, to 18.40% for the 5cZrO2CZA/ HZSM-5 catalyst. The results demonstrate that ZrO2 can help increase the catalytic
activity, which resulted from the promoting effect of ZrO2 for the conversion of reaction
intermediates (i.e., formate) for hydrogenation to MeOH instead of RWGS [29], thus
enhancing the selectivity and yield of product DME.
However, there is a remarkable decrease in catalytic activity when the number of
ALD cycles is more than 15. This is because excessive ZrO2 overcoating would
cover/block more Cu active sites. There is a trade-off between the interaction effect
between promoter ZrO2 and Cu active sites and the proportion of Cu active sites
blocked/covered by ZrO2 film. With the increase in the number of ALD cycles over 15,
the deposition of a continuous ZrO2 film on CZA catalyst surface could cover Cu active
sites, leading to lower catalytic activity. At the optimal reaction temperature of 240 ºC,
the DME yield presented the following order with a volcanic trend: 5cZrO2-CZA/HZSM5 > 10cZrO2-CZA/HZSM-5 ≥ 2cZrO2-CZA/HZSM-5 > CZA/HZSM-5 > 15cZrO2-
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CZA/HZSM-5 > 20cZrO2-CZA/HZSM-5. From the perspective of catalyst efficiency and
practical application, we decide not to further study the catalytic performance of
30cZrO2-CZA sample in this work mainly due to its very low catalytic activity (Figure.
S2).
3.2.2 Catalytic Stability. It has been well recognized that the negative inhibitory
effect of water, deposition of carbonaceous species, and thermal sintering of copper

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure. 5. Catalytic activity of CZA/HZSM-5 and xcZrO2-CZA/HZSM-5 catalysts under
various temperatures: (a) CO2 conversion, (b) DME yield, and (c) CO yield. x varies from
2 to 20. Reaction conditions: T = 220-280 °C, P = 2.8 MPa, H2/CO2 molar ratio at 3:1, and
gas hourly space velocity = 1,440 mL/(g·h).
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particles are the main driving factors for the substantial deactivation of Cu-based
bifunctional catalysts for hydrogenation of CO2 to DME [10, 14]. Hence, the stability of
the prepared xcZrO2-CZA/HZSM-5 catalysts (shown in Figure. 6) was evaluated for CO2
hydrogenation under the conditions of T = 240 °C, P = 2.8 MPa, and gas hourly space
velocity = 1,440 mL/(g·h) for 100 hrs of reaction.
For the activity in the first several hours of stability tests, the 5cZrO2CZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalyst presented the highest CO2 conversion and DME yield
among all tested samples. With ZrO2 ALD cycles more than 15 cycles, CO2 conversion
and DME yield decreased monotonically and fell to values lower than that of the
CZA/HZSM-5 catalyst. A similar trend was also observed in the investigation of catalytic
activity under various reaction temperatures (i.e., 220 °C to 280 °C).
It should be noted that all xcZrO2-CZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts showed
better catalytic stability than that of CZA/HZSM-5 in the 100-hr stability test.
Specifically, the loss percentage of DME yield (absolute value) in 100 hrs of reaction was
6.20%, 4.05%, 3.87%, 3.09%, and 3.01%, for CZA/HZSM-5, 5cZrO2-CZA/HZSM-5,
10cZrO2-CZA/HZSM-5, 15cZrO2-CZA/HZSM-5, and 20cZrO2-CZA/HZSM-5 catalysts,
respectively. The loss of DME yield was remarkably alleviated over ZrO2 modified CZA
catalysts. These results proved that the deposition of ZrO2 overcoating on CZA catalyst
surface helped to enhance the thermal stability of Cu nanoparticles since and the ZrO2
overcoating can stabilize Cu nanoparticles from sintering and inhibit the negative effects
of water on Cu sintering due to its weak hydrophilic property [30]. The formation of
byproduct CO was greatly suppressed with the introduction of ZrO2 on CZA catalyst
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surface, due to its beneficial influence on the formation of active intermediates for
hydrogenation to MeOH instead of RWGS.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure. 6. Catalytic stability of CZA/HZSM-5 and xcZrO2-CZA/HZSM-5 catalysts: (a)
CO2 conversion, (b) DME yield, and (c) CO yield. x varies from 5 to 20. Reaction
conditions: T = 240 °C, P = 2.8 MPa, H2/CO2 molar ratio at 3:1, and gas hourly space
velocity = 1,440 mL/(g·h).

A key finding in this work is that a ZrO2 overcoating on CZA catalyst prepared by
ALD can improve the thermal stability of bifunctional catalyst in CO2 hydrogenation,
even in comparison to ZrO2-CZA catalyst prepared by co-precipitation method.
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According to the mechanism of CO2 hydrogenation to MeOH and DME, exposing copper
surface of methanol synthesis catalyst (e.g., CuZnAl, CuZnZr, or ZrO2-CuZnAl) is an
important parameter affecting the catalytic performance of bifunctional catalysts [31, 32].
Therefore, it is vital to apply chemisorption analysis to examine the variation of Cu
surface area, Cu dispersion, and crystallite size, before and after the DME synthesis
reaction after 100 hrs time on stream.
As shown in Table 2, the loss percentage (%) of Cu surface area (relative value)
after 100 hrs of DME synthesis was calculated for CZA and all xcZrO2-CZA samples.
Compared to the properties of Cu species in the fresh samples, the changes of active Cu
surface area in the used samples imply that there is severe deactivation caused by
sintering and morphological changes of copper. However, with the increase of ZrO2 ALD
cycles from 5 to 20, the loss of Cu surface area was mitigated from 66.1% to 43.2% after
100 hrs of DME reaction. These results further confirmed the significant role of ZrO2
coating in the stability enhancement of CZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts for
hydrogenation of CO2 to DME.

Table 2. N2O chemisorption and loss percentage (%) of Cu surface area of used CZA and
xcZrO2-CZA catalysts after 100 hrs of DME synthesis reaction.

a

Catalyst

Cu surface area (N2O) (m2/g)

Loss of Cu surface area (%) a

Used CZA

20.1

66.1

Used 5cZrO2-CZA

22.4

53.3

Used 10cZrO2-CZA

21.8

51.2

Used 15cZrO2-CZA

19.1

45.1

Used 20cZrO2-CZA

17.9

43.2

Loss percentage of Cu surface area was calculated based on the value of fresh CZA
catalyst in Table 1.
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3.3 MECHANISM OF IMPROVED CATALYTIC PERFORMANCE
In this work, with the increase in the number of ZrO2 ALD cycles from 0 to 20,
the catalytic activity of bifunctional catalysts for DME synthesis displayed a volcanoshaped trend (Figure. 5) and the stability was significantly improved in a long-term test
(Figure. 6). We found that the catalytic behavior of these materials was greatly influenced
by the interaction between the metal active sites Cu and promoter ZrO2. A possible
schematic illustration of the investigated bifunctional catalysts composed of ZrO2-CZA
and HZSM-5 is presented in Figure. 7. On one hand, the improved production of DME is
clearly related to the thickness of ZrO2 overcoating on CZA catalyst as shown in the
catalytic experiments (Figure. 5), which benefits from the recognized advantages of ZrO2
as a promoter, such as binding some active intermediates for hydrogenation to MeOH
instead of RWGS, improving the oxygen mobility (Figure. 1), and its importance in
enhancing the adsorption ability [9, 33]. Such promotion effect of ZrO2 on catalytic
activity could reach its full extent at a low ZrO2 content, e.g., in 5cZrO2-CZA/HZSM-5.
The promotion effects of ZrO2 on MeOH and DME synthesis can be correlated to the
highly dispersed and amorphous Zr species on Cu catalyst surface.
On the other hand, all the ZrO2-containing catalysts displayed significantly better
catalytic stability, compared to CZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts, as can be inferred
from Figure. 6. ZrO2 can act as a protection layer over the Cu nanoparticles to effectively
improve the catalytic stability of CZA catalyst. This could be ascribed to the inhibiting
effect of ZrO2 overcoating on Cu sintering and the weak hydrophilic character of ZrO2
promoter, which decreases the capability of the catalyst surface to adsorb H2O and
inhibits the poisoning effect of H2O on the active sites from the substantial and
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continuous production of H2O in the long-term CO2 hydrogenation to DME reaction,
such as suppressing the crystallization of Cu and ZnO in the presence of water and
mitigating the competitive adsorption with key intermediates on the active sites [33, 34].

Figure. 7. Schematic illustration of improved catalytic performance over bifunctional
catalysts composed of ZrO2-CZA and HZSM-5 for direct synthesis of DME via CO2
hydrogenation.

For CZA catalyst with 15 or 20 cycles of ZrO2 ALD, the loss of DME yield in
100 hrs of CO2 hydrogenation reaction was significantly mitigated by around 50%,
compared to that of CZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts. The catalytic performance of
ZrO2-CZA samples prepared via ALD was proven to be more superior under the same
reaction conditions than ZrO2-CZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts prepared by coprecipitation method reported in our previous work [15] (Table S1). The present study
demonstrates that ALD is an important tool for modifying catalysts with these beneficial
properties, because the structure of the deposited oxide promoters prepared by ALD is
clearly very different from what could be achieved using impregnation or co-precipitation
methods. CZA catalysts with an optimized thickness of ZrO2 ALD overcoating and a
suitable ZrO2/CZA ratio can increase oxygen mobility, enhance the interaction between
ZrO2 and Cu, and provide protective effect of ZrO2 overcoating for Cu active centers.
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These factors offered by ALD method greatly boost the catalytic performance of ZrO2CZA, especially for the catalyst stability (as shown in Figure. 8). However, the negative
effects of H2O on CZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts are still severe. To solve this
issue, in situ water removal by a membrane reactor could be an alternative [35], to further
improve the catalytic performance of CZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts.

Figure. 8. Loss of DME yield (%) in 100 hrs DME synthesis reaction as a function of the
loss of Cu surface area (%). Reaction conditions: T = 240 °C, P = 2.8 MPa, H2/CO2 molar
ratio at 3:1, gas hourly space velocity = 1,440 mL/(g·h), and time on stream = 100 hrs.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The present work of CO2 hydrogenation to DME over ZrO2-overcoated CuOZnO-Al2O3 catalysts via ALD demonstrated significant promotional effects of ZrO2 thin
films for boosting the catalytic performance of CZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts. The
5cZrO2-CZA/HZSM-5 catalysts were determined to have the highest catalytic activity,
with 18.40% DME yield (higher than that of CZA with 17.22% DME yield) at T = 240
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°C, P = 2.8 MPa, and gas hourly space velocity = 1,440 mL/(g·h). Based on the
characterization results, it was revealed that the promotion of DME synthesis from CO2
was due to (i) the improvement of oxygen mobility and effective interaction between Cu
active sites and ZrO2, and (ii) the ZrO2-induced inhibition of the RWGS, which can be
explained by the assistance of ZrO2 to bind the key intermediates for methanol synthesis.
More importantly, all bifunctional catalysts composed of ZrO2-modified CZA and
HZSM-5 showed enhanced catalytic stability than that of CZA/HZSM-5 in the long-term
test of DME synthesis. The loss percentage of DME yield was greatly mitigated from
6.20% over CZA/HZSM-5 to 3.01% over 20cZrO2-CZA/HZSM-5, in line with the
remarkable decrease in the loss percentage of Cu surface area. This work indicates that
the ZrO2 overcoating via ALD technique can be helpful to stabilize Cu active sites
against sintering and the negative effects of H2O in the long-term test.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION

(a)

(b)

Figure S1. Effects of reduction conditions (i.e., temperature and increasing rate of
temperature) on catalytic activity of 5cZrO2-CZA under different temperatures: (a) CO2
conversion and (b) DME yield. Reaction conditions: T = 220-280 °C, P = 2.8 MPa, H2/CO2
molar ratio at 3:1, and gas hourly space velocity = 1,440 mL/(g·h).

(a)

(b)

Figure S2. Catalytic activity of 30cZrO2-CZA under different temperatures compared to
CZA and 20cZrO2-CZA samples: (a) CO2 conversion and (b) DME yield. Reaction
conditions: T = 220-280 °C, P = 2.8 MPa, H2/CO2 molar ratio at 3:1, and gas hourly space
velocity = 1,440 mL/(g·h).
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Table S1 Catalytic performance of ZrO2-CZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts prepared
by two different methods.
Catalyst

Preparation
method

CO2 conversion
(%) a

DME yield
(%) a

Loss of DME
yield (%,
absolute value)

5cZrO2-CZA/HZSM-5

ALD

25.43

18.41

4.05

20cZrO2-CZA/HZSM-5

ALD
Coprecipitatio
n

21.34

14.01

3.01

26.50

18.27

4.78

ZrO2-CZA/HZSM-5
a

Reaction conditions: T = 240 °C, P = 2.8 MPa, H 2/CO2 molar ratio at 3:1, and gas hourly space velocity =

1,440 mL/(g·h) for 100 hrs of DME synthesis reaction.
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ABSTRACT

A series of palladium (Pd) modified CuO-ZnO-Al2O3 (CZA) catalysts with
various Pd loadings (0.3 wt. % to 2.4 wt. %) were prepared using the wetness
impregnation method, over two CuZnAl supports respectively with different structures
(i.e., Cu-Zn-Al aged precursor composed of a mixture of zincian-malachite and
hydrotalcite-like phases (CZA-zH), and CuO/ZnO/Al2O3 metal oxide nanoparticles
(CZA-MO)). Enhancement on catalytic activity can be observed on both Pd-modified
CZA catalysts in a temperature range of 180-240 ºC for methanol synthesis via CO2
hydrogenation. However, Pd/CZA-zH catalysts exhibited a more efficient and stable
production of methanol at a relatively low reaction temperature 180 ºC for 100 hrs
reaction). Based on the structural characterizations (e.g., BET and XRD), the
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improvement of activity is mainly ascribed to the higher surface area, and abundant
oxygen-containing functional groups (e.g., -OH) of CZA-zH catalyst support, which is
beneficial for better adsorption and distribution of Pd promoter. What’s more, H2-TPR
and XPS results demonstrated a better interaction between Pd and Cu on Pd/CZA-zH
catalysts via enhanced reducibility of CuO, and peak shift of Cu to a lower binding
energy. TEM images further confirmed the better dispersion of Pd on CZA-zH support
than CZA-MO. The difference in the effective utilization of hydrogen spillover effect of
Pd promoter over two CZA catalyst supports resulted in the distinctive production of
methanol under mild reaction conditions.
KEYWORDS: CO2 hydrogenation; low-temperature methanol synthesis; Pdmodification; Cu-Zn-Al aged precursor Cu-Zn-Al; Hydrogen spillover

1. INTRODUCTION

Carbon dioxide (CO2) hydrogenation to methanol (MeOH) is one of the most
promising approaches for CO2 utilization, which can potentially mitigate CO2 emissions
and lessen the dependence on fossil fuels. Methanol is not only an important feedstock
for the manufacture of several industrial chemicals and fuel products (e.g., formaldehyde,
methyl tertiary-butyl ether (MTBE), acetic acid, and dimethyl ether (DME)) 1-4, but also a
liquid energy-carrier suitable for fuel transportation and can be used in internal
combustion engines and fuel cells 5. Hence, these benefits have motivated many
researchers to investigate CO2 hydrogenation into MeOH.
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The hydrogenation reaction of CO2 to MeOH is exothermic, while the reverse
water-gas shift (RWGS) is endothermic, as shown in Eq. (1) and (2) 6.
Methanol synthesis reaction:
𝐶𝑂2 + 3𝐻2 ↔ 𝐶𝐻3 𝑂𝐻 + 𝐻2 𝑂

∆𝐻298𝐾 = −49.4 𝑘𝐽 𝑚𝑜𝑙 −1

(1)

Reverse water gas shift reaction (RWGS):
𝐶𝑂2 + 𝐻2 ↔ 𝐶𝑂 + 𝐻2 𝑂

∆𝐻298𝐾 = +41.2 𝑘𝐽 𝑚𝑜𝑙 −1

(2)

The thermodynamic of reaction determines that the MeOH synthesis is more
favorable at the lower reaction temperature and higher pressure. However, the CO2
molecule is difficult to be activated due to its thermodynamic and chemical stability
(∆fG0 = -394.38 kJ/mol), which typically requires high temperature (> 200 ºC) for its
conversion and utilization 7, 8. Under such operating conditions, the side-reactions will be
enhanced to produce CO and other hydrocarbons, which reduces the selectivity and yield
of MeOH. In addition, high reaction temperature would give rise to thermal sintering of
Cu-based catalysts 9, which have been extensively applied in methanol synthesis reaction.
Therefore, the reaction temperature should be as low as possible, to suppress the
production of undesirable CO and H2O via RWGS, reduce the production cost, alleviate
the catalyst deactivation as well as maximize the MeOH selectivity and yield.
To improve the catalytic activity of conventional CZA catalyst, various
promoters, such as Zr, Ce, Mg, La, and Pd have been applied 10-15. Among them, Pd was
found to be efficient in enhancing CO2 hydrogenation to MeOH over Cu-based catalyst
(namely spillover hydrogenation), because it can efficiently activate the reactants due to
its hydrogen spillover effect 16, 17. Basically, it is a migration of hydrogen atoms from the
hydrogen-rich metal particles to the hydrogen-poor surface of substrate. However, the
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utilization efficiency of Pd on CuZn-based catalysts via the traditional preparation
methods 18, 19, including the impregnation of a calcined CuO-ZnO metal oxides catalyst
by Pd or co-precipitation of Pd with CZA nitrate solutions were not satisfactory,
especially at relatively low reaction temperatures (< 200 ºC). Because the Pd atoms that
are close enough to the Cu active sites on the catalyst surface can act as a source for
hydrogen spillover, while those inside or not adjacent to the Cu nanoparticles are
spectators, leading to a waste of the promoter metal. Hence, there is increasing interest to
develop more efficient Cu-based catalyst supports, which will maximize the utilization of
promoter and increase the production efficiency of MeOH for CO2 hydrogenation under
mild reaction conditions.
The nature of catalyst support plays an important role in the dispersion and
adsorption of introduced promoters, such as morphology 20, crystallite phase 21, and
exposed facet of support material 22. Recently, it was reported that a mixture of zincian
malachite (zM, (Cu1-xZnx)2(OH)2CO3) and hydrotalcite-like (HTl, (Cu,Zn)1xAlx(OH)2(CO3)x/2·mH2O))

phases can be obtained in the precursor materials of Cu/ZnO-

based catalyst prepared by co-precipitation at pH value lower than 8 23-25. The zM phase
is obtained in a form of thin interwoven needles with large inter-particle pores, and HTl
phase possesses homogeneous microstructure 26, which can both provide high specific
surface area. More importantly, the oxygen-containing functional groups (e.g., -OH) in
both phases can provide plentiful active sites for adsorption of metal promoters 27.
Although catalytic CO2 hydrogenation over Cu-based catalyst promoted by
hydrogen spillover from Pd has been investigated, very limited understanding has been
obtained about what kind of support is ideal to achieve more active and effective
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spillover hydrogenation. Thus, the aim of this work is to investigate the utilization
efficiency of Pd on two different CZA catalyst supports, including Cn-Zn-Al ages
precursor with zM and HTl mixed phases and CuO-ZnO-Al2O3 metal oxides
nanoparticles, for low-temperature (< 200 °C) hydrogenation of CO2 to MeOH. The
evaluation of catalytic performance was conducted in a reaction temperature range of
140-240 °C for activity, and at a relatively low reaction temperature of 180 °C for 100 hrs
operation for stability, respectively. The catalysts were systematically characterized (e.g.,
XRD, ICP-OES, BET, TEM, H2-TPR, XPS) to understand the relationship between
catalytic activity and promoter-support interaction.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

2.1. MATERIALS
All metal nitrates used for preparation of CuO/ZnO/Al2O3 catalyst were
purchased from Alfa Aesar, including copper nitrate (Cu(NO3)2·3H2O, 99%), zinc nitrate
(Zn(NO3)2·6H2O, 98%), aluminum nitrate (Al(NO3)3·9H2O, 98%). And palladium nitrate
hydrate (Pd(NO3)2·xH2O, 99%) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. The sodium
carbonate (Na2CO3, 99%) was also purchased from Alfa Aesar, which was used as the
precipitating agent during the co-precipitation process. Deionized water was used in the
preparation of catalysts. Admixed reactant gases H2 and CO2 (high purity) with molar
ratio of 3:1 were purchased from Airgas Inc., and used as the feed gas for MeOH
synthesis via CO2 hydrogenation.
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2.2. CATALYST PREPARATION
The CuO-ZnO-Al2O3 metallic catalyst (named CZA hereafter) with atomic ratio
of Cu:Zn:Al = 6:3:1 (with an actual atomic composition of 6.5Cu:2.7Zn: 0.8Al
determined by ICP-OES) was prepared following a conventional co-precipitation method
as reported in our previous study 28. Briefly, aqueous nitrate solutions (0.1 mol/L)
composed of Cu(NO3)2, Zn(NO3)2 and Al(NO3)3, and an aqueous solution of Na2CO3
precipitant (0.1 mol/L) were precipitated by dropwise addition simultaneously into a
certain amount of preheated deionized (DI) water (65 ºC-70 ºC) under vigorous stirring.
The precipitation was monitored and controlled at a pH range of 6.5-7.0 by small
adjustments of precipitating agent flow rate via a variable flow mini-pump. Then, the
solution was aged at 70 ºC for 0.5 h under continued heating and stirring. Finally, the
precipitate was filtered and washed thoroughly with warm DI water for several times, to
minimize the residual sodium ions. The obtained filter cake (precursor) was dried at 110
ºC overnight to obtain the aged precursor, which was donated as CZA-zH (a mixture of
zM and HTl phases). Subsequently, the dried precipitate was ground into a fine powder
using a mortar and calcined in air at 360 ºC for 4 hrs in a muffle furnace to form final
CuO/ZnO/Al2O3 catalyst, which was denoted as CZA-MO (metal oxides nanoparticle).
Subsequently, Pd-modified CZA catalysts with various Pd loadings were
synthesized on two different CZA catalyst support materials (i.e., CZA-zH and CZAMO) by wetness impregnation (WI) method. Specifically, the catalysts were named as
xPd/CZA-zH and yPd/CZA-MO, respectively, according to the weight percentages of Pd
(x = 0.3%, 0.6%, 0.9%, 1.2%, 2.4%, and y = 0.5%, 0.75%, 1%, 2%) against CuO-ZnOAl2O3 weight in the final Pd/CZA catalysts. Taking the synthesis procedure of 1 wt. %
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Pd/CZA-MO catalyst as an example, a Pd(NO3)2 solution (containing 15 mg Pd, same as
1.2 wt. % Pd/CZA-zH sample, due to the decomposition of CZA precursor during
calcination) was added into a dispersed CuO/ZnO/Al2O3 (CZA-MO) solution (containing
1.5 g CuO/ZnO/Al2O3 nanoparticles), followed by aging at room temperature for 6 hrs.
Then, the obtained sample was dried at 110 ºC overnight, and calcined in air at 360 ºC for
4 hrs in a muffle furnace. In order to better understand the different properties of
Pd/CZA-MO and Pd/CZA-zH catalysts through various characterizations (i.e., HR-TEM,
XRD, H2-TPR, XPS), 0.75Pd/CZA-MO and 0.9Pd/CZA-zH samples were adopted. This
is because the same mass of Pd nitrate precursor was added onto these two different
catalyst-supports, the decomposition of CuZnAl aged precursor during calcination leads
to a slightly higher amount of Pd in per gram of CuO-ZnO-Al2O3 final catalyst in
Pd/CZA-zH samples. However, it was demonstrated to show better dispersion and more
efficient utilization of Pd in Pd/CZA-zH than Pd/CZA-MO samples.

2.3. CATALYST CHARACTERIZATIONS
Inductively coupled plasma-optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) was
applied to analyze the actual metal content of Pd in the synthesized Pd/CZA catalysts
with 2000D Perkin Elmer. X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were performed to
determine the crystalline phases of the samples by a Philips X’Pert PRO PW3050 X-ray
diffractometer, equipped with a Cu Kα radiation source at a tube voltage of 45 kV and
current of 40 mA. The catalysts were scanned from 5º to 90º at a scan rate of 0.5°/min.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of calcined catalysts were taken by
using a FEI Tecnai F30 TEM, operated at 300 kV, to determine the microstructure and
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particle distribution. Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy with Energy
Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (STEM/EDX) was used for element mapping. The
specific surface area of samples was calculated by using the Brunner-Emmet-Teller
(BET) method based on the isotherm of nitrogen adsorption/desorption at -196 ℃ using
the Quantachrome Autosorb-1. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) spectra were
carried out using a Kratos Axis 165 X-ray photoelectron spectrometer. A monochromatic
Al Kα radiation (hν = 1486.6 eV) was used as the radiation source, and the takeoff angle
was 0°. The obtained binding energies were calibrated by using the C1s peak at 284.5 eV.
The reducibility of catalysts was analyzed by hydrogen temperature programmed
reduction (H2-TPR) under the following conditions: 50 mg sample was degassed in a Utube quartz reactor and reduced in 10 vol% H2/Ar at a flow rate of 20 mL/min. The
temperature was ramped from 50 °C to 800 °C at a heating rate of 10 °C/min, using a
Micromeritics Autochem II 2920 apparatus.

2.4. CATALYTIC TESTS
The performance evaluation of prepared Pd-modified CZA catalysts (xPd/CZAzH and yPd/CZA-MO) for CO2 hydrogenation to MeOH was conducted in a highpressure fixed-bed stainless steel reactor (I.D. of 9.53 mm). Typically, 0.5 g powder
catalyst (>120 mesh particle size) was first diluted with 0.5 g quartz sand (60-120 mesh
particle size), and then loaded into the reactor filled with an appropriate amount of quartz
wool as the catalyst base. Prior to the catalytic measurements, a reduction process was
carried out at 250 ºC for 10 hrs in pure hydrogen at a flow rate of 20 mL/min under
atmospheric pressure. Subsequently, the reductive gas was replaced by the mixed
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reaction gas H2/CO2 at a molar ratio of 3:1 (18 mL/min H2 and 6 mL/min CO2, gaseous
hourly space velocity (GHSV) of 2880 mL/(gcat·h)). The catalytic activity tests were
taken successively at 140 ºC, 160 ºC, 180 ºC, 200 ºC, 220 ºC, and 240 ºC, with a constant
pressure of 2.8 MPa. The temperature was monitored by a thermocouple that was inserted
inside the reactor tube. The long-term stability tests of samples were conducted at 180 ºC
for 100 hrs, with the reactant gases H2/CO2 (molar ratio of 3:1) fed to the reactor at a
flow rate of 24 mL/min (GHSV = 2880 mL/(gcat·h)) and pressurized to 2.8 MPa. The
effluent reaction products were heated up in the post-reactor lines to 185 ºC to avoid any
condensation, then analyzed by an online gas chromatography (SRI 8610C), equipped
with a TCD detector, a 6-foot HAYESEP-D column, and a 6-foot molecular sieve 13X
column. MeOH was detected as the main product, with the formation of by-product CO.
The CO2 conversion and MeOH selectivity were calculated on a molar carbon basis
(details reported in previous study) 29. The catalytic performances during the stable phase
of the reaction (after about 2 hrs) were adopted and used for discussion. Space-time yield
(STY) of MeOH denoted as STYMeOH (gMeOH/gcat·h) was calculated according to the
following equation:
𝑆𝑇𝑌𝑀𝑒𝑂𝐻 =

𝐺𝐻𝑆𝑉 ∗ 0.25
∗ 𝑋𝐶𝑂2 ∗ 𝑆𝑀𝑒𝑂𝐻 ∗ 32.04
22.4 ∗ 1000

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. CHARACTERIZATION OF FRESH CATALYSTS
The BET surface area of the prepared xPd/CZA-zH and yPd/CZA-MO samples
were investigated, where x and y represent the weight percentage of Pd loading on final
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CuO-ZnO-Al2O3 catalyst. The obtained BET surface area of CZA metal oxides
nanoparticle (CZA-MO) was 105 m2/g, showing a similar value to that reported in our
previous study 28. On the contrary, the CZA aged precursor with zM and HTl phases
(CZA-zH) showed a higher BET surface area (122 m2/g) compared to that of metal
oxides catalyst (CZA-MO, 105 m2/g), which demonstrated that it could provide more
active sites for adsorption of promoter Pd. This result was in accordance with the finding
reported by other researchers 24, 25, in which the higher surface area of aged precursor of
Cu-based catalyst was ascribed to the segregation and crystallization of CuO.
Specifically, it can be induced by the reduction of geometric surface area of CuO
particles during the removal of residual carbonates (CO32-) in the precipitates by
calcination. After Pd modification, the specific surface area of both 0.9Pd/CZA-zH and
0.75Pd/CZA-MO samples decreased, compared to their base material (CZA-zH and
CZA-MO), owing to the blockage or coverage of Cu active sites by adsorbed Pd
nanoparticles. However, the surface area of 0.9Pd/CZA-zH (66 m2/g) was still higher
than that of 0.75Pd/CZA-MO (61 m2/g) sample. From the results of ICP-OES in Table
S1, Pd contents in both Pd/CZA-zH and Pd/CZA-MO catalysts were basically in good
agreement with the nominal Pd loading (wt. %) in the initial recipe. What’s more, it can
be seen from the TEM images shown in Figure 1(a) and (b) that, the particles of both
samples are in a nanometer scale with uniform distribution. Furthermore, the elemental
mapping was obtained by using STEM-EDS, as shown in Figure 1(c) and (d). We can
observe that the elements of Cu, Zn, and Al in Pd/CZA catalysts were in a good
dispersion and not affected. More importantly, the Pd nanoparticles are well distributed
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on the catalyst surface of 0.9Pd/CZA-zH sample. In contrast, there are more aggregated
and agglomerated Pd particles in 0.75Pd/CZA-MO sample, showing a bad dispersion.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1. TEM and EDS mapping images of calcined catalysts: (a, c) 0.9Pd/CZA-zH, and
(b, d) 0.75Pd/CZA-MO.
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(d)

Figure 1. TEM and EDS mapping images of calcined catalysts: (a, c) 0.9Pd/CZA-zH, and
(b, d) 0.75Pd/CZA-MO. (cont.)

The samples were also characterized by XRD analysis, in order to distinguish the
composition of crystallite phases (Figure 2). In the fresh un-calcined CZA aged precursor
(a), both zincian-malachite phase [zM, (Cu,Zn)2(OH)2CO3] and hydrotalcite-like phase
[HTl, (Cu,Zn)1-xAlx(OH)2(CO3)x/2·mH2O] can be detected and recognized as the main
phases 26, 30. Specifically, the typical reflections of zM phase were detected at 12.13° and
24.08°, standing for (220) plane, and HTI phase was found at 34.69° and 60.5°,
representing (009) and (110) planes, respectively. This is in agreement with results found
by Behrens et al., 23, who reported that a part of zM phase can be transformed into HTl
phase when high concentration of Al (≥ 6.5%) existed in Cu/ZnO/Al2O3 catalyst.
However, these phases were not observed in calcined metal oxide samples, due to the
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decomposition of carbonate (CO32-) and hydroxyl (-OH) groups. For fresh calcined CZAMO sample, three diffraction peaks at 35.5°, 38.7°, and 48.7° correspond to (002), (111),
and (202) planes of tenorite (CuO) 14, respectively.
Compared to fresh CZA-MO sample, the diffraction peaks of tenorite and zincite
in both Pd-modified CZA samples (Pd/CZA-zH and Pd/CZA-MO) showed much
stronger intensity and sharper shape, suggesting that the crystallite size of ZnO-Cu
interfacial sites in the Pd/CZA catalyst was much larger than that in un-promoted CZA
catalyst, which was in accordance with the lower BET area found in Pd-modified CZA
samples. In addition to these three peaks of tenorite, peaks at 31.8°, 56.6° (corresponding
to (100) and (110) planes of zincite) and peaks at 61.5°, 66.3° (corresponding to (113)
and (311) planes of tenorite) were also observed. The absence of Pd diffractions in both
0.9Pd/CZA-zH and 0.75Pd/CZA-MO samples indicate a very low Pd loading over the
surface of CZA catalyst. No obvious peaks of Al2O3 may be attributed to poor
crystallinity, the amorphous state, or highly dispersed state 31.

Figure 2. XRD patterns of fresh (a) CZA-zH (un-calcined aged precursor), (b) CZA-MO
(calcined metal oxides), (c) 0.9Pd/CZA-zH and (d) 0.75Pd/CZA-MO samples.
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It was recently reported that H2 preferred to adsorb on Pd with lower adsorption
energy (-0.12 eV versus -0.07 eV), and was easier to dissociate into H atom with less
barriers (0.35 eV versus 0.48 eV), compared to Cu(111), especially under low
temperatures (≤ 180 °C) 22, 32. TPR analysis was carried out to investigate the hydrogen
spillover effect in two different Pd-modified CZA samples (Figure 3). Fresh CZA-MO
catalyst displayed a single and clear reduction peak at the temperature of around 257 °C,
which was attributed to the reduction process of CuO (Cu2+ to Cu0) 14. It can be clearly
seen that the reduction of CuO for Pd doped 0.9Pd/CZA-zH sample is greatly facilitated
as their reduction peaks shift to much lower temperatures, when compared to that of fresh
CZA-MO sample. Specifically, the peak temperature can be brought down from 257 °C
for CZA-MO to as low as 182 °C for 0.9Pd/CZA-zH, which demonstrates the good
interaction between active center Cu and promoter Pd, as well as supports the effect of
hydrogen spillover on prepared Pd/CZA-zH catalysts 18. The reduction peak of CuO for
0.6Pd/CZA-zH sample is similar to CZA-MO sample, and a minor peak can be detected
around 150 °C, which is due to the very low loading amount of Pd. As for 1.2Pd/CZA-zH
sample, the range of CuO peak was broadened to a higher temperature beyond 300 °C.
This is because the introduction of Pd can lead to easier reduction for a part of CuO,
while excess Pd can cause too strong interaction with some Cu2+/Cu+ species in the CZA
oxide support 33, as well as competitive adsorption of H2, eventually leading to a slower
reduction process with higher temperature.
In contrast, two reduction peaks of CuO were detected for 0.75Pd/CZA-MO
sample, but in the wider and higher temperature range up to nearly 350 °C compared to
three Pd/CZA-zH samples and CZA-MO. The difference in the reduction peaks of CuO
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among all the samples via H2 reduction process could be caused by a limitation or
obstruction for hydrogen diffusion through the uneven-distributed and accumulated bulk
Pd (stronger and more competitive adsorption ability to H2) on two different CuZnAl
catalyst supports 34, resulting in distinct reduction process of CuO to Cu (CuO → Cu, or
CuO → Cu2O → Cu). The H2-TPR result illustrates that the reducibility of copper
species can be greatly facilitated by efficient interaction between the Cu oxide and metal
Pd with an appropriate amount.

Figure 3. H2-TPR profiles of CZA-MO, 0.75Pd/CZA-MO and Pd/CZA-zH (0.6 wt. %,
0.9 wt. % and 1.2 wt. %) samples.

XPS analysis was performed to determine the surface chemical states and
compositions of CZA-zH, CZA-MO, Pd/CZA-zH and Pd/CZA-MO samples (Figure. 4).
Due to charge accumulation effect, all the XPS spectra had set 284.5 eV as the standard,
which is the binding energy of C 1s (adventitious carbon) 35. In Figure 4a, for the CZAzH sample, the peaks of Cu2p locating between 933 and 935 eV most likely indicates the
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combination of both Cu(II) (cupric) and Cu(I) species in the zincian-malachite sample.
Other calcined samples exhibited principal peaks of Cu2+ for Cu2p3/2 at 932.0-932.5 eV,
and Cu2p1/2 at 952.0-952.5 eV, respectively. In addition, two strong satellite peaks of
Cu2+ were located at about 942.5 eV and 962.5 eV, which were caused by electron shakeup processes 36. Specifically, the existence of the satellite structure is induced by a charge
transfer from the ligand electrons into the unfilled (d9) valence orbital of Cu2+ ion. This
transition of ligands electrons can not occur in case of Cu+ or Cu0 species because of their
completely filled (d10) shells 37. Hence, this result indicates that Cu2+ is acting as a
predominant Cu oxidation state in all studied catalysts, before or after the modification of
Pd. What’s more, the existence of Cu2p3/2 at about 932 eV with its satellite peak at 942.5
eV also suggests a contribution of tenorite (CuO), which is consistent with the XRD
result (Figure 2).
In Figure 4b, it is observed that the Zn 2p has two principal peaks found at about
1021 eV and 1044 eV, corresponding to Zn2p3/2, and Zn2p1/2, respectively. The one peak
observed in the O 1s region with binding energies of 531.4 eV is attributed to the
oxidized metal ions in the prepared samples, as illustrated in Figure 4c. The XPS spectra
of Pd 3d (Figure 4d) obtained from both 0.75Pd/CZA-MO and 0.9Pd/CZA-zH samples
reveals the peak positions of the Pd3d5/2 with a BE of 336.7 eV 38. It was reported that the
different binding energies of Pd3d5/2 (at around 336.7 eV and 342 eV) are normally
ascribed to the energy shift, caused by CuO decreases the electron density of Pd 39. More
importantly, the stronger intensity of Pd in 0.9Pd/CZA-zH sample can demonstrate a
relatively better distribution/diffusion of Pd on the catalyst surface than 0.75Pd/CZAMO. This is because the peak intensity of XPS is known to be closely related to the
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diffusive processes. Specifically, for the same numbers of element Pd, an increase in peak
intensity proves a good diffusion towards the surface. On the contrary, a decrease in the
intensity means that the atoms diffuse towards the bulk state 40. This phenomenon can be
observed from the TEM images (Figure 1) as well.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 4. XPS spectra of (a) Cu 2p, (b) Zn 2p, (c) O 1s and (d) Pd 3d for CZA and Pdmodified CZA samples.

3.2. CATALYTIC PERFORMANCE OF xPd/CZA-zH CATALYSTS
The catalytic activity of pure CZA and xPd/CZA-zH catalysts (x varied from 0.3
wt. % to 2.4 wt. %) were tested in the CO2 hydrogenation to MeOH at various reaction
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temperatures from 140 ºC to 240 ºC, as illustrated in Figure 5. MeOH was detected as the
main product (reaction (1)), but CO was formed simultaneously as the by-product via the
reversed water gas shift (RWGS) reaction (reaction (2)). Typically, the CO2 conversion
over Cu-based catalyst remains low (< 10%) at relatively low reaction temperatures (<
200 ºC), due to the difficulties in the activation of CO2 molecule 21,41. With the elevation
of reaction temperatures, the CO2 conversion was reported to show an increasing trend,
indicating that high temperatures are favorable for the CO2 activation and utilization.
However, CO2 hydrogenation to MeOH and RWGS reactions are found to act
competitively 5,15, especially under high reaction temperatures, it would also lead to the
decrease of MeOH selectivity, due to MeOH synthesis is an exothermic reaction (∆H298K
= -49.4 kJ/mol).
As we can observe in Figure 5, all xPd/CZA-zH samples show significant
enhancement on catalytic activity (CO2 conversion and MeOH yield) than CZA sample
within the studied range of reaction temperatures (140 °C to 240 °C). This could be
ascribed to the promoting effect of Pd on CZA catalyst support. Precisely, Pd would
enhance the concentration of H2 by means of hydrogen spillover on catalyst surface,
which are available for participation into the MeOH formation on the Cu active sites.
However, a volcano-shape trend of MeOH yield versus the Pd loading amount under
different reaction temperatures can be found. Among the xPd/CZA-zH samples (x varied
from 0.3 wt. % to 2.4 wt. %), 0.9Pd/CZA-zH shows the highest activity in terms of CO2
conversion and MeOH yield. This suggests that the addition of a proper amount of Pd to
CZA-zH catalyst support material would bring a beneficial effect to the catalytic activity
of final CZA catalyst. However, when Pd loading amount goes beyond the level of 0.9
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wt. %, the provided advantage could be gradually counteracted by negative factors (e.g.,
decrease of Cu surface area by Pd blocking or accumulation of deposited Pd particles) 17.
It is worth mentioning that the MeOH yield over 0.9Pd/CZA-zH sample increases
by about 2.65 times from 2.88% to 7.64%, which was a remarkable enhancement
compared to 1.84 times for pure CZA sample (MeOH yield increased from 2.92% to
5.37%), when reaction temperature was raised from 140 ºC (very low) to 180 ºC
(relatively low). In contrast, there is less enhancement (1.07 times) on the yield of MeOH
(8.68% to 9.28%) as the reaction temperature further increased from 200 ºC to 240 ºC,
which could be possibly resulted from the high-temperature facilitated RWGS side
reaction. As reported in the literature 16,36, CO production was demonstrated to have more
rapid increase rate than MeOH formation with the elevation of reaction temperature, due
to the high thermal dependence of CO formation via RWGS reaction (endothermic, +41.2
kJ/mol), and the lowered apparent activation energies (Ea) for RWGS. Therefore, it
demonstrated that the hydrogen spillover effect of Pd could be utilized more efficiently
on CZA catalyst under lower reaction temperatures. What’s more, considering the
conduction of thermo-catalytic process at milder reaction conditions (e.g., < 200 ºC) is
highly desired as a promising method for the mitigation of energy consumption, the
stability of all samples were investigated under the relatively low reaction temperature at
180 ºC in the present work.
The long-term stability experiments were conducted over pure CZA and
xPd/CZA-zH samples with various Pd loading amount (0.3 wt. % to 2.4 wt. %) to
evaluate the sustainability of promotion effect of Pd under a long-time operation (e.g.,
100 hrs). Figure 6 shows the CO2 conversion, MeOH yield and CO yield under the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Catalytic activity of xPd/CZA-zH samples under various reaction temperatures:
(a) CO2 conversion and (b) MeOH yield, x varied from 0.3 wt. % to 2.4 wt. %. Reaction
conditions: T = 140-240 °C, P = 2.8 MPa, H2/CO2 molar ratio at 3:1, and GHSV = 2,880
mL/(gcat·h).

reaction conditions of T = 180 °C, P = 2.8 MPa. No obvious deactivation was observed
for all tested xPd/CZA-zH samples for 100 hrs reaction. What’s more, we found that the
production of CO was reduced by some extent (averagely 0.2%, absolute value) with the
existence of Pd on CZA catalyst. This result demonstrated the superior stability and
activity of the prepared xPd/CZA-zH catalysts at a mild reaction temperature (180 ºC) for
a long time than traditional CZA catalyst. Especially the 0.9Pd/CZA-zH sample, it
presents the highest CO2 conversion and MeOH yield with excellent stability.
For industrial applications, large-scale synthesis of catalysts with excellent
performance is very important. The effect of precursors concentrations (0.1 mol/L, 0.4
mol/L, 0.6 mol/L and 1.0 mol/L CZA-zH) on the catalytic performance of 0.9Pd/CZA-zH
sample for MeOH synthesis under various reaction temperatures (140 °C to 240 °C) was
investigated and shown in Figure 7. We can observer that the CO2 conversion and MeOH
yield of 0.4 mol/L and 0.6 mol/L samples were close to each other but lower than 0.1 mol/L.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6. Catalytic stability (100 hrs) of xPd/CZA-zH samples: (a) CO2 conversion, (b)
MeOH yield, and (c) CO yield, x varied from 0.3 wt. % to 2.4 wt. %. Reaction conditions:
T = 180 °C, P = 2.8 MPa, H2/CO2 molar ratio at 3:1, and GHSV = 2,880 mL/(gcat·h).

However, a significant decrease of catalytic activity was found, with the increase in
precursor concentration from 0.1 mol/L to 0.4 mol/L, then further decreased when the
precursor concentration increased from 0.6 mol/L to 1.0 mol/L. When the reaction
temperature was at 180 °C, the highest MeOH yield obtained was 7.64%, with a CO2
conversion of 9.88%, using a 0.9 wt. % Pd-modified catalyst prepared on a CZA-zH
support with lowest precursor concentration (0.1 mol/L), while the lowest MeOH yield
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obtained was 5.51%, with a CO2 conversion of 7.63%, using a catalyst support with
highest precursor concentration (1.0 mol/L). The difference in the MeOH yield at the
temperature of 180 °C between 0.1 mol/L and 1.0 mol/L of 0.9Pd/CZA-zH samples was
about 2.13%.
As discussed in our previous study 28, both Cu surface area and Cu dispersion of
CZA catalyst decreased with an increase in precursor concentrations. Especially, the
higher concentration of precursor (≥ 0.6 M) resulted in a more significant decrease in Cu
surface area and Cu dispersion, which was mainly caused by the limited dispersion of
precipitates, and aggregation of precipitates during co-precipitation. Therefore, the
promoting effect of Pd particles on CZA catalyst was greatly diminished due to much less
available Cu active sites. Based on this result, 0.1 mol/L CZA-MO and CZA-zH catalyst
supports were applied in the preparation of different Pd/CZA samples.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Catalytic activity of 0.9Pd/CZA-zH samples with different concentration of
precursor (0.1 mol/L, 0.4 mol/L, 0.6 mol/L and 1.0 mol/L) under various reaction
temperatures: (a) CO2 conversion and (b) MeOH yield. Reaction conditions: T = 140-240
°C, P = 2.8 MPa, H2/CO2 molar ratio at 3:1, and GHSV = 2,880 mL/(gcat·h).
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3.3 CATALYTIC PERFORMANCE OF yPd/CZA-MO CATALYSTS
The influence of Pd addition on the catalytic activity of yPd/CZA-MO catalysts
(Pd loading varied from 0.5 wt. % to 2 wt. %) was investigated next (Figure 8), under the
same temperature range as in the previous part (Figure 5). Similarly, the CO2 conversion
and MeOH yield of yPd/CZA-MO samples were greatly enhanced than that of CZA
sample. However, it is notable that the promotion effect of Pd in MeOH formation is
weakened in this case, which is not proportional to the elevation of Pd loading amount
(from 0.5 wt. % to 2 wt. %). As we can see, there is a slight enhancement on catalytic
activity when Pd loading increased from 0.5 wt. % to as high as 2 wt. % on CZA-MO
catalyst support. What’s more, it shows a distinctive relationship between catalytic
activity and Pd loading amount compared to that of xPd/CZA-zH samples. This finding is
highly suggestive that part of the deposited Pd nanoparticles on CZA-MO support might
be not effectively involved into the hydrogen spillover from Pd to Cu.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8. Catalytic activity of yPd/CZA-MO samples under various reaction temperatures:
(a) CO2 conversion and (b) MeOH yield, y varied from 0.5 wt. % to 2.0 wt. %. Reaction
conditions: T = 140-240 °C, P = 2.8 MPa, H2/CO2 molar ratio at 3:1, and GHSV = 2,880
mL/(gcat·h).
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The long-term stability experiments (100 hrs) of yPd/CZA-MO samples were
performed under the same reaction conditions (T = 180 °C and P = 2.8 MPa) as
xPd/CZA-zH samples. From Figure. 9, we can see an increasing trend of catalytic activity
with the increase of Pd loading amount (0.5 wt. % to 2.0 wt. %), as well as no significant
deactivation during l00 hrs run of MeOH synthesis reaction via CO2 hydrogenation.
Nevertheless, the MeOH yield of 2Pd/CZA-MO sample (with the highest Pd loading
amount among yPd/CZA-MO samples) obtained at the 2nd hour of reaction (in order to
get stable and reliable data) is about 1.06% lower than that of 0.9Pd/CZA-zH sample
(6.58% vs 7.64%), as well as 0.2% higher in the yield of byproduct CO (1.65% vs
1.44%). These prominent discrepancies in catalytic performance of xPd/CZA-zH and
yPd/CZA-MO samples are most likely originated from the different properties (e.g.,
specific surface area, and numbers of oxygen-containing groups for adsorption) of two
CZA support materials, which are consistent with the characterization results of BET,
TEM, XRD and XPS.

3.4. DISCUSSION
Based on above results from experiments and characterizations, the improvement
of hydrogenation spillover effect on the production of MeOH occurs on both xPd/CZAzH and yPd/CZA-MO samples, especially under mild reaction conditions. However,
BET, TEM (Figure 1) and XRD (Figure 2) results revealed the different structural
properties of two CZA support materials (CZA-zH and CZA-MO), which is strongly
correlated with the effective interaction between promoter Pd and catalyst support
CuZnAl, ultimately affecting the production of MeOH over Cu active sites. Thus, the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9. Catalytic stability (100 hrs) of yPd/CZA-MO samples: (a) CO2 conversion, (b)
MeOH yield, and (c) CO yield, y varied from 0.5 wt. % to 2.0 wt. %. Reaction conditions:
T = 180 °C, P = 2.8 MPa, H2/CO2 molar ratio at 3:1, and GHSV = 2,880 mL/(gcat·h).

relationship of catalytic activity and Pd loading amount (wt. %) was summarized and
plotted (as shown in Figure 10).The CO2 conversion and MeOH yield both present an
increasing trend with the increase of Pd loading (wt. %) on CZA-zH and CZA-MO
supports, at a relatively low reaction temperature (180 ºC), suggesting that the H atoms
migrate from the Pd metal particle to the Cu substrate, then participate in the CO2
hydrogenation on Cu active sites, followed by reacting with the carbonate species to form
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formate, and finally produce MeOH 2, 42. Among all the tested Pd/CZA samples, the
0.9Pd/CZA-zH sample shows the highest CO2 conversion and MeOH yield in this work,
which proves that an appropriate amount of promoter Pd on CZA-zH catalyst support,
composed of a mixture of zincian malachite (zM) and hydrotalcite-like (HTl) phases,
would be beneficial to the catalytic activity of CO2 hydrogenation to MeOH at a low
reaction temperature. More importantly, the efficient interaction between Pd and Cu
active center was significantly influenced by the dispersion of promoter Pd on catalyst
support.

(b)

(a)

Figure 10. Relationship of Pd loading (wt. %) and catalytic activity of xPd/CZA-zH and
yPd/CZA-MO samples under the mild reaction conditions (T = 180 ºC, and P = 2.8 MPa).

In short, we believe that the superior catalytic performance of xPd/CZA-zH
samples was benefited from the existence of both zincian-malachite phase [zM,
(Cu,Zn)2(OH)2CO3] and hydrotalcite-like phase [HTl, (Cu,Zn)1xAlx(OH)2(CO3)x/2·mH2O)]

in the CZA aged precursor material. Specifically, the

formation of mixed phases (zM and HTl) in Cu-based catalysts was reported to provide
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abundant oxygen-containing functional groups (e.g., -OH) with higher specific surface
area, acting as active sites for adsorption of various promoters (e.g., Ce, Zr, Zn, Mg)
21,25,43

. This would eventually enhance the dispersion and alleviate the aggregation or

accumulation of promoter Pd on CZA support prepared by impregnation method, thus
more Cu active sites could benefit from hydrogen spillover effect brought by adjacent Pd.
In contrast, for Pd-modified catalyst on CuO-ZnO-Al2O3 (CZA-MO) support, both
hydroxyl groups (-OH) and carbonate (CO32-) anions from the zM and HTl phases were
removed via thermal decomposition during the calcination process 33 and transformed
into CuO as the main component in the catalyst, which was also supported by our XRD
result. Promoter Pd with uneven dispersion and accumulation on this support might be
caused by the weak interaction between Pd and CuO-ZnO-Al2O3, which is a waste of
promoter metal with low-efficiency utilization.
Therefore, we could conclude that some of the deposited Pd particles on CZAMO support were not effectively participating in increasing the activity of CZA catalyst,
which can be caused by the certain degree of accumulation of Pd particles in some areas
on Cu surface (Scheme 1a). Ultimately, this would result in few Cu active sites were able
to receive the spilled/transferred H atoms from Pd in the surrounding or nearby region for
the subsequent CO2 hydrogenation. On the contrary, positive interaction between welldispersed promoter Pd and catalyst support CZA-zH could realize a more efficient
utilization of hydrogen spillover effect from Pd (Scheme 1b), thus more productive
formation of MeOH, though under a mild reaction environment.
At last, Arrhenius plots for the conversion of CO2 to MeOH over xPd/CZA-zH
catalysts in the range of temperatures from 180 °C to 240 °C was displayed in Figure S1.
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(a)

(b)

Scheme 1. Schematic comparison of calcined Pd-modified CuO/ZnO/Al2O3 catalyst using
(a) CuO/ZnO/Al2O3 nanoparticles (CZA-MO), or (b) Cu-Zn-Al aged precursor (with zM
and HTl structures, CZA-zH) as the starting support material for palladium deposition
during catalyst preparation.

The calculations were following the relationship between apparent activation energies
(Ea) and the slope of Arrhenius Equation (ln(k) = -Ea/RT + ln(A)) as reported elsewhere
44

, where k is the reaction rate constant (STYMeOH (gMeOH/kgcat·h), A is the frequency

factor, Ea is the apparent activation energy (kJ/mol), R is the gas constant (8.314
J/(K·mol)), and T is the reaction temperature (K). Among the tested samples, the
0.9Pd/CZA-zH sample had the lowest apparent activation energy. This result provided
more evidence for the highest MeOH yield of the 0.9Pd/CZA-zH sample within the
studied reaction temperatures in this work, as well as demonstrated that appropriate
amount of Pd loading on CZA-zH support can be helpful to reduce the apparent
activation energy for MeOH synthesis reaction.
Besides, the highest STYMeOH obtained over the 0.9Pd/CZA-zH catalyst under the
temperature of 180 °C and pressure of 2.8 MPa was 0.08 gMeOH/(gcat·h), which is clearly
higher than most of the state-of-the-art catalysts under similar reaction conditions (Table
S1). Although the hydrogen spillover of Pd significantly enhances the catalytic
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performance of CuZnAl catalyst, especially at a relatively low reaction temperature, the
main catalytical active sites of Pd-modified CuZnAl catalyst is still a lack of decisive
experimental evidence, which is because of the complicated interactions among Pd, Cu
and Zn in the catalyst. For example, ZnO-Cu interfaces, PdCu alloy, PdZn alloy, or Pd
modified ZnOx islands have been considered as the main active centers on the catalyst
surface for MeOH synthesis over CO2 hydrogenation in the literature 18,32,38,45. Therefore,
the definite roles of promoter and support in MeOH synthesis needs to be deeply
investigated in the future work.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, an active Pd-modified Cu/ZnO/Al2O3 catalyst was developed for
MeOH synthesis via CO2 hydrogenation at a relatively low reaction temperature (180
°C). Both Pd/CZA-zH and Pd/CZA-MO catalysts show enhanced catalytic activity and
good stability compared to CZA catalyst without Pd loading. However, Pd/CZA-zH
catalysts present higher MeOH yield under various reaction temperatures (140 °C to 240
°C, especially under a milder environment of T = 180 °C) than Pd/CZA-MO. It was
demonstrated that the existence of zincian-malachite phase (zM) and hydrotalcite-like
phase (HTl) in the un-calcined CZA aged precursor support (CZA-zH) provided more
effective adsorption and dispersion for promoter Pd on catalyst surface. This is ascribed
to their higher surface area and abundant oxygen-containing functional groups (e.g. -OH)
in the mixed phases of support material. What’s more, good interaction between Cu and
appropriate amount of Pd in the Pd/CZA-zH catalysts was supported by both H2-TPR and
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XPS results. On the contrary, slight enhancement on catalytic activity was observed on
Pd/CZA-MO catalysts, which most likely means only a small portion of deposited Pd
particles were adjacent to Cu active centers on catalyst surface, demonstrating a low
utilization efficiency of promoter Pd. Difference in the dispersion of Pd over two CZA
catalyst support materials (CZA-zH and CZA-MO) due to distinctive properties
ultimately affects their catalytic performance of CO2 hydrogenation to MeOH. Thus, this
work illustrates the importance of the properties of metal support that affects the
interfacial interaction with promoter, in the design of Cu-based catalyst for lowtemperature MeOH synthesis via CO2 hydrogenation.

ASSOCIATED CONTENT

Supporting Information Available: Arrhenius plots for the conversion of CO2 to
MeOH over xPd/CZA-zH catalysts with various Pd loadings; Catalyst compositions
determined from ICP-OES of the prepared Pd/CZA catalysts; Methanol STY of the
0.9Pd/CZA-zH compared to state-of-the-art catalysts under similar reaction conditions
from the literature.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Figure S1. Arrhenius plots for the conversion of CO2 to MeOH over xPd/CZA-zH
catalysts with various Pd loadings (x = 0.3 wt. % to 2.4 wt. %).

Table S1. Catalyst compositions determined from ICP-OES of the prepared Pd/CZA
catalysts.
Pd loading (wt. %)
Catalysts

Nominal

Actual

CuZnAl

n/a

n/a

0.5Pd/CuZnAl-MO

0.5

0.45

0.75Pd/CuZnAl-MO

0.75

0.74

1.0Pd/CuZnAl-MO

1.0

1.04

2.0Pd/CuZnAl-MO

2.0

1.93

0.3Pd-CuZnAl-zH

0.3

0.27

0.6Pd-CuZnAl-zH

0.6

0.61

0.9Pd-CuZnAl-zH

0.9

0.94

1.2Pd-CuZnAl-zH

1.2

1.25

2.4Pd-CuZnAl-zH

2.4

2.43
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Table S2. Methanol STY of the 0.9Pd/CZA-zH compared to state-of-the-art catalysts
under similar reaction conditions from the literature.
STYMeOH

Catalyst

Pressure (bar)

Temperature (°C)

Pd/CZA-zH

28

180

0.08

This work

MoS2

50

180

0.13

[1]

ZnO-ZrO2

50

220

0.01

[2]

Pd/In2O3

50

200

0.05

[3]

Cu-In-Zr-O

25

210

0.003

[4]

Cu/La2O2CO3

30

200

0.09

[5]

Cu-Zn-Al-Zr

50

190

0.08

[6]

Pd/ZnO/Al2O3

30

180

0.03

[7]

Cu-Zn-Zr

30

180

0.03

[8]

(gMeOH/gcat·h)
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SECTION
2. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

2.1. CONCLUSIONS
In this dissertation, the roles of interaction between CZZA and HZSM-5 in
bifunctional catalysts for direct synthesis of DME via CO2 hydrogenation were studied. In
the mixed mode of CZZA/HZSM-5 catalysts, we obtained a maximum CO2 conversion of
26.2% and DME yield of 18.3 %, at reaction temperature of 240 °C and pressure of 2.8
MPa, exhibiting good performance when compared to literature values. The particle size
and mixing method of catalysts affected the interaction of two components, and eventually
affected the deactivation of the bifunctional catalyst. In the separated mode of CZZA and
HZSM-5 catalysts, it showed significantly faster deactivation than the mixed
CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalyst did. Characterizations of used catalysts illustrated
that a remarkable loss of copper active sites of CZZA (due to partial H2O backflow resulted
from local high H2O partial pressure from quick dehydration of MeOH in HZSM-5 layer)
and increased quantity of coke deposition on HZSM-5 catalyst (due to high concentration
of MeOH from CZZA layer) were the main reasons for catalyst deactivation in the
separated mode. In contrast, the gradual MeOH synthesis on CZZA and quick MeOH
dehydration on HZSM-5 in the mixed mode will keep MeOH at a low concentration,
shifting the equilibrium towards a higher CO2 conversion. From this work, we can conclude
that an optimal distance between two catalyst components in the bifunctional catalyst with
positive interaction (minimizing H2O accumulation and coke deposition) is crucial and
essential for one-step CO2 hydrogenation to DME reaction.
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In addition, the deactivation and regeneration of CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional
catalysts were investigated in a fix-bed reactor for direct synthesis of DME via CO2
hydrogenation. From an industrial perspective, being regenerated under the proposed
conditions (route 1), CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts are suitable for being used in
reaction-regeneration cycles in the hydrogenation of CO2 to DME, given that it provides
effective regenerability of catalysts with high production of DME, while minimizing the
sintering of metal catalyst. Various characterizations results revealed that low-temperature
regeneration (250 °C) under the air atmosphere had less extent of negative effects on the
changes of particle size and active surface area of Cu active sites than high regeneration
temperature (≥ 300 °C). Although the combustion of coke species at 250 °C with air was
proven to be not as effective as that which was conducted under higher temperature range
(≥ 300 °C), the recovery of catalytic activity of the whole CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional
catalysts was much higher, on the contrary. Hence, the optimization of regeneration
conditions would be of high importance in the industrial production of DME, since it can
effectively inhibit the undesirable side-effects and significantly increase the lifetime of
catalysts.
Besides, a bifunctional catalyst, consisting of Fe-modified CZZA and HZSM-5,
was developed for DME synthesis via one-step CO2 hydrogenation. Our study indicated
that iron provided several advantages in the prevention of sintering and oxidation of
copper. The reducibility of CuO benefited from the introduction of a Fe element through
adsorbing/activating H2 and, subsequently, keeping the adjacent Cu surface in a more
reduced state, thereby counteracting the oxidizing effect of CO2 or H2O. The catalytic
performance of all Fe-modified CZZA catalysts, with different Fe loadings, was slightly
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lower due to the coverage of the Cu surface area, but the stability of Fe-CZZA catalysts
was greatly enhanced due to a much lower loss of Cu surface area, as compared to that of
the CZZA catalyst. Nearly a 1.4% (absolute value) loss of DME yield, with reference to
the initial yield for 0.5Fe-CZZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts in a 100 hrs run of
reaction, was obtained. This showed a much better stability than other Cu-based methanol
synthesis catalysts (e.g., CZA or CZZA). Via the oxygen spillover between deficient iron
oxide and Cu, the oxidation of Cu surface by CO2 or H2O and sintering of Cu active centers
during the long-term reaction could be effectively mitigated.
What’s more, CO2 hydrogenation to DME was performed over ZrO2-overcoated
CuO-ZnO-Al2O3 catalysts via ALD, demonstrating significant promotional effects of ZrO2
thin films for boosting the catalytic performance of CZA/HZSM-5 bifunctional catalysts.
The 5cZrO2-CZA/HZSM-5 catalysts were determined to have the highest catalytic activity,
with 18.40% DME yield (higher than that of CZA with 17.22% DME yield) at T = 240 °C,
P = 2.8 MPa, and gas hourly space velocity = 1,440 mL/(g·h). Based on the characterization
results, it was revealed that the promotion of DME synthesis from CO2 was due to (i) the
improvement of oxygen mobility and effective interaction between Cu active sites and
ZrO2, and (ii) the ZrO2-induced inhibition of the RWGS, which can be explained by the
assistance of ZrO2 to bind the key intermediates for methanol synthesis. More importantly,
all bifunctional catalysts composed of ZrO2-modified CZA and HZSM-5 showed enhanced
catalytic stability than that of CZA/HZSM-5 in the long-term test of DME synthesis. The
loss percentage of DME yield was greatly mitigated from 6.20% over CZA/HZSM-5 to
3.01% over 20cZrO2-CZA/HZSM-5, in line with the remarkable decrease in the loss
percentage of Cu surface area. This work indicates that the ZrO2 overcoating via ALD
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technique can be helpful to stabilize Cu active sites against sintering and the negative
effects of H2O in the long-term test.
Lastly, an active Pd-modified Cu/ZnO/Al2O3 catalyst was developed for MeOH
synthesis via CO2 hydrogenation at a relatively low reaction temperature (180 °C). Both
Pd/CZA-zH and Pd/CZA-MO catalysts show enhanced catalytic activity and good stability
compared to CZA catalyst without Pd loading. However, Pd/CZA-zH catalysts present
higher MeOH yield under various reaction temperatures (140 °C to 240 °C, especially
under a milder environment of T = 180 °C) than Pd/CZA-MO. It was demonstrated that
the existence of zincian-malachite phase (zM) and hydrotalcite-like phase (HTl) in the uncalcined CZA aged precursor support (CZA-zH) provided more effective adsorption and
dispersion for promoter Pd on catalyst surface. This is ascribed to their higher surface area
and abundant oxygen-containing functional groups (e.g., -OH) in the mixed phases of
support material. What’s more, good interaction between Cu and appropriate amount of Pd
in the Pd/CZA-zH catalysts was supported by both H2-TPR and XPS results. On the
contrary, slight enhancement on catalytic activity was observed on Pd/CZA-MO catalysts,
which most likely means only a small portion of deposited Pd particles were adjacent to
Cu active centers on catalyst surface, demonstrating a low utilization efficiency of
promoter Pd. Difference in the dispersion of Pd over two CZA catalyst support materials
(CZA-zH and CZA-MO) due to distinctive properties ultimately affects their catalytic
performance of CO2 hydrogenation to MeOH. Thus, this work illustrates the importance of
the properties of metal support that affects the interfacial interaction with promoter, in the
design of Cu-based catalyst for low-temperature MeOH synthesis via CO2 hydrogenation.
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2.2. FUTURE WORK
Despite the efforts taken to improve the CO2 hydrogenation to methanol/DME
based on both catalytic activity and stability, further research is still necessary for
bifunctional catalysts composed of Cu-based catalyst and zeolites, as the deactivation
problem is still outstanding and significantly impacts the lifetime of catalysts.
For example, novel catalysts are expected to be developed, such as In2O3, having
the greatest potential to overcome the limitations observed in the classic Cu-ZnO system
due to its excellent behavior showing high selectivity toward CO2 with low CO selectivity
[123]. For the In2O3-based catalysts, abundant oxygen vacancies can be generated through
activated H, and play an important role in improving the CO2 activation and further the
performance of hydrogenation reaction. What’s more, the addition of promoters (e.g., Pd,
Pt, and Rh) can help to dissociate H2 more efficiently [124], which enhances both the
formation of oxygen vacancies and the subsequent hydrogenation, leading to significant
improvement in the catalytic performance of DME synthesis reaction with different
zeolites.
In addition, the layered structures have attracted a lot of attention recently. If the
catalysts are arranged in layers, then there will be more electron surface area, as well as
providing better thermal and structural stability, toward generating more relevant product
[125-128]. Layered mesoporous double hydroxide (tetrahedral) sheets (LDH) are one such
possibility to generate catalyst layers within or in between the sheets. In the literature, some
studies [129, 130] have discussed the advantages of LDH phases as catalyst precursors,
such as good dispersion at an atomic level, homogeneous microstructure, high thermal
stability against sintering/reduction, high dispersion for small Cu clusters, and high specific
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surface area. Overall, in the perspective to develop active and stable bifunctional catalysts
with high resistance to water deactivation for direct synthesis of DME via CO2
hydrogenation, the textural, structural and interaction must be adequately considered and
investigated.
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